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chapter 1

Introduction

The fields of Data Science and Natural Language Processing (nlp) have made sub-
stantial advances in the last decade. Tech companies like Google provide us with
tools such as translation machines and chatbots, and new developments follow each
other rapidly. The techniques underlying these developments are generally based on
machine learning, which presently is the most successful branch of Artificial Intelli-
gence. Withmachine learning, it is possible to let computers learn from data without
explicit instructions. Its success has been stimulated mainly by three factors. The
development of better algorithms and better hardware are two of them, but themost
important factor is the availability of large datasets on the Internet. Without data,
there is nomachine learning.

The relevance of these developments for Biblical Studies should not be underes-
timated. Various datasets containing annotated ancient texts and text corpora have
been published online, and their number increases rapidly. These electronic corpora,
of which many are freely available, make it possible to do large-scale analysis, in
whichmany linguistic and other features are combined. Also, it is possible to ana-
lyze data from different languages and text corpora together using new methods
and techniques. This is a huge advance over a situation in which the data are locked
up in printed editions and commercial software packages without free access and
possibilities to process and export the data in any desired way.

In this research, a number of new techniques are applied to the problem of
linguistic variation in Biblical Hebrew (bh). Overall, bh is a relatively homogeneous
language. Most of the lexicon, morphology, and syntax is identical throughout the
books of the Hebrew Bible, but some linguistic variation can be observed: there is
variation between genres, the Hebrew of poetic texts differs from that of prose, but
also within one genre; the language of Genesis differs from that of Ezra; and even
within separate books like Genesis itself there is linguistic variation.

Just like in other languages, this variation may be explained by diachronic
development. Since the emergence of critical scholarship on the Hebrew Bible, most
scholars have argued that much of the linguistic variation in bh is due to change
over time. These scholars distinguish Early Biblical Hebrew (ebh) from Late Biblical
Hebrew (lbh). ebh can be found in the Pentateuch and Former Prophets, and lbh
can be found in the so-called core late books of Esther, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and
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Chronicles, and maybe some other books like Qoheleth. Generally, scholars relate the
Babylonian exile to the transformation from ebh to lbh, so ebh is considered to date
from the pre-exilic period, and lbh from the post-exilic period.

This distinction between ebh and lbh led Avi Hurvitz to the development of a
method to date biblical texts of unknown date, such as Jonah and Ruth. This method
of linguistic dating has been applied widely in the field of Biblical Studies.

Next to diachronic variation, scholars have detected variation between dialects,
social layers, and individual styles in the Hebrew Bible. However, finding out which
of these factors play a role in which texts is easier said than done, because of vari-
ous complicating factors, one being that most books have been edited, and since
we do not possess the original manuscripts, it is often difficult to reconstruct
the various editorial layers. The long history of transmission of the books of the
Hebrew Bible may have caused both differentiation and harmonization of its lan-
guage.

Besides editing and transmission, the nature of bh itself has its own peculiarities.
Not only is its vocabulary relatively restricted, but due to the nature of its texts, itmay
be a literary language. Last but not least, the corpus of bh is limited: theHebrew Bible
contains fewer than 430,000 words. These problems, addressed by various scholars in
the late 20th and early 21st centuries, led to fierce debates in the field of Biblical Studies
concerning the history of bh and the possibility of dating biblical texts on the basis
of their language.

The discussion as presented briefly above has led to a kind of stalemate position.
The gap between those who say it is possible to date texts linguistically and those who
say it is not has resulted in a situation in which scholars seem to dig in their heels.

This research is embedded in the project “Does Syntactic Variation reflect Lan-
guage Change? Tracing Syntactic Diversity in Biblical Hebrew Texts”.1 With this
project we try to overcome the present stalemate position. We concur with those who
say that syntax may give a better impression of the history of bh than vocabulary
(Polzin 1976; Joosten 2005; Rezetko 2003: 249): being more deeply rooted in the lan-
guage system and being less consciously used (Henry 2004), syntax is less apt to be
manipulated.

1 Funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (nwo). The applicants are Dr.
J.W. Dyk and Prof. Dr. W.Th. van Peursen. Next to this research on clause structure, there are sub-
projects on phrase structure (Marianne Kaajan) and text hierarchy (Dirk Bakker) and a synopsis of
the three sub-projects (Janet Dyk andWido van Peursen).
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Themain research question of this project is:

How and to what extent does the structure of clauses in bh vary
and what is the linguistic, literary, and historical background of this
variation?

The subtitle of the thesis is “a quantitative approach”. In studies on linguistic
variation in bh, quantification of results always plays a role. For instance, a certain
word or construction occurs predominantly in lbh, and a semantic alternative
construction occurs predominantly in ebh. In this situation it is important to know
the distribution of both the ebh and the lbh alternative throughout the Hebrew
Bible, and the proportion of these alternatives in various parts of it. In traditional
studies on linguistic variation in bh, quantification is dealt with only to a limited
extent. The purpose of this thesis is to use methods with which a more complete
quantitative impression of linguistic variation is given. Also, there is an important
role for visualizing data in this thesis, because visualizations clarify more than tables
of numbers. The goal of this approach is to make research on linguistic variation
in bh more data-driven, and less dependent on models based on the intuition of
scholars.

With the focus on quantitative methods there is less attention for conventional
philology. That does notmean that traditional linguistics is not important, but the
study of the history of bh does not have a strong quantitative foundation, and new
technical developments justify attempting to see what they can bring to the study of
ancient languages and bh in particular.

As stated above, this research is part of the Syntactic Variation project of the
Eep Talstra Centre for Bible and Computer (etcbc), in which syntactic variation in
bh is studied on three different levels. Marianne Kaajan describes phrase structure
variation,2 my research addresses clause structures, and Dirk Bakker investigates
larger text units.3

The structure of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 is a general review of the literature on linguistic variation in bh. In

each of the subsequent chapters, there is a review of the topic discussed in it.
Chapter 3 contains a description of the scientific framework and the data, more

specifically of the etcbc database fromwhich the data in this researchwere extracted.

2 Kaajan,M.E., Syntactic Variation inNon-Verbal Phrase Structure in BiblicalHebrew (in preparation).
3 Bakker, D., Syntactic Variation in Classical Hebrew: A Text-Grammatical Approach (in preparation).
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Because a clause has as core either an expression of “being”, without or with the
verb “to be”, or a verb with its satellites, these two types of clause structure are dealt
with in chapters 4 and 5.

Chapter 4 contains an analysis of various expressions for “to be” in bh. After the
review in section 1, section 2 describes the variation between clauses with a subject
and predicate complementwith andwithout היה , using aGeneralized AdditiveMixed
Model (gamm). In section 3 the use of the particle שי is analyzed by contrasting clauses
with and without שי . In the analysis, linguistic variation is studied using Random
Forest andExtremeGradient Boosting. Section 4 alsousesRandomForest andExtreme
Gradient Boosting to study the tripartite verbless clause.

As an example of the other type of clause structure, chapter 5 deals with verbal
valency, focusing on complex verbal valency patterns. The case study is ןתנ and םיש

with double object constructions.
In chapter 6, clause structure variation is approached from a different perspective.

Instead of focusing on a particular syntactic feature, all clauses from a relevant corpus
are studied and a model is trained on these clauses in order to predict their language
class. In this analysis, a Long Short-TermMemory (lstm) network is used.

The approach in all the chapters is that first a dataset is generated with Text-
Fabric,4 a Python api of the Hebrew Bible (Roorda, Kalkman, Naaijer, and Van
Cranenburgh 2014; Roorda 2018), then the data are explored and existing hypotheses
about the structure of linguistic variation are investigated and tested using a number
of statistical andmachine learning techniques.

For those who are interested in more detail on the techniques used in the thesis, I
have included appendices with technical details. The quantitative work is completely
reproducible, the data can be downloaded fromGitHub (see https://github.com/Dans
-labs/text-fabric for instructions), as can all the Python and r scripts for preprocessing
and analyzing the data (https://github.com/martijnnaaijer/phdthesis).

4 Except chapter 5 on verbal valency, in whichmost of the data was preparedmanually.

https://github.com/Dans-labs/text-fabric
https://github.com/Dans-labs/text-fabric
https://github.com/martijnnaaijer/phdthesis
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Review of history of scholarship

2.1. Introduction

Most of the important modern standard reference works on the history of bh accept
the division of the history of bh into three periods:1 Archaic Biblical Hebrew (abh),
Early Biblical Hebrew2 (ebh), and Late Biblical Hebrew (lbh).

According to these works, abh can be foundmainly in a number of poetic texts in
the Pentateuch and Former Prophets: Gen 49 (the blessings of Jacob), Exod 15 (the Song
at the Sea), Num 23–24 (the oracles of Balaam), Deut 32–33 (the prayer and blessing
of Moses), Judg 5 (the song of Deborah), 1 Sam 2:1–10 (the prayer of Hannah), Hab
3, and various Psalms, including Ps 18 // 2Sam 22 and Ps 68.3 These poems show a
concentration of linguistic features found in lower concentrations elsewhere in the
Hebrew Bible.4 The linguistic similarities between the abh texts, the Ugaritic corpus,
and the Amarna letters led scholars like Cross and Freedman to state that these texts
contain the earliest phase of bh, which can be dated to the pre-monarchic and early
monarchic period.5 Extra-linguistic arguments play a role as well in dating separate
texts: Exod 15 could have been influenced by Ugaritic mythology, as suggested by
Cross (1994: 113–144). Because of the limited size of the abh corpus, it will play only a
minor role in this study.

1 This divison is accepted by Kutscher (1982), Sáenz-Badillos (1993), and the Encyclopedia of Hebrew
LanguageandLinguistics (Khan, ed. 2013, in the lemma: “BiblicalHebrew: Periodization”byHornkohl).

2 Also called Standard Biblical Hebrew (sbh) or Classical Biblical Hebrew (cbh).
3 This list is fromMandell (2013). There are varying opinions on which texts are characteristic of the

abh corpus and which texts show abh in its “purest” form; for this issue see Robertson (1972).
4 For a description of various features, see for instance Cross and Freedman (1975); Sáenz-Badillos (1993:

56–62); Vern (2011). A description of the verb system of abh can be foundmost comprehensively in
Notarius (2013).

5 Cross and Freedman (1994: ch 1). Sáenz-Badillos (1993: 56) does not date the abh texts explicitly to the
pre-monarchic period, he simply classifies abh under Pre-Exilic Hebrew. For a critique of assigning
an early date to the abh texts, see Vern (2011). For further recent discussions, see Pat-El (2014) and
Notarius (2015). For a critique of themethodology of Cross and Freedman (1997, reprint), see Goodwin
(1969). Recently the issue of abh was discussed extensively in the introduction and three articles in
Barmash, ed. (2017: 47–118).
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Muchmorematerial is available for the study of the later phases of bh. Various
19th century scholars observed the differences between the Hebrew of the Pentateuch
and Former Prophets on the one hand, and of the undisputed late books of Esther,
Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles on the other hand.6 According to Gesenius,
most of the Pentateuch and Former Prophetswerewritten in the pre-exilic period, but
later redactionmust be supposed (Gesenius 1815: 23).7 He also stated that other early
texts include Psalms, Proverbs, Job, and the prophetic books of Amos, Hosea, Micah,
and Isaiah (Gesenius 1815: 24). Gesenius gives several linguistic characteristics of early
prose and early poetry, but he generally judges prophetic literature on the basis of
style. On Ezekiel he says: “Zwar der originellste derDichter, dessen üppige Phantasie in neuen
gigantisch-grotesken Bildern schwelgt, besitzt er doch zu wenig Geschmack und Concinnität,
um denNamen eines classischen Schriftstellers zu verdienen” (Gesenius 1815: 25). Gesenius
postulated that the linguistic differences can be explained by assuming that during
the exile, when there was increased contact between Hebrew and Aramaic speakers,
theHebrew languagewas influencedbyAramaic. Throughout the 19th and20th century
the basic framework of Gesenius’ ideas, consisting of an early and a late phase of bh
separated by the exile, would remain influential.

After a period of consensus8 on the diachrony of bh, a number of works were
published in the 1990s in which the foundations of the chronological model were
questioned. Cryer (1994) asks whether any substantial variation at all can be traced in
bh, thereby questioning the distinction between ebh and lbh, Davies (1995) argues
that it is possible that books written in ebh could originate in the post-exilic period,
and, according to Knauf (1990), bh is a rather artificial language.

Although the idea that bh, just like every other natural language, has developed
over time is reasonable, there are various factors that make it difficult to undertake a
description of this development. Most investigations of bh are based on the language
of the text in the Codex Leningradensis (l), which was produced in 1008/1009ce. This
manuscript is the oldest complete manuscript of the Hebrew Bible. Slightly older
than Leningradensis is Codex Aleppo (late 10th century ce), whichwas partly destroyed
in a fire in 1948. These two codices are representatives of the so-called Masoretic Text
or mt. Although the termMasoretic Text suggests that it is a specific text, according

6 Although the variation in bh and the influence of Aramaic on bh in later compositionswas observed
earlier by Hugo de Groot (Hornkohl 2014: 2–3).

7 In n. 24 Gesenius indicates that Deut 33:7 must have been written during the exile.
8 A good overview of this consensus can be found in Sáenz-Badillos (1993).
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to Tov it would be better to say Masoretic Texts or m-group of texts, because there
are many differences among theMasoretic manuscripts (Tov 2012: 25). The Masoretic
Text tradition goes back to older traditions, which may go back to the Second Temple
period (Tov 2012: 24). This so-called Proto-Masoretic Text can be found in various Dead
Sea Scrolls (dss),9 and is probably the Vorlage of several translations, like the Peshitta,
the Targum and the Vulgate. This does not necessarily mean that the mt is the oldest
text of the Hebrew Bible. Some books in the Septuagint differ strongly from the mt
and are apparently based on a different Hebrew text, which may be older than the
mt.

The second most important group of biblical manuscripts is the biblical dss.
Among the dss, the oldest biblical manuscripts of substantial length can be found.
These scrolls were produced between the 3rd century bce and the 1st century ce. Some
manuscripts have a text that is similar to the mt, while other manuscripts have texts
that deviate substantially from the mt.10

2.2. Dating biblical texts: Avi Hurvitz

A major advance in the research on variation in bh was achieved by Avi Hurvitz.
In some influential works11 he argued that by using a straightforwardmethod it is
possible to distinguish between ebh and lbh,12 and that based on this difference, it
is possible to linguistically date biblical texts of unknown date. These texts used to be
dated by theological, historical, and literary criteria, but, according to Hurvitz, using
language as the dating criterion ismore objective than the criteria of so-calledHigher
Criticism (Hurvitz 1973: 74). By counting the number of late linguistic features of
a specific biblical text, Hurvitz was able to date several texts as late, including the
prose-tale of Job and several Psalms (Hurvitz 1973 and 1974).

9 An example is MasLevb, Tov (2012: 29 n. 8).
10 Strong deviations from l can be found in for instance 1qisaa.
11 Hurvitz (1974) on the book of Job, and Hurvitz (1972) on the controversial issues of the language and

date of p.
12 Hurvitz and many others think that ebh can be found mainly in the Pentateuch and Former

Prophets and that lbh can be found mainly in Qoheleth, Esther, Daniel, Ezra-Nehemiah and
Chronicles.
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2.3. Criteria of linguistic dating

According to Hurvitz, dating texts is not without complications. A post-exilic author
canwrite in an archaizing style, so it may be difficult to distinguish between real ebh
and late language that is archaized, but an early author could not write in a post-
exilic style. Therefore, if late linguistic features are found in a text, it can be dated to
the post-exilic period, but the absence of late language cannot automatically lead to
the conclusion that a certain text is pre-exilic (Hurvitz 1973: 75).13 Due to the relative
uniformity of bh and an archaizing style of several texts, it is not possible to be more
specific about the date of a text other than to say that it is post-exilic.14 Hurvitzmakes
use of the mt without textual emendations (Hurvitz 1973: 74).

To be able to date a text as late, Hurvitz uses four criteria. With the first three
criteria, one can isolate separate late linguistic features, the fourth criterion states
that a text is late if there is an accumulation of these late features in the text. The
first criterion for isolating a late feature is that of distribution: a feature must occur
predominantly or exclusively in the core lbh books.15 The second criterion is that
of opposition or contrast. For every late feature, there must be an early equivalent,
which occurs predominantly or exclusively in the ebh books. With this criterion one
can guarantee that it is not a coincidence that a late feature occurs in some books and
not in others, since an early feature has been replaced by a late one.

According to the third criterion the late feature should occur in late extra-biblical
Hebrew or in late texts in cognate languages. The main sources are the dss and
Rabbinic texts (mainly theMishnah), but some authors also search for features in the
Targumim. With this third criterion it can be guaranteed that a late feature is not
just typical of the personal style of a post-exilic author, but that it had a wider use.
With these criteria, late features can be extracted from biblical texts.

One or two late features can occur in a text by coincidence, according to Hurvitz,
so to be able to assign a late date to a text the fourth criterion states that there must

13 This view seems to be corrected by Hendel and Joosten (2018: 65–70), who point at positive traits of
ebh and linguistic relationships between epigraphic Hebrew and ebh.

14 Concerning the prose tale of Job, Hurvitz (1974: 31) says: “That is to say, wemay actually be dealing
not with an archaic but rather with an archaizing language. Another possible explanation of the
existence of old linguistic elements could be, of course, that (some of) the material in the Prose Tale
is indeed old, its final form being shaped, however, in a late period”.

15 Hurvitz (1973: 75) is not precise in specifying the core late corpus, but he does include Qoheleth.
Some others, for instance Bergey (1983), do not include this book, although he does not explain why
he does not include it.
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be an accumulation of late features in a text.16 Every late linguistic feature gets a
weight of one, nomatter how often it occurs in a late text. Hurvitz is not precise about
what number of features can be called an accumulation, except that it must be more
than the already mentioned one or two. Hurvitz (1974) describes seven late linguistic
features in the prose tale of Job in a stretch of text of 1070 words,17 so apparently this
is enough to assign a text to the post-exilic period.

2.4. Transitions: from ebh to lbh

According to Gesenius, the earlier form of bh was in use before the exile and the later
form started to be used during the exile, due to Aramaic influence. Gesenius calls
the later form spätere chaldäisch-gefärbte Sprache, which can be found in the books
of Jonah, Qoheleth, Esther, Daniel, Chronicles, and some Psalms. Gesenius detected
the Aramaic influence in the vocabulary, morphology, phrases, orthography, and
syntax (Gesenius 1815: 28–30). He thought that the language of other late books like
Zechariah, Malachi, the Song of Songs, Ezra, and Nehemiah was a bit purer (reiner)18

(Gesenius 1815: 27).
Later in the 19th century, S.R. Driver closely followed these ideas of Gesenius. In

his “Introduction” (Driver 1892b) he described the time of the early biblical stories as
the “golden age” of Hebrew literature and its language as the “purest form” of bh
(Driver 1892b: 473). This language can be found in the Pentateuchal layers j and e, the
books of Samuel and Kings and the early stories in Judges. He called the later syntax
“labored”, “inelegant”, and “deteriorated”19 (Driver 1892b: 473–474).

An interesting question is when the Hebrew language started to shift from ebh
to lbh and in which books this transition is visible. Driver argued that the transition
took place in the time of Nehemiah (5th century bce, Driver 1892b: 148), because
in the early post-exilic books, he did not find the late characteristics (Driver 1892b:
336). Among these are the books of Haggai, Zechariah, andMalachi, and the Priestly

16 A description of the criteria of dating bh texts can be found in Hurvitz (1973: 74–76), but also in
many other works of Hurvitz and others, for instance, in Hurvitz (2012: 267–268); Hurvitz (2014:
9–11); Bergey (1983: 16–21), and adapted for studying dialectal variation in Rendsburg (1990: 15–17).

17 Job 1, 2 and 42:6–17, for a count of the words, see https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/
blob/master/Ch2_History_of_scholarship/word_count_prose_tale_job.ipynb.

18 For Gesenius, the later language was clearly in a state of decay; therefore, he calls the language of
the books of Haggai, Malachi and some later Psalms “kraftlos und wässerig”, p. 26.

19 The late language can be foundmainly inQoheleth, Esther, Daniel, Ezra,Nehemiah, andChronicles.

https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Ch2_History_of_scholarship/word_count_prose_tale_job.ipynb
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Ch2_History_of_scholarship/word_count_prose_tale_job.ipynb
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layer of the Pentateuch, which was dated to the post-exilic area by Driver, on the
basis of non-linguistic grounds. Several later authors agree with Driver that the late
language is absent in these books,20 although Rendsburg argues that it would be
better to categorize Haggai among the core lbh books, based on the attestation of an
accumulation of lbh features in this book (Rendsburg 2012b). This means that there
is no disagreement on the date of these books: there is disagreement on the linguistic
profile of the book of Haggai and to a lesser extent the book of Zechariah.

The language phase between ebh and lbh is often called Transitional Biblical
Hebrew (tbh). It is found chronologically and typologically between ebh and lbh
(Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd 2008, volume 1: 51), and it has a mixture of ebh and
lbh linguistic features.

Various texts and books have been described as being written in tbh: the Priestly
Source, Isa 40–55, Jeremiah (Hornkohl 2014), Ezekiel, Jonah, Ruth, and Lamentations.21

The question as to what is the best representative of tbh is dealt with in Polzin (1976),
Hurvitz (1982), and Rooker (1990). Polzin (1976: 112) concludes that p is written in tbh
and suggests that Ps (the Sekundäre Priesterschrift) is typologically later than Pg (the
Priesterliche Grundschrift). Hurvitz (1982) criticizes Polzin and finds Ezekiel the best
exemplar of tbh, as does Rooker (1990). In Hurvitz’s opinion, p is written in ebh, so it
must be early and the exilic book Ezekiel shows clear traces of what would develop
further into lbh.22 This means that for Hurvitz the period of transition starts in the
6th century bce instead of in the 5th century, as Driver thought. Polzin and Hurvitz
have differing opinions, not only on what is the best exemplar of tbh, but also on the
presuppositions andmethodology of their research. Polzin (1976: 124) studies syntactic
features, which he finds a more reliable basis for dating texts than lexicon. According
to Hurvitz, both grammar and lexicon can be used. Other differences are that Polzin
prefers to use non-synoptic Chronicles instead of the whole book. For him, the other
best examples of lbh are Ezra and the non-memoir sections of Nehemiah, whereas
Hurvitz uses all the core lbh books as good examples of lbh, although often they
tend to archaize. Polzin (1976: 4) sees the 6th century inscriptions as “late Hebrew
sources”; for Hurvitz (1982: 162 n. 20) they are sources of ebh,23 and for Hendel and

20 Ehrensvärd (2003: 175–187); Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd (2008, volume 2: 47). Shin (2007) argues
that Zechariah andMalachi contain several late lexical features.

21 See Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd (2008, volume 1: 51–52), for further references.
22 Hurvitz (1982), Appendix 1 and 2.
23 Similarties anddifferences between theworks of Hurvitz and Polzin are discussed in Young, Rezetko,

and Ehrensvärd (2008, volume 1: 25–27).
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Joosten (2018: 71–72) epigraphic Hebrew is close to ebh, but it also shows signs of lbh,
maybe because most of the Judean inscriptions are relatively late.

2.5. Transitions: from lbh to qh and rh

Since their discovery, the dss have shed light onmany aspects of the history of bh,
due to the fact that the scrolls can be dated relatively precisely (3rd century bce–1st

century ce). However, their language has led to a number of new questions. The
corpus of the dss is often treated as a unit, but there is substantial linguistic variation
between the scrolls.24

Inmany scrolls, several linguistic features can be distinguished that can be related
to various traditions of Hebrew, so the development of Qumran Hebrew (qh) in
relation to the earlier bh and the later Rabbinic Hebrew (rh) does not seem to be
a linear process (Baasten 2006: 3). Morag (1988: 149) distinguishes between General
QumranHebrew (gch), Copper Scroll Hebrew (csh), and QumranMishnaic (qm).
General Qumran Hebrew can be recognized by the presence of the long form of
the personal pronouns האוה and האיה and the verbal form והלטוקי (imperfect 3ms
singular with pronominal suffix).25 Copper Scroll Hebrew distinguishes itself by the
use of the relative ש- instead of רשא and the ןי plural morpheme; QumranMishnaic
shares many features with rh, although it has its own distinctive features (Morag
1988: 149).

The question of whether qhwas a spoken or a literary variety of Hebrew has been
answered in various ways. Sáenz-Badillos (1993: 131) follows Goshen-Gottstein in his
opinion that the members of the sect tried to remove all colloquial characteristics,
trying to recreate a purely literary, biblical form of Hebrew, which reflects their
religious “purity”. Blau’s position resembles this opinion. According to him qh is
close to bh, although it has been influenced by vernaculars like Aramaic and an early
form of rh, calledMiddle Hebrew (Blau 2000: 25)

According toQimron andMorag, the grammar of qh shows clear traits of a spoken
language. According toMorag (1988: 163), several of the features he isolated in qh have
their origin in “living, spoken language”. According to Qimron (2000: 244), Tiberian
Hebrew has too often been equated with bh in general, and everything else as a

24 Baasten (2006: 2–8) and Sáenz-Badillos (1993: 130–147) give an overview of the various opinions on
linguistic variation in the dss.

25 Morag (1988: 151–152) discusses ten non-lexical linguistic features characteristic of gch.
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deviation from that standard. He thinks that most of the consonantal skeleton of
the mt and the dss reflects the Jerusalem dialect, and that the Tiberian vocalization
reflects another dialect.

Hurvitz (2000b: 113) has a middle position in this debate. For him, qh is amixed
language:

This means, as already indicated, that we are dealing here with a com-
posite language, whose ‘filters’ secured for future generations all kinds
of linguistic ingredients—biblical and extra-biblical, Jerusalemite and
peripheral, written (standard) as well as spoken (non-standard).

From the perspective of sociolinguistics, Schniedewind argues that qhwas an anti-
language, which uses specific vocabulary for certain central activities and beliefs in
the subculture (Schniedewind 2013: 177–178).

From a purely chronological perspective, qh is younger than bh. For Hurvitz,
qh is a continuation of lbh, which is in line with his method of linguistic dating.
Together with rh, the language of the dss forms the most important point of
reference of post-exilic Hebrew in the criterion of extra-biblical attestation. Blau
agrees with this vision. For him, qh is not only a literary language, it is also the
latest stage of the biblical language (Blau 2000:25). For others, qh cannot be seen as a
direct continuation of lbh, because it has its own specific peculiarities that cannot
have been developed from lbh (Sáenz-Badillos 1993: 132). Young also dismisses the
view that all of qh is closely related to lbh, because it has its own characteristics. He
argues that some qh texts are more or less indistinguishable from ebh. According
to Young, the concentration of late features in Pesher Habakkuk is comparable with
the concentration in ebh, and, therefore, its language is more closely related to ebh,
which he sees as a conservative style of Hebrew, than to lbh (Young 2008; Hendel and
Joosten 2018: 94).

Another central problem in the debate is how bh relates to rh. Concerning rh
there is general consensus that it deviates strongly from bh (Young, Rezetko, and
Ehrensvärd 2008, volume 1: 223; Pérez Fernandez 1999: 2). Whether this is due to the
fact that it is a spoken variety of Hebrew (Pérez Fernandez 1999: 2) or is a later form of
Hebrew, or both, is an open question. In theHurvitzian tradition rh is always used as
one of the benchmarks of late Hebrew, whereas others argue that some (proto-)form
of rhmay have co-existed with bh even in the pre-exilic period (Rendsburg 1990a;
Young 1993; Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd 2008, volume 1: 241–243)
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2.6. Other explanations of linguistic variation

The diachronic interpretation of linguistic variation in bh clearly dominates the
scholarly literature, but a range of alternative explanations have been proposed.

In the past decades, Gary Rendsburg has published extensively on regional
variation in bh (for instance, Rendsburg 1990b and 2002a; Noegel and Rendsburg
2009), for which he uses Hurvitz’s method with some modifications. According to
Rendsburg one can distinguish between biblical texts that were written in Judean
Hebrew and non-Judean or Israelian Hebrew. Approximately three quarters of the
Hebrew Bible was written in Judean Hebrew (Rendsburg 2003: 9), but clear traces of
other dialects can be found in books like Proverbs, Job, Qoheleth, and the stories of
the northern prophets and kings in the book of Kings (Rendsburg 1990b: 8–13).

In “Diglossia inAncientHebrew”, Rendsburg (1990a) tries to find traces of diglossia
in bh. Most of the Hebrew Bible is written in a formal, literary language, but there
may be traces of a colloquial variety. This disctinction between formal and colloquial
language can be seen clearly in a variety of Semitic languages, and it is visible also
in post-bh: qh is formal and rh is a more colloquial variety. Rendsburg studies a
number of mainly morpho-syntactic features to show that diglossia exists in the
Hebrew Bible, like gender neutralization (generally usingmasculine forms, where
the standard language distinguishes betweenmasculine and feminine forms, e.g.,
2mp םתא and 3mp םה instead of 2fp ןתא and 3fp הנה ) and incongruence (gender
and/or number do not agree, for instance, between subject and predicate within a
clause).

Frank Polak hasmade a number of contributions from the perspective of sociolin-
guistics. Polak describes it as “the interaction between the way language is used in
communication, the social conditions surrounding the communication process, and
the speaker’s attitudes to this process” (Polak 2006: 589). In a long article, Polak (2003)
distinguishes different styles in bh. In the Saul-David narratives andmany prophetic
legends, one can find narrative texts with short, simple clauses in parataxis, which
probably goes back to spoken language and oral narrative, whereas in other books,
mainly Kings and post-exilic literature, one can find narrative texts with intricate
sentence structure, long noun phrases, and subordinate clauses. Such a style requires
more planning and likely goes back to a scribal chancery (Polak 2003: 38–39). Polak
calls these two styles the rhythmic-verbal and complex nominal style. The rhythmic-
verbal style is related to oral traditions: it has short sentences in which the verbs
generally have no or only one argument. The complex nominal style is characterized
by longer clauses, often withmore than one argument per verb. Polak substantiates
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his claims by a number of examples26 and states that the rhythmic verbal style fits in
a culture in which only a few people knew how to write (Polak 2003: 66). The complex-
nominal style can also be observed in Aramaic legal documents from the Persian
period. It is likely that the culture of the Aramaic scribal chancery influenced scribal
practice in Hebrew (Polak 2006a: 46 and the following pages), so the difference in style
reflects a cultural difference.

The persistent influence of Aramaic on lbhwas due to the political function of
Aramaic in the post-exilic period when it became a prestige language (Polak 2006b:
592). Polak distinguishes, for instance, between eastern official Aramaic syntax in
infinitive clauses in embedded letters in the book of Ezra and western syntax in
similar clauses in the narrator’s text. This difference is explained by Polak as due to
the official nature of the letters versus themore colloquial style when the author of
Ezra addresses his Judean audience (Polak 2006b: 595–596). The influence of Aramaic
on lbh probably came via Official Aramaic, because a substantial amount of late
vocabulary is related to administration or commercial purposes (Polak 2006b: 597).

2.7. Critique of linguistic dating

The way Hurvitz’s method of linguistic dating has been applied, both by himself
and by others, has generated critique. According to some it is possible to date biblical
texts linguistically, but in some cases, there is a better explanation of the particular
linguistic features, and according to others, linguistic dating of biblical texts is not
possible at all.

One of the main representatives of the first opinion is Rendsburg. In various
publications (e.g., Rendsburg 2002b, 2003b, 2012a) he gives a different interpretation
of the features that are considered to be characteristics of the post-exilic language by
some scholars, for instance, in the case of supposed Aramaic influence on the Hebrew
language. Several of the features typical of abh are Aramaic-like features, but despite
this, these texts are not dated as post-exilic by those who think that the eccentricities
of the language of the archaic poems give an indication of their date.27 Rendsburg
indicates that the supposed Aramaic influence in the book of Job can be explained

26 Among which are the parallel passages of the appointment of the elders in rhythmic-verbal style in
Num 11:16–17, 24–30 and in complex-nominal style in Deut 1:9–17 (Polak 2006a: 67–70).

27 Although according to some these Aramaic-like features are an indication of a late date, for instance,
in the case of Exod 15; cf. Noth (1959: 98).
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better by assuming style switching. The speakers in the book of Job are portrayed
as foreigners by letting them speak in a foreignmanner (Rendsburg 1991: 92). Other
texts for which he supposes style switching are the BalaamOracles in Num 23–24, the
Dumah Oracle in Isa 21:11–12, the Massa poetry in Prov 30–31, and in the conversation
of Laban with Jacob and Jacob with his wives in the book of Genesis (Rendsburg 1991:
92–95). Most scholars have interpretated the Aramaic features in the Song of Songs as a
sign of its post-exilic date. According to Rendsburg, this is a misinterpretation: these
Aramaisms should be seen as features of Northern or Israelian Hebrew (Noegel and
Rendsburg 2009: 8).28 Other, Mishnah-like features, which are interpreted as signs of
late language, are explained by Rendsburg as colloquialisms (Rendsburg 1991: 83–87).
The issue of misinterpretations of Aramaic-like features is discussed extensively by
Rendsburg (2002b, 2003b).

A more principled critique of linguistic dating of biblical texts is given by Young,
Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd (2008). In the first volume of this work, the authors present
their critique, in the second volume they include, among other things, an alternative
explanation for the linguistic variation in bh, and a list of features detected by other
scholars as characteristics of lbh. Volume one starts with a description of the work of
various authors who have written on linguistic dating, especially Avi Hurvitz. His
method is described in detail in chapter 2 and in subsequent chapters this method is
applied consistently to show the problems of linguistic dating.

Their critique of linguistic dating has several components:

– Exegetes argue thatmost of the books of theHebrewBible had a long and complex
history of editing. If this is true, it is strange that this is not visible in the language
of the redactional layers. The same can be said of the long pre- and post-exilic
periods. Why is there no clear linguistic development visible within the literature
conventionally assigned to each of these periods (Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd
2008 volume 1: 57–58)?

– The Hebrew Bible has a long history of transmission. It is not clear how conserva-
tively the text of the Hebrew Bible was transmitted. In most studies concerning

28 Other texts for which Rendsburg suspects a northern provenance are the blessings to the northern
tribes in Gen 49, Deut 32, Deut 33:10, the stories of the northern judges in the book of Judges, the
stories of the northern prophets and kings in the book of Kings, Isa 24–27, Hosea, Amos, Mic 6–7,
selected Psalms (the largest collections are the Asaph and Korah collections), Proverbs, Qohelet, Song
of Songs, and Neh 9 (Noegel and Rendsburg 2009: 4–5). For a list of Israelian Hebrew features, see
Rendsburg (2003a).
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linguistic dating, the mt is the single point of reference, but according to Young,
Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd, there is no a priori reasonwhy themt should be favored
over other traditions, like the Samaritan Pentateuch and the dss. In Rezetko and
Young (2014), Appendix 2, the authors collect all the variants of the mt Samuel
and the dss containing portions of Samuel and conclude that there is no specific
direction of variation. In this, their results deviate from Kutscher’s (1974), who
argued that the language of the mt of Isaiah is older than that of iqisaa, although
the manuscript of iqisaa predates the Codex Leningradensis by a millennium.

– An often-recurring issue in linguistic dating is literary-linguistic circularity. Of
most of the extant ebh texts we cannot be sure that they were written before the
exile, with the exception of the early inscriptions. This means that for nearly all
the biblical texts written in ebh only guesses can bemade concerning their date
of origin. In some works, scholars argue that these texts are early because there is
a lack of late features. However, we know that specific features are late, because
they can be contrasted with alternatives in the ebh books, leading to the problem
of circularity: for determining the date of texts or books, one depends on the date
of linguistic features, and for determining the date of the linguistic features one
depends on the date of texts or books.

From a quantitative perspective, chapter 5 of volume one gives the most interesting
argument. In this chapter on the accumulation of late features, a number of 500-
word29 samples of texts from ebh, lbh, Ben Sira, the Arad Ostraca, and the dss are
selected. In these samples, the number of late features are counted. A comparison
of the resulting numbers shows that the number of lbh features is highest in
samples from the core lbh books, as expected. A low accumulation of late features
can be found in several of the ebh samples, but there is also a number of surprising
observations (Young, Rezetko and Ehrensvärd 2008, volume 1: 132–139). In the case of
the synoptic passages 1Kgs 22:6–35//2Chr 18:5–34, the core lbh Chronicles displays a
higher accumulationof late features thanebhKings. Amongother remarkable results
are the low accumulation in post-exilic Zechariah, the prose tale of Job, and a relatively
high accumulation in the Arad Ostraca. This approach of evaluating accumulation
of features was criticized by Hornkohl (2014: 37–41) for several reasons, one of which
being the way individual features are weighted. Instead of using Hurvitz’s approach
of giving every feature a weight of one, he proposes to let the weight of the feature

29 More precisely, 500 graphical units, so תישארב is counted as one.
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depend on the frequency in the text. This is reasonable, of course, but it also means a
substantial methodological change relative to earlier research. Finding out which
weight a feature should be given is a whole area of research in the field of statistics of
language. A common approach is to use tf-idf.30 Likewise, Hornkohl (2014: 39) criticizes
the sample size of 500. He argues that the samples should be larger. Larger samples
likely producemore reliable results than small samples, of course, but similar to the
critique on the weight of individual features, this couldmean a substantial change
in the results of existing studies on linguistic dating. Both the critique of Young,
Rezetko and Ehrensvärd on the traditional approach as well as Hornkohl’s critique on
Young, Rezetko and Ehrensvärdmake sense. It makes one wonder why these points
have not been adopted in scholarly practice yet.

In the second volume of Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd (2008), the authors argue
that a better explanation of the data is that there are roughly two styles in the bh
narratives, coinciding with ebh and lbh. In this model ebh is a conservative kind of
bh and lbh is freer: there is simply more linguistic variation within and between
the lbh books than within and between the ebh texts. Throughout the two volumes
the authors keep using the terms ebh and lbh, but in their “new synthesis” they
use it without the chronological significance that these terms have in the diachronic
model. According to this synthesis, ebh and lbh were used both before and after the
exile, though in their view the evidence is stronger for post-exilic than pre-exilic lbh
(e.g., possibly Qoheleth).

Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd (2008) dealt with linguistic dating proper, while
in Rezetko and Young (2014) the view is broader, focusing on historical linguistics in
relation to bh. To avoid confusion, in this work the authors use the terms Standard
Classical Hebrew (sch) and Peripheral Classical Hebrew (pch) instead of ebh and
lbh. Still, the authors do not think that linguistic dating is a fruitful enterprise, in
historical linguistics in general it is an uncommon activity. They want to integrate
methods from historical linguistics and textual and literary criticism with Hebrew
linguistics to lay a new foundation for Hebrew historical linguistics. This means
that their approach is not anti-diachronic (see also Rezetko 2013: 68); rather, they only
argue against linguistic dating as a central activity in the historical linguistics of the
Hebrew language. In a long report, they develop their position further (Rezetko and
Young 2019).

30 This stands for “term frequency—inverse document frequency”. See for explanation and some simple
experiments with r: https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/tidytext/vignettes/tf_idf.html.

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/tidytext/vignettes/tf_idf.html
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A similar critique can be found in Blum (2016). According to Blum, language is not
amore decisive criterion of dating texts than other criteria (Blum 2016: 303). Similar to
Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd (2008), Blum argues that it is not very likely that the
Pentateuch and the Former Prophets as a whole date back to the First Temple Period.
He follows Wellhausen and others in their opinion that p is exilic, instead of pre-
exilic as argued by Hurvitz, and that the formation of p was a long process involving
multiple authors, who tried to make it like a kind of “Mosaic epigraphy” (Blum 2016:
314). As a case study, Blum discusses Gen 15 and 24. He starts by referring to a study
by Rofé (1990) on Gen 24, according to whom this is a post-exilic text. He bases his
opinion on various different arguments.

In the first place, he points to various linguistic links with late literature,
for instance the use of םימשה יהלא (Gen 24:3–7), which occurs elsewhere only in
Jonah, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles (Blum 2016: 315). Other arguments for a late
provenance of Gen 24 are the structure (prayer - God’s answer - thanksgiving), which
can be found also in other late literature (Daniel, Judith, and Tobith; Blum 2016: 316)
and, the most important argument for a late date of the text is the pragmatics of
the text. In Gen 24, a conflict is discussed between marrying a woman from one’s
own group and staying in the promised land. The conflict arises whether one should
leave the land in order to find the right woman. In that case, staying in the promised
land is more important. According to Rofé and Blum this issue is directed to the
audience of the text and fits well in the context of Persian Judah or later (Blum 2016:
317–318). Finally, there are various intertextual relationships with other texts that
are apparently presupposed by the story of Gen 24, namely, the Abraham stories, the
Jacob story and the surrounding text of p (Blum 2016: 318–319).

An interesting case study showing the difficulties of linguistic dating is offered by
the various opinions on the language and date of Second and Third Isaiah (chapters
40–66). Since the emergence of critical scholarship, it has been stressed that the book
of Isaiah has a long and complicated history of composition and editing, and, on
the basis of non-linguistic arguments, it was proposed that the book of Isaiah falls
roughly into three parts, of which the second and third parts are exilic and post-exilic,
respectively. According to most exegetes and linguists the language of these chapters
is close to ebh (Driver 1892b: 473). However, in a short article Shalom Paul provides
a substantial list of innovations from grammar and the lexicon of bh that can be
found in Isa 40–66, and these innovations are relevant for the date of these chapters
(Paul 2012, see also support for this position in Rendsburg 2012b: 330 n. 6). Whereas
generally it is argued that the language of Isa 40–66 is early or close to early, according
to Paul the language shows clear signs of later development.
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These, however, are not the only possible positions. In a collection of essays of
various conservative scholars, Rooker argues that the book of Isaiah is a unity on the
basis of its language (Rooker 2015). Although he is aware that it will not convince
many people that the whole book of Isaiah was written in the eighth century by the
prophet Isaiah, he argues that the language of the Isa 40–66 is not late, but early,
resembling the language of Isa 1–39. He does so by showing that the features that are
shown to be characteristic of lbh often are not as typical of lbh as Paul wants his
readers to believe. In some cases, other factors explain the data better. For instance, in
the case of the pronominal object suffix directly attached to a verb, it is more likely
that the poetic character of Isa 40–66 plays a role than that it is a sign of linguistic
development (2015: 203–204). Inmost cases, however, the distribution of the features
described by Paul do not meet the criterion of distribution, according to Rooker (2015:
221). Several of the features described by Paul do not occur in the core late books,
but are hapaxes in the book of Isaiah (Rooker 2015: 221). In itself, it is true that those
features occur in late literature,31 but their absence from the core late books is a sign
that these “late” features are not representative of lbh.

These issues show that distinguishing different strata of bh is not easy, and
these studies on Isa 40–66make clear that distinguishing ebh from later bh can be
problematic. In a review of “A Concise Lexicon of Late Biblical Hebrew” (Hurvitz et
al. 2014) and an accompanying article, Rezetko and Naaijer (2016a and b) argue that
many of the late linguistic features discussed in the Lexicon have limited value for
describing lbh. There are only a few features in the Lexicon that occur in all the core
lbhbooks,whichmeans thatmany of the features described are rare and idiosyncratic
features of bh. Instead of being characteristic of lbh, it is better to say that these
features are characteristic of one book or a few books, and often the early alternative
is used in the same late books as well. Also, the features described in the Lexicon are
rare in the books that are supposed to be written in tbh. For instance, none of the
features described in the Lexicon can be found in the book of Haggai. If it is supposed
that the selection of late items in the Lexicon is representative of lbh, it is doubtful
that there is a systematic difference between ebh and lbh and that biblical texts can
be dated on the basis of language.

Another problem inmost studies on linguistic variation on bh that we address
is that there is continuity between ebh and lbh. Not only are the late features
in lbh rare and idiosyncratic, but also in lbh there is a continuity of the use of

31 At least, according to Paul they occur in late literature, not according to Rooker, but that makes no
difference for the argument here.
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the early alternatives. Instead of being replaced by late alternatives, both early and
late alternatives occur side by side in all the lbh books. This is a relevant issue for
linguistics dating of biblical texts, because in descriptions of the method it is often
said that early alternatives are replaced by late ones, but for most lexemes in the
Lexicon, it is not so clear that this is really the case.

2.8. Conclusions

In the early 19th century, Gesenius proposed that one can distinguish between an early
and a late variant of bh. Later scholars built further on this idea by distinguishing
between abh, ebh, and lbh. The disvovery of the dss has added a whole new corpus
to the relatively small corpus of Ancient Hebrew, and scholars have been able to
show various links with different phases of bh, and within the phases of bh and qh
variation has been discovered, for which a variety of explanations has been proposed.
Also, other explanations were postulated for the linguistic variation in bh, such
as regional and social variation. Based on the distinctive characteristics of mainly
lbh, Hurvitz developed a method to date texts of unknown date on the basis of
linguistic characteristics, which has been influential since the early 1970s. Since the
late 20th / early 21st century linguistic dating has become a hotly debated topic. For
Hurvitz, dating on the basis of linguistic characteristics is more objective than other
approaches, but some scholars contest this assumption, and argue that language is
only one criterion for dating texts, next to theological, historical and literary criteria.
Other scholars argue that linguistic dating is invalid by criticizing the method itself.

Over the course of the past 200 years, it has become clear that the linguistic
variation in bh is conditioned by numerous factors. At the same time, there is
disagreement about what exactly we can know about the language on the basis of the
extant evidence. This debate forms the background of this research. It is important to
make a step forward, and process as much Hebrew data as possible, while taking into
account that the linguistic variation in bhmay have linguistic, geographic, social,
historical, or literary backgrounds. It is not possible to deal with all these factors in
one project, but in the Syntactic Variation projectwe have decided to choose fourmain
variables as explanatory variables for linguistic variation. These will be discussed in
the next chapter.
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Text, data, and scientific framework

3.1. The data

The dataset that is used throughout this research is an electronic edition of the
Hebrew Bible, based on the etcbc database. This electronic edition is called Biblia
Hebraica Stuttgartensia Amstelodamensis or bhsa.1 The etcbc database contains the
complete text of the fourth edition of the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia and it is
encoded completely on the levels of words, phrases, clauses, and text hierarchy. Next
to the Hebrew Bible, the etcbc database contains a number of dss (1qm, 1qha and
1qs), Rabbinic texts (Pirqe Avot and Shirata2) and Hebrew inscriptions.3 These texts
have been added to the etcbcdatabase by the projectmembers as part of the Syntactic
Variation project.4

The etcbc database has been developed over a period of about forty years, and it is
still in development. In the 1970s, Eep Talstra founded the “Werkgroep Informatica Vrije
Universiteit” (wivu) and started encoding the biblical books on the various linguistic
levels. The history of the wivu and its contribution to the study of the Hebrew Bible
have been described by Oosting (2016), the data creation process has been described
by Kingham (2017), and the data-model has been described by Talstra (2000), Talstra
and Sikkel (2000), and Verheij (1994). Other references related to the data and their use
can be found on the bhsa website.5

The tool that has been used throughout this research to extract data from the
bhsa is Text-Fabric6 (Roorda 2018). Text-Fabric is a Python package, developed by
Dirk Roorda, with which annotated textual data can be preprocessed and analyzed

1 See https://pure.knaw.nl/portal/en/datasets/biblia-hebraica-stuttgartensia-amstelodamensis(eb
177015-7e9e-4afe-8e49-1941cdab2a5f).html and https://github.com/ETCBC/bhsa.

2 This is the chapter “Shirata” from theMekilta de-Rabbi Ishmael.
3 These are the Siloam inscription, 2 silver amulets fromKetef Hinnom, Lachish 3, 4, 5 and 6, the letter

of complaint fromMe.sad Hashavyahu, Kuntillet Ajrud 18.1, 19.1 and 20, the book of Balaam, son of
Beor, and theMoabite Mesha stele.

4 As well as by Femke Siebesma in her project on verbal valence in the dss.
5 https://etcbc.github.io/bhsa/references.
6 https://github.com/annotation/text-fabric.

https://pure.knaw.nl/portal/en/datasets/biblia-hebraica-stuttgartensia-amstelodamensis(eb177015-7e9e-4afe-8e49-1941cdab2a5f).html
https://pure.knaw.nl/portal/en/datasets/biblia-hebraica-stuttgartensia-amstelodamensis(eb177015-7e9e-4afe-8e49-1941cdab2a5f).html
https://github.com/ETCBC/bhsa
https://etcbc.github.io/bhsa/references
https://github.com/annotation/text-fabric
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further. It is the successor of an earlier system, laf-Fabric.7 An important difference
between laf-Fabric and Text-Fabric is the strongly simplified data format of Text-
Fabric. It contains the text of the Hebrew Bible8 in a simple, columnar text format.
Additionally, it contains a complete grammatical analysis of the mt in separate text
files, also in columnar format. In Text-Fabric, the data are modeled as a graph, in
which the nodes, linguistic objects, are connected with each other by edges. In this
way, words are connected to phrases, phrases are connected to clauses, and so on, up
to the level of the biblical books. With this structure it is easy to find information
about the clause in which a specific word occurs, and vice versa. With Text-Fabric it
is possible to extract data from the bhsa and to save them in any desired format. The
extrabiblical texts are also available in Text-Fabric format.9 The main advantages of
using Text-Fabric are its flexibility and its open source nature, making it possible
for everyone to participate in the Text-Fabric project, and last but not least, it is
completely free. Since the introduction of Text-Fabric a number of other text corpora
have been added to the Text-Fabric ecosystem, such as texts written in cuneiform
script10 and the Qurʾan.11 These other corpora can be downloaded and processed
separately.

There are two ways with which data can be accessed with Text-Fabric. The first
approach is using Text-Fabric Search. Search is a template style query language.12

Text-Fabric Search works in the browser. The secondway of accessing the data is what
I call the pure Python approach, which is the preferred option in this research.

As state above, texts are organized as objects in Text-Fabric. These objects have
object-specific features and these features have a range of different values. The objects
in the database are book, chapter, verse, half-verse, sentence, sentence-atom, clause,
clause-atom, phrase, phrase-atom, subphrase, word, andmorpheme. Most of these
objects have the conventional linguistic meaning, but the atom objects need a bit of

7 laf stands for Linguistic Annotation Framework and is essentialy an xml-based format to
store annotated text. For laf-Fabric, see https://github.com/Dans-labs/laf-fabric. laf-Fabric is
a conversion of the etcbc database from Emdros. Emdros is a database engine for text data, which
was developed by Ulrik Sandborg-Petersen. See https://emdros.org.

8 As an example of the data, see the file containing the lexemes in etcbc transcription: https://raw
.githubusercontent.com/ETCBC/bhsa/master/tf/2017/lex.tf.

9 https://github.com/ETCBC/extrabiblical; note that the format of the extrabiblical data differs
slightly from that of the bhs data.

10 https://github.com/Nino-cunei/uruk.
11 https://github.com/q-ran.
12 https://annotation.github.io/text-fabric/Use/Search.

https://github.com/Dans-labs/laf-fabric
https://emdros.org
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ETCBC/bhsa/master/tf/2017/lex.tf
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ETCBC/bhsa/master/tf/2017/lex.tf
https://github.com/ETCBC/extrabiblical
https://github.com/Nino-cunei/uruk
https://github.com/q-ran
https://annotation.github.io/text-fabric/Use/Search
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explanation. The difference between clauses and clause-atoms is relevant in cases in
which a clause is embedded in another clause. An example can be found in Gen 9:18:

תפיוםחוםשהבתה־ןמםיאציהחנ־ינבויהיו

The sons of Noah, who went out of the ark, were Shem, Ham, and
Japheth.

This sentence consists of two clauses. There is a היה clause, in which the attributive
clause הבתה־ןמםיאציה is embedded. In the etcbc database, themain clause consists
of two clause-atoms, the first one, חנ־ינבויהיו , comes before the embedded clause, and
the second one, תפיוםחוםש , comes after the embedded clause. So, a clause consists
of more than one clause-atom if it has another clause embedded in it. To illustrate it
a bit more, I have made a query that searches for all clauses in the mt that consist of
at least two clause atoms.13

The datasets used in chapter 4 aremade with Text-Fabric and stored in structured
datasets in csv format. Since this research is about clause structure, each row of
the datasets contains the information about one clause, and each column contains
information about a distinct feature. Sometimes the features are extracted directly
from Text-Fabric, in other cases new features are derived from existing features. For
instance, in the dataset containing twomembered verbless clauses and היה clauses,14

there is a column s_p_order, with the values s_p and p_s indicating the order of subject
and predicate complement. This feature is not a clause feature of the etcbc database,
but is derived from the order of the phrases and the phrase feature “function”.

The Text-Fabric scripts are made with Jupyter Notebook, and they can be found
onmy GitHub page, as can the resulting datasets and the scripts written in Python
and r for all the calculations and visualizations in this research.15

13 https://shebanq.ancient-data.org/hebrew/query?id=1645. This query is written in mql, theMini
Query Language, which is a query language developed by Constantijn Sikkel at the etcbc for
querying in the etcbc-database. If the results are not visible, click on “4b” on the left side of the
page.

14 https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_
verbless/hyh_nom_bib.csv.

15 https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis.

https://shebanq.ancient-data.org/hebrew/query?id=1645
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless/hyh_nom_bib.csv
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless/hyh_nom_bib.csv
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis
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3.2. The quantitative approach

The subtitle of this thesis is “a quantitative approach”, which refers to a combination
of statistical andmachine learning techniques. In Biblical Studies, it is not usual to use
statistical techniques to interpret linguistic variation in bh. This may be influenced
by the old statement of Driver (1882: 203):

Giesebrecht’s facts are (with a few exceptions) correct: the use made
of them is not sufficiently discriminating. The tabular synopsis is
plausible and impressive: as the eye glances over it, the inferences
which it is intended to carry home seem clear and unanswerable.
The same may be said of the figures occurring so frequently in the
later parts of the article. But both labour under a radical defect: they
number words instead of weighing them; and when individual cases
are examined, some cause which cannot be tabulated may appear
for the presence or absence of a given word in a particular writing.
In other words, the ostensible cause, apparent from the table or the
enumeration, may not be the real cause which led to the employment
of the word or phrase.16

It seems that its central emphasized sentence, “they number words instead of
weighing them”, has become an argument for avoiding quantitative research in
general. At least, it has nothad a stimulating effect on theuse of quantitativemethods.
The problem, however, is that without “numbering words”, it is possible to argue in
any direction one wants, depending on one’s presuppositions and choice of features.
Comprehensive quantitative interpretations are a basic requirement of any balanced
interpretation of linguistic variation in bh (and, for that matter, in studies of other
languages), especially because bh is fairly homogeneous and relatively little is known
about the historical background of the language and the transmission of the biblical
texts.

In this research, I want to avoid this fear of statistics, and give it its rightful place
in the study of linguistic variation in bh. Statistics has various goals, four of which I
describe here.

16 Quoted by, among others, Hurvitz (2000a: 180); Rezetko (2003: 224 n. 17), and Hornkohl (2014: 41).
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1. Quantifying uncertainty. In studies on diachronic variation in bh, generally
two alternatives of a variable are given, one of which is said to be characteristic of
lbh. Suppose two variables are considered, and one of them occurs four times and
the other 100 times in the core lbh books. Of the first variable the late variant can be
found three times in the lbh books and of the second one the late variant occurs 75
times in the lbh books. In this situation, the late variants of both variables have a
prevalence of 75% in the lbh books. In the case of the second variable, this percentage
is more reliable, because the variable has a higher attestation. But howmuchmore
reliable is it? In classical statistics, this uncertainty is described with a confidence
interval. The confidence interval is an interval around themean value, in this case 0.75,
which describes howuncertain the value of themean is. In the case of a sample of four
observations the confidence interval iswider than that of a sample of 100 observations.
More information about confidence intervals can be found in Appendix a.

2. Making inferences. We only have a few biblical texts from the Second Temple
period. We can assume that this is a small subset of all the texts from that period
that have ever existed. With this subset or sample of texts it could be possible to say
something about post-exilic Hebrew in general. Infering general properties about a
whole population on the basis of a subset is done often in statistics because the
population is too big to measure all individuals. In the case of Ancient Hebrew
texts, we simply do not havemore texts that have been transmitted, but the goal of
inferential statistics is the same: finding out properties about a population on the
basis of a subset of that population.

3. Testing hypotheses. Suppose someone wants to find out whether ebh and lbh
are different with respect to some feature. Then a so-called null hypothesis (or h0)
is formulated, which says that there is no difference: ebh = lbh. With the help of a
statistical test one can find out whether the null hypothesis should be rejected or not.

4.Making predictions.Machine learning generally dealswithmaking predictions,
and this is also commonpractice in Biblical Studies in the subfield of linguistic dating.
In the case of a classification problem, one wants to predict the class of something.
Linguistic dating is a typical example of a classification problem. In classification
problems, one assigns a text to some target category as accurately as possible. In the
case of linguistic dating of biblical texts, there are generally twomain categories, ebh
and lbh, and one wants to classify a book of unknown date as either ebh or lbh,
based on a number of relevant features. Recent developments inmachine learning
have strongly increased the range of problems which can be treated using predictive
techniques. In chapters 4 and 6, a number of prediction techniques are used. See also
appendices a, d, e, and f.
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Early explorers of quantitativemethods in the field of bh are Radday and Forbes,17

and in recent years there has been an increase of others who have used an approach
that is more andmore influenced by “numbering words”.18

3.3. Open Science

In recent years, the scientific community has seen the emergence of a movement
known as “Open Science”,19 to which this thesis wants to make a contribution. This
movement is based on six principles that are all related to making the process of
research, publishing, and education open to everyone:

1. Openmethodology
2. Open source
3. Open data
4. Open access
5. Open peer review
6. Open educational resources

This movement began as the initiative of individual researchers, but it has reached a
political level, where it is recognized as an important way forward in the scientific
process.20 Most of these aspects of Open Science form the basis of Text-Fabric and
this research, and they are intended to solve important problems in current scientific
practice.

In traditional studies on linguistic variation in bh, often one presents results
without giving the underlying data. For instance, if a certain relevant word or
syntactic structure occurs sixty times in the book of Genesis, the only thing that
is reported is this number, without giving the complete list of attestations or the
way those instances are collected. It is hard for the readers to check the data and to
perform his or her own analysis of them. It is understandable that the full data were

17 See for instance the chapters 8–10 of Freedman, Forbes, and Andersen, eds. 1992.
18 Jacobs (2018), Rezetko and Young (2014) and some of the chapters inMiller-Naudé and Zevit, eds.

2012. Chapter 5 of Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd (2008) created some discussion about the proper
sample size if one wants to have a representative sample. This is an interesting issue that needs to
be discussedmore often in Biblical Studies, because the answer may not be so straightforward.

19 http://openscienceasap.org/open-science.
20 https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/index.cfm.

http://openscienceasap.org/open-science
https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/index.cfm
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not given in printed journals and books, because this would have led to enormous
appendices, but with the advent of the Internet it is easy to store large amounts of
data.21

3.4. Linguistic framework

This research is based on a form-to-function linguistic approach, which is strongly
related to the origins and development of the etcbc database by Eep Talstra. In
Talstra’s opinion, little is known about Hebrew syntax (Van der Merwe 1997: 13), so it
is best to start with a description of the formal characteristics of a text. He uses this
approach not just on the levels of words andmorphology, but also on the syntactic
levels of phrases, clauses, and relationships between clauses. Based on this, language
can be analyzed with the use of computer programs (Talstra 1991), which as a pioneer
he advocated for since the 1970s. A focus on the formal characteristics is, of course, the
most obvious choice for an algorithmic analysis, because a computer can easily read a
text as a sequence of strings and analyze it as such.

A biblical scholarworking earlier from this perspective isHoftijzer,who advocated
a formal approach to the study of verbless clauses in his review of Andersen’s study
of verbless clauses in the Pentateuch (Andersen 1970; Hoftijzer 1973). In this work,
Hoftijzer opts for describing the verbless clause in formal terms. Instead of describing
it in terms of phrase functions (a juxtaposition of subject and predicate complement),
it is better to stick to a lower level description of phrase types (for instance, np-pp).

In the present research, the formal approach to syntax has the advantage that
it avoids functional subtleties (Van Peursen 2007: 142) that are difficult to quantify.
It must be stressed that there are various new developments in nlp, whichmake it
possible to capture semantic information algorithmically. These techniques are based
on the idea that themeaning of a word depends on the words surrounding it; they
are called embedding techniques, such as word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013).

I have chosen to study the linguistic variation in bh within the framework of
corpus linguistics. In general, corpus linguistics deals with data, in our case textual
data, that is on such a scale that it is impossible to inspect and investigate everything
manually. The corpus under investigation consists of a set of texts in which one
searches for (linguistic) patterns and pattern variation. The variation in patterns may

21 For instance, on GitHub: https://github.com, or in open repositories funded by governmental
organizations, for instance: https://dans.knaw.nl.

https://github.com
https://dans.knaw.nl
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be an indication of the chronological development of a language or of geographical
or some other type of variation.

Ideally, a corpus is balanced and representative: it is balanced in the sense that
one searches for sources of diverse origin; it is representative in the sense that the
proportions of the samples from certain sources in the corpus are more or less
representative for the proportions in “real life”. In the case of newspapers, if two
different newspapers havemore or less the same number of articles every day, more
or less equal numbers of samples should be chosen from these newspapers (McEnery
and Hardy 2012: 8–9).

In practice, it is difficult to create a balanced corpus, because even if there aremany
sources available, it is possible that there is substantial variation within a subcorpus
of closely related texts (Gries, 2006). It is clear that the corpus of Ancient Hebrew is
not representative, nor balanced. The whole corpus is relatively small,22 it contains
mainly texts originating in Judah23 in priestly circles, and it is absolutely unclear how
representative different texts are for some kind of language variety. The corpus of
Ancient Hebrew is an opportunistic corpus (McEnery and Hardy 2012: 110): we study
the texts that we study, because there are no other texts available.

3.4.1. The clause as a sequence phenomenon

In this research, clauses are treated as sequential structures, especially in chapter 6.
Often in linguistic research, clauses are analysed using hierarchical structures (trees).
I do not deny that hierarchical analysis can be valuable in the analysis of language,
but the sequential approach offers some advantages. In the first place, a sequence is a
simpler structure than a tree. If a sequential model and a tree model produce equal
results, applying Occam’s Razor leads to a preference for the simpler model. Also,
recent developments in machine learningmake it possible to process sequential data
in a muchmore advanced way than just analysing at word level or n-grams (Franka
and Christiansen 2018: 1217). For instance, with an lstmmodel, such as the one used
in chapter 6 of this research, it is possible to model complex long-term dependencies
in sequences. It would be interesting to compare sequence models and tree-based
models in bh, but such a comparison is beyond the scope of this research. One of
the features in this research is “mother” (see section 4.2.4 for explanation), which is

22 By far the largest sub-corpus of Ancient Hebrew is formed by the Hebrew Bible, which contains
about 426,000 words.

23 Rendsburg estimates that about 80% of the Hebrew Bible is written in the Judean dialect.
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actually based on a hierarchical model of language on the level of larger text units.
Also, themain variable, main and dependent clauses, is partly based on the etcbc
database feature carc (clause atom relation code). So, for the embedding of a clause
the text hierarchy of the etcbc database is used, the structure of the clause itself is
modelled as a sequence.

3.5. Independent variables in the research

The three subprojects of the Syntactic Variation project deal with different issues and
use different approaches. However, there is a constant factor uniting them, which is
that all seek to interpret syntactic variation in the light of four main independent
variables.

3.5.1. Genre

We distinguish between three main genres: prose, poetry and prophecy. The genres
have been assigned to complete books, based on how the genres are used generally in
exegetical literature.

In the order of books of the Hebrew Bible, the followingmain division is used:

Prose: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges,
1 Samuel, 2 Samuel, 1Kings, 2Kings, Jonah, Ruth, Esther, Daniel, Ezra,
Nehemiah, 1Chronicles, 2Chronicles.

Poetry: Song of Songs, Proverbs, Qoheleth, Lamentations, Psalms, Job.
Prophecy: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Micah,

Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi.

We have refined this division by giving different values than these defaults to specific
texts. Examples are Gen 49, Exod 15, Judg 5, 1 Sam 2:1–10 that have been given the value
poetry.24

In the datasets made with Text-Fabric, this variable is called “genre”, having the
values “prose”, “poetry”, and “prophecy”. The distinction of three genres is rather
crude, but itworkswell as a point of departure. Separating the data inmore genres and

24 The complete list can be found in a file that was made by Dirk Bakker: https://github.com/
MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Various/subgenres_synvar.xls.

https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Various/subgenres_synvar.xls
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Various/subgenres_synvar.xls
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subgenres would result in many debatable splits, which would also lead to problems
in the statistical analysis.

3.5.2. Discourse type

The secondmain independent variable is the discourse type of a clause. In the etcbc
database, four discourse types can be distinguished. These are “n” (narrative), “q”
(quoted speech), “d” (discourse), and “?” (not determined).25 A chapter starts with ? if
there is no clear indication of the communication situation. The discourse type of a
clause can change to n if there is a clause with a wayyiqtol form. An example can be
found in Gen 4:1.

? ותׁשאהוח־תאעדיםדאהו And Adam knew Eve, his wife.
n רהתו And she conceived.
n ןיק־תאדלתו And she bore Cain.

The first clause of Gen4:1 containsno clear indicationof the communication situation,
but the second clause contains a wayyiqtol, so the value of the discourse feature
becomes n. The third clause also contains a wayyiqtol, so the value stays n. The
situation changes in the following clauses of Gen 4:1.

n רמאתו And she said:
nq הוהי־תאׁשיאיתינק i produced a man with yhwh.

The wayyiqtol form in the clause רמאתו is a verb of speaking and indicates that a
discourse change follows in the next clause, in which Eve speaks. This quoted speech
is indicated with the letter q, and because it is embedded in narrative the value is
nq. These embeddings can become deeper, nqq indicates that there is quoted speech
within quoted speech within narrative.

The last discourse value is d, assigned when the narrator addresses the reader
directly with some background information. A formal characteristic of d is that a d
clause has a yiqtol form within a narrative environment. An example can be found in
Gen 2:23–25.

25 These values are assigned automatically using an algorithm on the basis of linguistic characteristics
present.
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n םדאהרמאיו Then the man said:
nq ירׂשבמרׂשבוימצעמםצעםעפהתאז This at last is bone of my bones and

flesh of my flesh.
nq הׁשאארקיתאזל This one is called woman.
nq תאז־החקלׁשיאמיכ For fromman this one was taken.
nd ומא־תאוויבא־תאׁשיא־בזעיןכ־לע Therefore a man leaves his father and

his mother.
nd ותׁשאבקבדו And clings to his wife.
nd דחארׂשבלויהו And they become one flesh.
n ותׁשאוםדאהםימורעםהינׁשויהיו And they were both naked, the man and

his wife.
nd וׁשׁשבתיאלו And they were not ashamed.

In this section, the foreground comprises the two clauses with a wayyiqtol, these
clauses are assigned the value n. There is also embedded quoted speech (nq) and there
are some parts where information is addressed directly to the reader (nd), introduced
by a yiqtol.26

The embedding of discourse types can lead to deeply embedded encodings, that
are not really relevant for the present research. Therefore, only the last letter of the
feature value will be used in the analysis. For example, if the feature value is nq, in
the analysis it is treated as q. If the value is n, then it is treated as n.

In the datasets made with Text-Fabric this variable is called “txt_type”, having
the values “n”, “q”, “d” and “?”.

3.5.3. Language phase

The thirdmain variable is the supposed language phase. It is debatable how to encode
this, but we have chosen to use an encoding that is relatively conventional. The
traditional categories of ebhandlbhareused to test if this distinction canbeobserved
in the syntactic features studied.

The books of the Pentateuch and the Former Prophets (Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, 1 Samuel, 2Samuel, 1Kings, 2Kings) are
classified as ebh and the core late narrative books (Esther, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah,
1Chronicles, 2Chronicles) as lbh. The other biblical books get the value “other”. The

26 This explanation of the various discourse types in the etcbc database is a somewhat simplified
version of how it works.
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extra-biblical books have the values “epigraphic” and “qumranic” for, respectively,
the pre-exilic inscriptions and 1qs, 1qha, and 1qm, and Pirqe Avot and Shirata have
the value “rabbinic”. In the datasets that are extracted using Text-Fabric this variable
is called ebh_lbh having the values “ebh”, “lbh”, “other”, “qumranic”, “epigraphic”
and “rabbinic”.

3.5.4. Main and subordinate clauses

The fourth independent variable is that of main and subordinate clauses. In our
research, we want to base the distinction betweenmain and subordinate clauses as
much as possible on formal criteria, and also, we want to do justice to the various
kinds of subordinate clauses that can be distinguished. The distinction used here
is developed by Marianne Kaajan, and described in detail in Kaajan, “Main and
subordinate clauses in Biblical Hebrew” (in preparation). A distinction is made
betweenmain and subordinate clauses, and a further distinction is made between
three types of subordinate clauses: argument clauses, relative clauses, and adverbial
clauses.27

An argument clause is a constituent of another clause. This role is fulfilled
generally by a noun phrase. Examples are:

Gen 2:18 ודבלםדאהתויהבוט־אל

It is not good that the man should be alone

Here the infinitive clause ודבלםדאהתויה is the subject of the main clause.

Exod 7:5 הוהיינא־יכםירצמועדיו

The Egyptians shall know that I am yhwh.

The clause הוהיינא־יכ is the object of the main clause.
Next to object and subject clauses, the etcbc distinguishes the following func-

tions an argument clause can have in another clause:28

27 The distinction betweenmain and the three types of subordinate clauses was implemented using
Text-Fabric in this script: https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Various/
main_subordinate_clauses.ipynb.

28 The argument clauses are underlined.

https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Various/main_subordinate_clauses.ipynb
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Various/main_subordinate_clauses.ipynb
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Predicate Complement clause
Exod 3:14 היהארׁשאהיהא

I amwho I am.

In this short sentence, היהארׁשא functions as Predicate Complement of the main
clause.

Complement clause
Gen 15:5 םתארפסללכות־םא

If you are able to count them.

In this sentence, םתארפסל is a complement of the verb in the main clause. It cannot
be removed without making the remaining sentence ungrammatical.

The second class of subordinate clauses thatwe distinguish are attributive clauses,
whichmodify anounphrase. These are frequently introducedby the so-called “relative
pronoun” רשא . An example:

Judg 4:22 ׁשקבמהתא־רׁשאׁשיאה־תאךאראו

And I will show you the man whom you are seeking.

The third class consists of adverbial clauses. These clauses add optional information
to the main clause. Some examples (the underlined clauses are adverbial clauses):

Num 22:3 אוה־בריכדאמםעהינפמבאומרגיו

Moabwas in great dread of the people, because theywere so numerous.

Ruth 3:9 התאלאגיכךתמא־לעךפנכתׂשרפו

Spread your cloak over your servant, for you are next-of-kin.

In the datasets made with Text-Fabric, this variable is called “main_sub” and has the
following values: “Main” (main clause), “SubArg” (subordinate, argument clause),
“SubAdv” (subordinate, adverbial clause), “SubMod” (subordinate, attributive clause).

The difference between adverbial clauses and argument clauses is that the
latter type is a necessary part of a clause whereas the adverbial clauses can be
omitted withoutmaking a clause ungrammatical. There is actually a wide variety of
subordinate clauses which fall under the category of adverbial clauses in our research,
and linguists differ in how they describe the adverbial clause.
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table 3.1 Categories of main and subordinate clauses and degrees of finiteness

Form → Finite Infinitival Participial Nominal
Function ↓

Main main-Fin main-Inf main-Ptc Main-Nom

Subordinate - suboArg-Fin suboArg-Inf suboArg-Ptc suboArg-Nom
Argument of verb

Subordinate - suboMod-Fin suboMod-Inf suboMod-Ptc suboMod-Nom
Modifier in np

Subordinate - suboAdv-Fin suboAdv-Inf suboAdv-Ptc suboAdv-Nom
Adverbial

Extra-clausal excl-excl

Besides the distinction between main and three types of subordination, the
Syntactic Variation project distinguishes different degrees of finiteness of a clause. A
distinction is made between finite, infinitival, participial and nominal clauses, and
these respective categories are considered to be in decreasing order of finiteness.29 The
distinction betweenmain and three types of subordinate clauses and between four
levels of finiteness leads to sixteen different categories of clauses, which are shown in
table 3.1.30

There is a seventeenth category of extra-clausal elements. These are elements
that are categorized as clauses in the etcbc database, because in the database all
words need to be part of a clause, but they lack predication. Examples of such are
macrosyntactic signs and vocatives.

29 For a more elaborate description, see Kaajan, “Main and subordinate clauses in Biblical Hebrew” (in
preparation).

30 The table was made by Marianne Kaajan, see Kaajan, “Main and subordinate clauses in Biblical
Hebrew” (in preparation).
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Some examples:

Gen 4:23 (vocative) ךמליׁשנילוקןעמׁשהלצוהדעויׁשנלךמלרמאיו

Lamech said to his wives: “Adah and Zillah, hear my voice; you wives
of Lamech”

Gen 3:22 (macrosyntactic sign) ודיחלׁשי־ןפהתעו

And now, he might reach out his hand.

In my research, the degrees of finiteness are not taken into consideration, because
variation in finiteness is implied in the different classes of the dependent variable in
chapter 4.

3.6. Syntactic variation and experimental approach

In recent years, some scholars have opted for a variationist approach in studying
linguistic variation in bh (Kim 2013; Rezetko and Young 2014). This approach studies
how something can be said in different ways. A well-known example is the word
“kingdom”, which can be said in at least two ways in bh ( הכלממ and תוכלמ ).
Variationist analysis tries to describe and explain the distribution of these different
expressions and tries to link the linguistic phenomena to other linguistic and extra-
linguistic phenomena (Rezetko and Young 2014: 215).

Rezetko and Young (2014) mention the following drawbacks of studying syntax in
the context of variationist analysis:

1. Some syntactic units may require large quantities of writings to obtain enough
tokens to find patterns of usage (frequency requirement).

2. Syntax is abstract and sometimes it may be difficult to define the variable context
(or semantic equivalence) (comparability requirement).

3. Syntax is sensitive to genre differences and so controlling for genre is crucial when
comparing different constructions (genre requirement).

4. Syntactic change is gradual or, conversely, syntax is relatively stable, so that
writings covering a long period of time are usually needed in order to uncover
development (time requirement).

5. Sometimesotherdisciplines—Hudsongives several examples related topsycholin-
guistics and discourse analysis—may offer better explanations for the differences
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between two “synonymous” syntactic constructions (Rezetko and Young 2014:
229, quoting Hudson 1996: 172).

According towhathas been said above, one of themainproblemsof studying variation
is that the variants should be more or less semantically equivalent. For this reason,
Labov found phonological variables themost useful. Problems arise when studying
the lexicon. For many lexical features it is not entirely clear to what extent the
alternatives are semantically similar. For instance, Bergey gives רתכ (crown) as a
late alternative of the ebh nouns רזנ and הרטע (Bergey 1983: 98–99). What does the
wordmean? From the context it is clear that רתכ is something someone can put on
his or her head, but does this imply the same nuances as when the author would have
used one of the early alternatives?

Similar issues arise in the study of syntax. It is not always clear whether there
are semantic alternatives of a certain variable. In chapter 4, syntactic alternatives
of expressions of “to be” are studied. These expressions are more or less clear syn-
tactic alternatives. There may be semantic variation between these alternatives, but
detecting this on the basis of the formal characteristics of the environment of the
clauses can be one of the outcomes of the research. In chapter 6, syntactic variation
is approached by studying all clauses from two subcorpora (ebh and lbh), and spe-
cific characteristics of each of these subcorpora are extracted automatically by the
algorithm. This approach works around the problem of semantic alternatives.

Traditional variationist sociolinguistics—in which linguistic variation is linked
to social variation empirically—generally uses techniques like variable rules analysis,
which is basically multivariate logistic regression. It can be found in packages like
Goldvarb.31 In this research, I choose more modern and flexible tools.

3.7. Conclusions

In this chapter, I have discussed the various aspects of the framework of this research.
Themost important and innovative of these are Open Science, and the quantitative
andmultivariate approach of the work. The objective and approach of this research
stands in line with conventional historical linguistic work in the sense that it is
empirical and descriptive.

31 http://individual.utoronto.ca/tagliamonte/goldvarb.html.

http://individual.utoronto.ca/tagliamonte/goldvarb.html
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The process and results of scientific research should be transparent and everyone
should be able to check how the research was done. In this research, I use the Text-
Fabric software and the bhsa data. This combination is ideally suited for sharing
data, for instance, on GitHub.

The quantitative approach is the most important methodological step of this
research. Instead of focusing on rare features, this research has been designed around
frequently occurring structures. These are analyzed using various packages of the
Python and r programming languages and patterns in the data are clarified by
visualizing them. This approach of studying linguistic variation is an empirical and
quantitative enterprise, and therefore, if it is treated mainly qualitatively, only half
of the work is done. “Quantitative” is still a general designation, and depending on
the specific problem, one can choose various approaches.
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Alternative expressions for “to be”

4.1. Introduction

This chapter deals with the bh expressions of “to be”, for which bh has five common
alternatives. One of these uses a form of the verb היה , the others use the particles שי

(“there is”) and ןיא (“there is not”), or take the form of a bipartite or tripartite verbless
clause. These various ways of expressing “to be” can be found in diverse structures,
environments, and semantic nuances. The main research question in this chapter is:

How is the variation in the use of the various expressions of “to be” in
bh conditioned?

Of the four types of clauses that are discussed in this section, bipartite verbless clauses
are by far the most frequent, occurring in a wide variety of constructions. Therefore,
they are seen as the default type. In each of the following three subsections, two
syntactically related types of clauses will be discussed. In each subsection, bipartite
verbless clauses are contrasted with a less frequent syntactic alternative.1 Section 4.2
deals with היה clauses and bipartite verbless clauses, in section 4.3, verbless clauses
with and without שי are investigated, and in section 4.4, bipartite and tripartite
verbless clauses will be analyzed. In each of these sections, only complete clauses
containing both a subject and a predicate complement are studied. For each of the
three analyses, a distinct dataset is prepared. Each dataset contains information about
bipartite verbless clauses and one of the other clause types. The bipartite clauses are
selected in each analysis in such a way, that the variation in their structure is similar
to the variation in the structure of the alternative. Clauses with היה occur in a wide
variety of structures, so bipartite clauses are selected with a similar variety. Clauses
with שי are less varied. Therefore, the bipartite clauses without שי with which they
are compared, are selected in such a way that they have similar structures as the
clauses with שי .

1 The frequencies of the various clause types can be found in table 4.2 (section 4.2) for clauses with
and without היה , table 4.4 (section 4.3) for clauses with and without שי , and table 4.5 (section 4.4)
for bipartite and tripartite clauses.
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4.2. היה clauses and bipartite verbless clauses

4.2.1. Problem and research question

The twomost frequent realizations of “to be” in bh are clauses with the verb היה and
verbless clauses. From past research it has become clear that the verb היה can have
various functions in the clause. It is related to tense, aspect, andmood (tam), it is often
only a placeholder verb withoutmeaning, but in some cases, היה should be translated
by an English verb like “to become”. Generally, היה clauses and bipartite verbless
clauses have been studied in relative isolation. When היה clauses are discussed, the
clause is analyzed and syntactic and semantic details are studied. Such an analysis of
the היה clauses reveals much about the function of היה in the clause, but it does not
necessarily bring to light the difference between היה and verbless clauses. The same
applies to studies of verbless clauses: studying structural variation between verbless
clauses does not necessarily showhow a verbless clausewith a certain structure relates
to a clause with a similar structure in which the verb היה is present.

On the syntactic level, there do not seem to be strong differences between היה

clauses and verbless clauses. Both can occur with noun phrases, demonstrative
pronouns, and personal pronouns as subject, and the predicate complement can
consist in both clause types of a nounphrase, adjective phrase, or prepositional phrase.

Both clause types occur in all of the biblical books, so there does not seem to be
a clear linguistic development in the use of one or the other. However, although
there is no sharp distinction in the structure and environment of verbless clauses and
היה clauses, no systematic research has been done on the influence of the syntactic

structure and the environment of verbless clauses and היה clauses. For instance, both
clause types occur with a subject np and a predicate complement pp, but could it
be that such a structure has a preference for one of the two alternative realizations?
Similarly, when there are more constituents in the clause, does that influence the
preference for היה or not? How does the environment of the clause influence the use
of היה ? The research question for this section is therefore:

Which clause-internal and clause-external factors influence the choice
to use היה or not?

The main focus of the research will be on the central variables of the Syntactic
Variation project, distinguishing main and subordinate clauses, genre, language
phase, and discourse type. A number of other relevant variables will also be taken into
consideration.
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4.2.2. Review

Expressions for “to be” in bh are often discussed in the context of the copula. This
chapter could also have been called “Theuse of the copula in bh”, but there are varying
opinions as to whether the five expressions of “to be” in bh can be interpreted as
copula. Therefore, the more general term “to be” is used.

According to Dixon (2010: 159), the copula clause is a third clause type next to
transitive and intransitive clauses. The copula clause is characterized by a copula
verb which has two core arguments, the copula subject and the copula complement.
The possibility to have these two core arguments is even the defining feature of the
copula verb (Dixon 2010: 160). Dixon gives two relations that are always covered by the
copula: identity (“This man is a doctor”) and attribution (“This man is clever”). In
many languages, possession (“This book is John’s”), benefaction (“This present is for
John’s birthday”), and location (“The apple tree is in the garden”) are also relations
covered by the copula clause (Dixon 2010: 159–160). There are languages that have a
particle that means “there is”, but this should not be considered a copula, according
to Dixon, because it is an existential use of “be” (Dixon 2010: 160). An important
difference between verbless clauses and copula clauses is that the former do not mark
tense (Dixon 2010: 161). Copula clauses and verbless clauses are similar and, in many
languages, e.g., Hebrew, both occur.

In languages that have both copula clauses and verbless clauses, the omission of
the copula is often explained by pointing to the tam characteristics that are carried by
the morphology of the copula. In various languages, the verbless clause has present
tense, while the past and future are marked forms. In these cases, the copula is
used, for instance in Russian (Dixon 2010: 181). There are languages in which the
copula is required under certain conditions, and for other languages there is a looser
conditioning of its use (Dixon 2010: 181).

The use of היה in bh comes close to Dixon’s description of the copula, although
among linguists of Hebrew opinions vary on the precise interpretation of the use
of the verb. According to most grammars of bh, the main difference between the
verbless clause and the היה clause is that היה is added tomark the clause explicitly
with tam, as present in the morphology of היה . One can distinguish between views
that see this as the only function of היה in this type of clause and views according to
which היה has more functions/meanings than that.

A good example of the former position is found in Waltke and O’Connor’s An
Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (1990). In their opinion, in languages with an
optional copula, like in Hebrew, Greek, or Latin, the explicit copula “is thus to mark
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in the surface structure tense, mood, or aspect” (Waltke and O’Connor 1990: 72).
Bartelmus (1982) dedicates a monograph completely to the verb היה . For Bartelmus,
the verb היה is not a true verb, it has no participle2 and it occurs in structures that
closely resemble nominal clauses. It only adds tam to these clauses: “Wenn היה selbst
keinen spezifischen lexikalisch-semantischenWert hat, kan es inbeliebigenZusammenhängen—
nicht nur zur Verzeitung von verblosenns—als Träger der tempusrelevanten grammatischen
Morpheme, d.h. als blosser Tempusmarker eingesetzt werden” (Bartelmus, 1982: 114). This
means that translating היה is problematic, because its presence is more an issue of
syntax than of the lexicon. However, with the lack of better options one uses the
German “sein” (Bartelmus 1982: 114), but one should remember that “hyh hat keine
eigenständige lexikalisch-semantische Bedeutung, sondern dient lediglisch zur ‘Verzeitung’
bzw. ‘Modifizierung’ von Sachverhalten, die bei Zeitbezuggzmit verblosenns ausgedrückt
werden” (Bartelmus 1982: 114). In the opinion of Bartelmus, it is not correct to speak
of היה as a copula, because it is used in situations in which the German “sein”
is never used, for instance, in the case of “Ingress”, when in general “werden” is
used, and also because this terminology brings the Indo-European terminology
and underlying philosophy to a completely different situation (Bartelmus 1982:
96–97). jm follows Bartelmus in §154m. היה can specify the temporal sphere or
express a volitive mood. In the latter case, the jussive יהי is used, although it can
be omitted without losing its optative force (§ 163b),3 and in various cases a clause
without a form of היה can refer to the past or the present, depending on the
environment, e.g. הנׁשםיׁשלׁש־ןבףסויו , “And Joseph was thirty years old” (Blau
1993: 84). Schoors also follows Bartelmus, as does Niccacci (1990). Nicacci explicitly
says that היה in a qatal form refers to the past, and in a yiqtol form, refers to the
future. Schoors (2004) studies the meaning and function of היה in the book of
Qoheleth. He argues, following Bartelmus, that in general היה has no meaning,
but it “acts as a tense marker for a nominal clause” (Schoors 2004: 51). However, in
certain cases in the book of Qoheleth, Schoors observes that היה does have semantic
content, for instance, בוטב היה in 7:14 means “to live well, to be in a good mood”
and קידצ היה in Qoh 7:16 means “to act rightly” (Schoors 2004: 51). The cases of

2 Bartelmus overlooks the participle in Exod 9:3 ךנקמבהיוההוהי־דיהנה , “The hand of yhwh is
on your cattle”.

3 jm gives the examples of Judg 6:23 ךלםולש , “Peace be with you”, Ruth 2:4 םכמעהוהי , “yhwh
be with you”, and the participal clauses Gen 3:14 התארורא , “Cursed are you”, and Gen 9:26 ךורב

הוהי , “Blessed is yhwh”.
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the verb with themeaning “to happen” show that the author is a real philosopher
(Schoors 2004: 59).

Sinclair adoptsWaltke-O’Connor’s description of the function of היה , but suggests
somemodifications (Sinclair 1999: 52). Sinclair recognizes that the verb היה , like the
English verb “be”, can function in many ways beyond a mere copula. These different
functions result in English glosses like “happen, occur, fall upon, come, come to pass,
become”, etc. Rather thanviewing these senses as “definitions” of the verb היה , Sinclair
argues that we should understand them simply as translation glosses required for
idiomatic English (Sinclair 1999: 53–54, see also gkc, §454i, and jm, § 111i, for similar
examples of semantic nuances of היה ).

4.2.3. Regression analysis

In this section, the research problem is how the use or non-use of היה in bipartite
clauses relates to a number of other variables, of which themost important are genre,
language phase, discourse type, and whether or not a clause is a main or subordinate
clause. Do these variables influence the use of היה ? This type of problem is generally
approached with regression analysis, which is also the way it will be dealt with here.
By bringing all the predictors together in one multivariate model, one can get a
better understanding of the relationship between the predictors and the output
variable, than when the predictors are studied in isolation in relation to the output
variable.

The regression technique that is used in this analysis is Generalized Additive
MixedModeling (gamm, see Hastie and Tibshirani 1990; Wood 2017) with a binary
output. This technique is relatively new in the study of linguistics and is usedmainly
in experimental studies to investigate non-linear movement of the tongue (Wieling
et al. 2016) or eyes (Nixon et al. 2016). This is done by using a smoother on continuous
variables, whereby the assumption of a linear relationship between dependent and
independent variables is relaxed. In the present research, this advantage of gamms
is not relevant, because continuous variables are hardly used here, but another
advantage of gamms is. In the dataset, a clause is sampled repeatedly from the
individual books. Therefore, the clauses are not independent samples, because they are
clustered in the books. This violates the independence assumption of a Generalized
LinearModel (glm).With agamm it is possible to account for repeatedmeasurements
in individuals (in experimental research these individuals often are the experimental
subjects), and thus use the smoother in a numeric variable (in this case, the clause id)
as random effect.
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An additional problem is also dealt with by using a gamm. In time series or
sequence data, which literary texts typically are, one often encounters autocorrelation,
for which a gamm can be a solution (Baayen et al. 2016).4

With the mgcv package it is possible to use various smoothers. In this research, I
use a factor smoother to account for individual variability between biblical books. The
smoother functions as a random effect with random intercept and random slope. By
doing this, p-values are prevented frombeing too lowwithout sufficient justification.

For more information about regression analysis, see Appendix b.

4.2.4. Variables

The Text-Fabric scripts and the resulting datasets can be found on GitHub.5

The dependent variable

The dependent variable in this investigation is clause type (cl_type).6 The variable has
two possible values: “hyh” (the clause contains היה ) and “nom” (the clause does not
contain היה ). All the clauses under investigation contain a subject and a predicate
complement, and all the predicate complements are non-verbal, so participial clauses
(with or without היה ) are excluded from the analysis. Also excluded from the analysis
are clauses containing שי and tripartite verbless clauses, because thesewill be analyzed
in a later section.

The independent variables

The following independent variables are studied in this research. The presence or
absence of היה in a clause is a clause level issue, but it may be influenced by factors at
a higher level. Therefore, I distinguish between clause-internal and clause-external
variables.

4 The data are analyzed using the function bam from themgcv package. This function is similar to
the function gam, but it is optimized for large datasets https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/
mgcv/mgcv.pdf.

5 In the folder https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to
_be/hyh_verbless. Text-Fabric notebooks: hyh_verbless_bib.ipynb and hyh_verbless_xbib.ipynb.
Biblical data: hyh_nom_bib.csv. Extrabiblical data: hyh_nom_xbib.csv.

6 The variable name as it can be found in the dataset is italicized.

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/mgcv/mgcv.pdf
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/mgcv/mgcv.pdf
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless
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Clause internal variables

The following clause-internal variables can be found in the dataset (the name of the
variable in the dataset on GitHub is between parentheses; not all the variables are
included in the final model):

Clause length (cl_len) refers to the number of phrases a clause contains. In the היה

clauses, the היה phrase is excluded in the count, because, by definition, these
clauses have one phrase more than verbless clauses. Theminimum clause length
is obviously two, which is the length of a clause with only a subject and predicate
complement.

Subject length (subj_len) is the number of words in the subject. Pronominal suffixes are
counted as separate words.

Predicate complement length (pc_len) is the length of the predicate complement. As in
the case of the subject, the length is counted in words, and again, pronominal
suffixes are counted as words. A prepositional phrase like רָּבְדִּמַּב is counted as
three words, preposition, article, and noun.

Subject-Predicate Complement order (s_p_order) is the order of the subject and predicate
complement.

Subject type (subj_type) is the phrase type of the subject.
Subject definiteness (subj_det) is the definiteness of the subject. One can distinguish

formal and semantic definiteness (also called determination, Baasten 2006: 39–40).
In this research, it is approached from a formal perspective.

Predicate complement type (pc_type) is the phrase type of the predicate complement.
Predicate complementdefiniteness (pc_det) is thedefiniteness of thepredicate complement.
Language is the language of the clause.

In the analysis, onlyHebrew clauses are taken into account.Most clauses in the dataset
are relatively short, consisting of a subject, a predicate complement, and in some cases
the verb היה . However, the clause can contain other phrases. The datafile contains
columns for all the different phrase functions that occur in the Hebrew Bible, besides
subject, predicate complement, and predicate. These are binary variables (1 for present
in a clause, 0 for absent).
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Clause-external variables

The clause external variables are variables that are related to the environment of
the clauses in the dataset. Themain variables of the Syntactic Variation project are
included in the dataset and the analysis described in section 3.5. Other variables that
are taken into account are:

Book is the book inwhich a certain clause occurs. Book is considered a randomvariable
in this mixed model, because the clauses do not exist as independent events, but
are clustered in the book inwhich they occur. In the analysis, the books of Samuel,
Kings, and Chronicles are each considered one book. This is done because these
books were historically one book, and treating them as two books is actually
more artificial than merging them together. The dataset has two columns for
the bookname. The column book uses the names 1 and 2Samuel, 1 and 2Kings,
and 1 and 2Chronicles. The column book2 only uses the names Samuel, Kings,
and Chronicles. The latter column is used in the analysis. The choice of using
complete books in the analysis does not necessarily mean that they are considered
to be literary unities. There are many ways in which the books can be split in
redactional layers, and doing this for the whole Hebrew Bible would be a task
which would lead to too many arbitrary splits. Therefore, the choice is to use
complete books, a choice which has at least an empirical basis. The dataset also
includes columns for chapter and verse.

Clause id (cl_id) is the clause identifier. It is the node number of the clause in Text-
Fabric.

Mother (mother) represents the tense of the clause on which the clause under con-
sideration is dependent syntactically. This idea of dependency of clauses on each
other is implemented in the etcbc database and is based on the ideas of the
text hierarchy of Schneider (Schneider and Grether 1974). It was maintained by
Kalkman in his PhD thesis (Kalkman 2015) that the meaning of Hebrew verbs
depends strongly on the hierarchical relationships between clauses. Kalkman is
mainly concerned with bh poetry andmore in particular with the Psalms, but
he suggests that these ideas are applicable to prose as well. If this is the case, it is
well worth investigating whether text hierarchymay influence the use of היה .

Clause relation (clause_rela) is the clause relation. It is relevant for the exclusion of
tripartite verbless clauses from this analysis (resumptive clauses following a casus
pendens, in which the subject is a third person pronoun). It is also relevant for
the decision whether a clause is a main or a subordinate clause.
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table 4.1 Frequencies of clauses with and without היה

Epigraphic mt Qumran Rabbinic

Clauses with היה 7 3554 122 169
Clauses without היה 391 83274 4768 3451

4.2.5. Data preparation and variables

The dataset consists of the היה clauses and verbless clauses containing a subject and a
predicate complement in the Hebrew Bible, 1qs, 1qha, 1qm, Pirqe Avot, and Shirata,
as available in Text-Fabric.7

Each row of the dataset contains information about one clause. In the dataset,
the output variable cl_type (clause type) has two values. It has the value “hyh” if the
clause contains the verb היה , and “nom” if the clause is a verbless clause.

4.2.6. Data exploration

Clauses with and without היה

Beforemoving to clauses with both subject and predicate complement, all the clauses
in themtwith andwithout the verb היה are explored.8This gives a general impression
of the frequency of the use of היה . The raw numbers for the subcorpora under
consideration can be found in table 4.1 (see next page).

With a mosaic plot, one can get an intuitive impression of how the levels of
categorical variables are associated with one another. This is done by comparing
the expected frequencies with the observed frequencies of different combinations
of the relevant variables. The figures 4.1–4.4 show the distribution of clauses with
and without the verb היה , based on the four core variables of the Syntactic Variation
project.

The surface of each rectangle represents the frequency of a specific clause type
in each of the phases of Classical Hebrew. This makes it possible to compare the

7 Scripts and datasets can be found here: https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/
Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless.

8 The clauses without היה are both verbal and non-verbal clauses.

https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless
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figure 4.1 Association of language phase and clause type for clauses with and
without היה

figure 4.2 Association of main and subordinate clauses and clause type for
clauses with and without היה
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figure 4.3 Association of discourse type and clause type for clauses with and
without היה

figure 4.4 Association of genre and clause type for clauses with and without
היה
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proportions of the use of היה in different supposed language phases (in the case of
figure 4.1) visually.

Obviously, the clauses containing היה are only a small subset of all the clauses
in the corpus. The variation that can be found between different discourse types,
genres, andmain and subordinate clauses seems to cohere well with what is found
in scholarly literature on the function of היה . In general, it is proposed that the verb
adds tam to the clause, and one would expect this in n-clauses in prose, because
time generally plays a more important role in narrative than, for instance, in poetry.
Also, היה occurs more inmain clauses than in subordinate clauses, which is also as
expected, because in general main clauses constitute the backbone of a story. In these
clauses, tense, aspect, andmood are defined and inherited by subordinate clauses.

Of the different language phases, ebh has the highest concentration of clauses
containing היה (4.8%), closely followed by Rabbinic Hebrew (rh) (4.6%). The con-
centrations in lbh (3.6%), qh (2.5%), and epigraphic Hebrew (1.7%) are lower. The
relatively high concentration of היה clauses in rh is expected, because of the often
recurring typically Rabbinic periphrastic construction of היה with a participle ( אוה

רמואהיה , “he used to say”, occurs often in Pirqe Avot, see Dyk (1984)). Based on the
conventional diachronic model, one would expect a similarly high level of היה in lbh
and qh if there were an increase of the periphrastic construction and other construc-
tions would remain constant. This, however, does not seem to be the case here. It is
beyond the scope of this research to investigate this issue in depth. Nowwemove on
to clauses containing subject and predicate complements containing the verb היה .

Clauses with subject and predicate complement with and without היה

Clauses containing both a subject and a predicate complement often resemble each
other. In both clause types, the subject can be a np,9 a PrNP,10 a PPrP,11 or a DPrP12 and
the predicate complement in both clause types can be a np,13 an AdjP,14 or a pp.15

9 With היה : Gen 2:7, היחׁשפנלםדאהיהיו , “And the man became a living being”; Esth 2:5, ׁשיא
הריבהןׁשוׁשבהיהידוהי , “There was a Jewishman at the citadel in Susa”. Without היה : Gen 11:4,

םימׁשבוׁשארו , “And his top (will reach) into heaven”; Isa 35:7, הצברםינתהונב , “In the haunt of
jackals is its resting place”.

10 With היה : 1 Sam 18:12, ומעהוהיהיה־יכ , “For the Lord was with him”; 2Sam 8:2, דודלבאומיהתו
םידבעל , “And theMoabites became servants to David”. Without היה : 1Chr 4:42, הירענוהיטלפו

םׁשארביעׁשיינבלאיזעוהיפרו , “And Pelatiah, Neariah, Rephaiah and Uzziel, the sons of Ishi are
their leaders”.
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This section explores the association of various factors with the choice between
using or not using היה in clauses with a subject and predicate complement. Themain
variables that will be investigated are the core variables of the Syntactic Variation
project: discourse type, the genre of the text, main and subordinate clauses, and
supposed language phase.

In the analysis, clauses containing שי and ןיא were removed, because these are
considered to be different ways of expressing “to be”. Consequently, other clauses
containing a negation were also removed. Further, tripartite verbless clauses were
removed.

The dataset consists of 8,883 clauses,16 of which 7,706 are verbless clauses and
1,17717 contain היה , whichmeans that slightly more than 14% of all the clauses under
consideration are היה clauses. These unequal frequencies of the two classes indicate
that it is likely that in all or nearly all environments therewill be amajority of verbless
clauses.

Table 4.2 (see next page) shows the distribution of clauses with subject and
predicate complement over the three sub-corpora of epigraphic Hebrew, bh, and
qh. The total amounts of relevant clauses in each of the subcorpora differ greatly,
the biblical subcorpus is the largest by far, but the percentage of היה clauses in the
subcorpora is relatively similar: 13% (bh), 10% (qh), and 9% (rh).

11 With היה : Exod 4:16, םיהלאלול־היהתהתאו , “And you will be to him as God”; Ezek 11:11, איה
םכלהיהת־אל ריסל , “She will not be a pot for you”. Without היה : Num 11:21, וברקביכנארׁשא ,

“(The people), among whom I am”; Job 13:16, עוׁשיליל־אוה־םג , “This also will be my salvation”.
12 With היה : Num 18:9, ׁשאה־ןמםיׁשדקהׁשדקמךלהיהי־הז , “This shall be yours from the most

holy from the fire”; Ps 118:23, תאזהתיההוהיתאמ , “This is the Lord’s doing”. Without היה : Qoh
6:2, לבההז , “This is vanity”; 2Chr 2:3, לארׂשי־לעתאזםלועל , “This is forever on Israel”.

13 With היה : Gen 1:2, והבווהתהתיהץראהו , “The earth was formless and void”; Obad 1:18, היהו
ׁשאבקעי־תיב , “Then the house of Jacob will be a fire”. Without היה : Lev 13:22, אוהעגנ , “It is an

infection”; Ezra 8:13, םתומׁשהלאו , “These are their names”.
14 With היה : Gen 36:7, ברםׁשוכרהיה־יכ , “For their property had become too great”; Ruth 2:12, יהתו

ךתרכׂשמ לארׂשייהלאהוהיםעמהמלׁש , “And your wages be full from the Lord, the God of
Israel”. Without היה : Song 1:5, ינאהרוחׁש , “Black am I”; Neh 8:11, ׁשדקםויהיכ , “For the day is
holy”.

15 Examples in footnotes 9–12.
16 Or two datasets, one csv file contains the biblical data, the other contains the extrabiblical data. In

r, they are merged together into one data frame. These are the numbers after some data cleaning.
17 This is about one-third of all the היה -clauses in the mt.
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table 4.2 Distribution of היה clauses and verbless clauses in three Hebrew subcorpora

Epigraphic
Hebrew

Biblical
Hebrew

Qumran
Hebrew

Rabbinic
Hebrew

היה clauses 3 1113 34 27
Bipartite verbless clauses 18 7102 319 277

The following figures shows mosaic plots for the relationship between the clause
types and themain independent variables under consideration, namely, the language
phase, main and subordinate clauses, genre, and discourse type.

As expected, overall there aremore verbless clauses throughout the studied phases,
but the plot shows that היה -clauses occur more frequently in ebh than in lbh.

Figure 4.6 (see next page) shows the mosaic plot in which the association between
clause type andmain and subordinate clauses is visualized.

The first thing that can be noticed is the unequal proportion of main and
subordinate clauses. The figure shows an underrepresentation of היה in subordinate
clauses.

Figure 4.7 shows the association between clause type and discourse type.
This figure shows that the majority of relevant clauses can be found in quoted

speech, q. This is not surprising, because poetry and prophecy consist mainly of q,
and also in narrative texts there is a substantial number of q-clauses. n and d have a
relatively strong overrepresentation of היה -clauses.

Finally, the association between genre and clause type is shown in figure 4.8.
The figure shows that there is an underrepresentation of היה clauses in poetry.
In summary, there is an overrepresentation of היה -clauses in main clauses,

discourse type n, prose, and prophecy. n can be foundmainly in prose, so this joint
overrepresentation might be no surprise. Furthermore, independent clauses have
a stronger association with היה -clauses than do subordinate clauses. This is not
surprising:most Hebrew grammars agree that it is used to provide a clause with tam.
If that is true, and if independent clauses are more related to the main line of a story,
it is logical that they need היה as a carrier of tam. It is interesting that היה is more
strongly associated with ebh than with lbh, because there is no clear reason why
this kind of clause would be more frequent in ebh than in lbh. Overall, these results
are similar to the results found in figures 4.1–4.4, in which all clauses with היה were
contrasted with all clauses without היה .
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figure 4.5 Association of language phase and clause type for clauses with and
without היה

figure 4.6 Association of main and subordinate clauses and clause type for
clauses with and without היה
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figure 4.7 Association of discourse type and clause type for clauses with and
without היה

figure 4.8 Association of genre and clause type for clauses with and without
היה
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figure 4.9 Association of clause length and clause type for clauses with and without היה

Clause length

Is the length of a clause related to the choice of using היה -clauses or verbless clauses?
Figure 4.9 is a spine plot in which the relationship between clause length and clause
type is shown.

Notice that the following clauses both have length 2:

ךלמדוד

ךלמהיהדוד

David is/was king.

In היה clauses, thenumber of phrases is counted, except the verbal predicate. Figure 4.9
shows that there is a general tendency towards a more frequent use of היה in longer
clauses. This tendency raises the question whether there are specific phrase types
that associate with היה . In the dataset, there are columns for all the phrase types that
occur in the clauses under consideration. 1 and 0 indicate presence or absence of this
specific phrase function in the clause. Some of these phrase functions are rare, but the
more frequent phrase functions are explored in the r-file.18 On the basis of frequency

18 This is the file plots_and_analysis.R, in the folder https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/
tree/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless.

https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless
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and relevance, it was decided to include conjunctions, negators, question phrases,
interjections, and time phrases in the model.

4.2.7. Results

Modeling variation

The exploration has shown a number of tendencies in the data, but if we want to
know whether certain patterns are based on coincidence or not, a statistical test has
to be performed with all the variables together. For this purpose, regression analysis
is a good choice, because the results show the strength and significance of each of the
independent variables in relation to the dependent variable.

Building the model

The modelling process has been done using forward variable selection. With this
approach one starts with amodel having only the random effect, andwith each added
variable one checks whether the model fits the data better than the simpler model.

In a multivariate regression model, the effects of the individual predictors are
independent of each other. It is also possible to include interaction effects. In an
interaction effect, the joint effect of two predictors is measured. In the case of a
significant interaction effect, the joint effect of two variables differs from the sum of
the individual effects, as is often the case in practice. In itself, it would be interesting
to include interaction terms, but interactions with categorical variables produce large
amounts of interaction terms whichmay be difficult to explain linguistically. Some
exploration of interaction terms has been done, but for reasons of explainability and
simplicity, I have decided to include main effects only.

The r-code that was used for the complete model is as follows:

bam.fit <- bam(cl_type ~ main_sub + genre + ebh_lbh + Conj + Intj +
Time + Ques + pc_type + cl_len2 +mother + s(cl_id2, book2, bs = ‘fs’, m =
1), data = dat.t, family = ‘binomial’)

Here bam.fit is the name of the model, and bam is the function from the mgcv
package used here. cl_type is the dependent variable (left of the ~), the part s(cl_id,
book2, bs = “fs”, m = 1) is the factor smoother (bs = “fs”), and m = 1 limits the curviness
per individual book. The link function is by default logit and the part family =
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‘binomial’ is based on the structure of the dependent variable, which has two values.
The independent variables are separated by plus signs.

In a regressionmodelwith categorical variables, one level of each variable is chosen
as base level, and the p-value of each of the other levels indicates whether its value
differs significantly from the base level. The variables in themodel have the following
values as base level:

main_sub: Main
txt_type: n
genre: prose
ebh_lbh: ebh
mother: nominal
pc_type: pp

The following variables indicate the presence of a phrase with that function in the
clause. The basic levels are 0, whichmeans that a phrase with that function is absent
in the clause.

Conj: 0
Intj: 0
Time: 0
Ques: 0

Clause length is a numeric variable, so it does not have a basic level. Here it is called
cl_len2, instead of cl_len. In this new variable cl_len2, the mean value of the clause
length is set to zero, whichmakes values of the other variables easier to interpret.

Table 4.3 shows r’s summary of the model. The first column shows the name of
the level of a certain factor variable. For instance, genrepoetry gives the results of the
value poetry of the variable genre, in relation to the basic value of that variable, which
is prose. The intercept in the first row gives the result if all the variables are in their
basic level. The following columns show, respectively, the effect size (called estimate
here), the standard error, the z-value, the p-value, and, finally, the stars indicate at
which level of alpha the effect is significant. In this research, an alpha value of 0.05
is used, whichmeans that all the p-values lower than 0.05 are significant. These are
marked with *, **, or *** in the last column. More stars mean a lower p-value and
stronger significance.
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table 4.3 Summary of thegammmodel

Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value

Intercept 2.242778 0.216954 10.338 <2e-16 ***
main_subSubAdv 0.964072 0.123119 7.830 4.86e-15 ***
main_subSubArg 1.682743 0.265591 6.336 2.36e-10 ***
main_subSubMod 1.181529 0.286560 4.123 3.74e-05 ***
genrepoetry 1.178989 0.316733 3.722 0.000197 ***
genreprophecy 0.180098 0.375089 0.480 0.631123
ebh_lbhlbh 1.252875 0.460250 2.722 0.006486 **
ebh_lbhother 0.458538 0.378635 1.211 0.225884
ebh_lbhepigraphic 0.271218 0.919575 0.295 0.768041
ebh_lbhqumranic 0.833427 0.662275 1.258 0.208236
ebh_lbhrabbinic -0.562957 0.782589 -0.719 0.471924
pc_typeAdjP 1.306309 0.141003 9.264 <2e-16 ***
pc_typeAdvP 0.214582 0.247536 0.867 0.386013
pc_typeDPrP 0.009393 0.930700 0.010 0.991947
pc_typeInrP 13.137498 100.440766 0.131 0.895935
pc_typeIPrP 2.425173 0.465058 5.215 1.84e-07 ***
pc_typeNP 1.232721 0.083792 14.712 <2e-16 ***
pc_typePPrP 13.346076 187.515521 0.071 0.943260
cl_len2 -0.611704 0.070972 -8.619 <2e-16 ***
motherimpf -1.916307 0.136099 -14.080 <2e-16 ***
motherimpv -1.718744 0.213891 -8.036 9.31e-16 ***
motherinfa 10.397227 388.880426 0.027 0.978670
motherinfc -1.618494 0.261082 -6.199 5.68e-10 ***
motherno_mother -2.273138 0.252665 -8.997 <2e-16 ***
motherno_pred -1.503936 0.172454 -8.721 <2e-16 ***
motherperf -1.815816 0.124878 -14.541 <2e-16 ***
motherptca -1.022856 0.209310 -4.887 1.02e-06 ***
motherptcp -0.524659 0.463484 -1.132 0.257639
motherwayq -1.595034 0.131541 -12.126 <2e-16 ***
Conj1 -0.413500 0.107543 -3.845 0.000121 ***
Intj1 1.651225 0.304443 5.424 5.84e-08 ***
Time1 -0.617226 0.185661 -3.324 0.000886 ***
Ques1 1.151467 0.361186 3.188 0.001433 **
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Interpretation and visualization of the model

Levels that do not differ significantly from the base level of the variables were not
merged with the base level, as is done with categorical variables sometimes. In this
case, the intercept level is 2.242778. Since themodel is a logitmodel, the odds are e2.242778

~ 9.4. This means, that if all the predictors are in their basic level, verbless clauses
occur 9.4 times as often as היה clauses.

In the case of a negative value in the column “Estimate” in table 4.3, there is an
increase of the use of היה , relative to the base level of that variable. To calculate the
logit of clauses with the value yiqtol (impf) in the variable mother, one has to add its
value to the intercept level: 2.242778 - 1.916307. In this case, the odds are e2.242778 - 1.916307 =
1.38. Thismeans that there is a strong increase of the use of היה in clauses of which the
mother has a yiqtol verb, relative to the base level, in which the mother is a verbless
clause. Likewise, the logit of an argument clause (level SubArg in variable main_sub)
with amother yiqtol can be calculated by 2.242778 - 1.916307+ 1.682743. The rest of the
variables remain in their basic levels.

One of themain variables not present in themodel is the variable discourse, of
which the levels did not differ significantly from each other. The other variables in
the model all have one or more levels that deviate significantly from the intercept
level.

Model visualizations

In the following figures the model is visualized. First the presence or absence of
phrases with a specific function are discussed, then the core variables of the Syntactic
Variation project follow. In the figures, only the base levels and the levels with a
significant effect are shown.

Figure 4.10 (see next page) shows the variation in the use of היה in the pres-
ence/absence of question phrases and interjection phrases. On the vertical axis the
presence or absence in a clause of a phrase with this phrase function is shown by 1
(a phrase with this function is present) and 0 (a phrase with this function is absent).
The horizontal axis shows the log-odds19 of the level under consideration, with all
the other variables on their base level, and the numeric variable clause length has its
mean value.

19 Log-odds is the same as logit, see also Appendix b.
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figure 4.10 The effect of the presence of question and interjection phrases on presence/absence of היה

The horizontal line around the mean value shows the confidence interval.
The presence of question and interjection phrases both result in a strongly

significant lower use of היה in these clauses, than in clauses without these phrases.
Question and interjection phrases are both associated with quoted speech, and
without these variables in themodel the levels q andn of the discourse variable differ
significantly. This means that the difference between quoted speech and narrative
with respect to the presence and absence of היה can be explained at least partly by the
presence and absence of these two phrase types. This means also, that there seems to
be no intrinsic difference between q and n, apart from the concentration of question
and interjection phrases.

The tendency is opposite in the case of the presence of conjunction phrases and
time phrases. The presence of these phrases is associated with an increased use of היה .
See figure 4.11 on the next page. The association of time phrases and היה does not
come as a surprise. If the verb היה adds tense to the clause, then a time phrase can be
added to specify that tense further. The associaton of conjunctions and the verb היה

may be associated with a more complex, narrative style.
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figure 4.11 The effect of the presence of conjunction and time phrases on presence/absence of היה

The core variables of the Syntactic Variation project

The discourse environment of a clause did not end up in the model, because its
main alternative value q does not differ significantly from the basic level n. The
exploration suggested some difference, but it turned out to be insignificant, as already
explained. The variable language phase is included in themodel. The use of היה in
lbh differs significantly from that in ebh. It is the only level of this variable which
differs significantly from the base level ebh.

Figure 4.12. shows the variation in the attestation of היה between the language
phases.

The attestation of היה in the Rabbinic texts is similar to that in ebh, whereas
especially qh and lbhhave a lower use of היה . Only in lbh does the use of היה deviate
significantly from the use in ebh. This does not mean that there is no significant
variation at all between ebh on the one hand and qh and rh on the other hand, but
the given data, with only a few Qumran and Rabbinic texts give no reason to state
that they do differ significantly.

Figure 4.13 shows the proportions of verbless clauses and היה clauses in the ebh
and lbh books separately.
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figure 4.12 The effect of language phase on the
presence/absence of היה

figure 4.13 Association of clause type and book in ebh and lbh books for clauses with and
without היה
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figure 4.14 The effect of main and subordinate clauses on
presence/absence of היה .

היה clauses are especially rare in the books of Esther, Daniel, Ezra, and Nehemiah,
in which they occur, respectively 3, 2, 3, and 5 times. The book of Chronicles has a
higher density of היה clauses, but still, the figure shows that this density is lower
than in the ebh books. Discussions of the use of היה in a diachronic perspective focus
on the periphrastic construction ( היה + participle), which has an increased use in lbh
and rh. It is tempting to see this, in relationwith the decrease of היה in constructions
with a subject and nominal predicate complement, as discussed in this research, as a
shift in the use of היה . It could indeed be the case that such a shift is visible inHebrew,
but a remark needs to be made. The data contains only a relatively small amount of
post-biblical material, so later research, based on a substantial amount of data, may
give entirely different results.

Figure 4.14 shows the variation in the choice of היה or a verbless clause between
main clauses and the three types of subordinate clauses. In the variable main and
subordinate clauses, the main clauses have the highest use of the verb היה , and the
subordinate clauses all deviate significantly form themain clauses, all with a strongly
reduced use of היה . This confirms the impression that the exploration had given
already.

Clauses on the argument position of another clause (SubArg) and clauses func-
tioning as a modifier within a np (SubMod) have the lowest probability of having
היה . This is not surprising, because the tense, aspect, andmood of a clause which is

the subject or object of another clause retrieves this from themain clause.
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figure 4.15 Effect of genre on presence/absence of היה

Genre is the last of the main variables of the project in which there is significant
variation between its levels, as in figure 4.15.

Clauses in the basic level, which is prose, have a significantly higher probability
of containing היה than clauses in prophecy and especially poetry. This may be related
to the narrative character of prose. References to past events occur often in narrative
prose, so it is not surprising that as the carrier of tense morphology, the verb היה ,
occurs mostly there, instead of in “timeless” poetry.

Figure 4.16 shows the effect of clause length on the use of היה .

figure 4.16 Relationship between clause length and the use of היה
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figure 4.17 Effect of the tense of the mother of a clause on the
presence/absence of היה

Longer clauses tend to have a higher probability of having היה . It had become
clear already that the presence or absence of certain phrases is associated with היה -
clauses or verbless clauses, but independent of these effects comes the effect of clause
length. It is surprising that the effect of clause length has not disappeared with the
presence of the various different phrase functions in the model (Conj, Ques, Time,
and Intj), because the presence of these phrases causes the clause to be longer. There
is no obvious semantic explanation for the increased use of היה in longer clauses, but
its function may be related to what is called the “copula of separation” (Driver 1892a:
270 n. 4). In this interpretation, the copula does not have a meaning, but it is there to
give structure to the clause.

Figure 4.17 shows the effect of the tense of the mother of a clause and the use
of היה . In this figure, the value nominal is the base level of the variable. It has the
highest log odds, which means that it has the lowest probability of clauses with
היה . Nearly all the other levels have a significantly higher probability of using היה

in the clause, and the effect size is high. The figure suggests that the levels of the
variable mother can be divided in two groups. On the one hand there is the level
nominal, in which case there is a high probability of finding a verbless clause, and on
the other hand there are the other levels. In the case of the other levels, most values
concernmother clauses with a finite verb. In these cases, the probability of finding
היה in a clause is still lower than 0.5, but substantially higher than in the case of

a verbless clause as mother. This gives the impression that verbless clauses occur
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figure 4.18 The effect of the phrase type of the predicate
complement on the presence /absence of היה

mainly when the mother of the clause is also a verbless clause, so there is a sequence
of verbless clauses. היה clauses occur more often if themother clause also contains a
verb, or if the clause has nomother. This is the case if a new hierarchy begins.

The base level of this variable phrase type of the complement (figure 4.18) is
pp, prepositional phrase. The figure shows the levels of pp and the levels deviating
significantly from pp. These are AdjP (adjective phrase), np (noun phrase), and IPrP
(interrogative pronoun phrase). Clauses with such a predicate complement type
have a significantly lower use of היה in constructions with a subject and predicate
complement. This difference in the behavior of clauses with a pp and other predicate
complements may well be explained by semantic variation of the verb between these
clauses. As was suggested by various authors, היה is not only used as a simple copula,
but can have a meaning like “to happen”, or “to become”, and this meaning is likely
to occur more in clauses with a pp as predicate complement.

This does not mean that this semantic difference always occurs between clauses
with and without pp as predicate complement, but there is a clear tendency. This
is one of the advantages of using statistical techniques in analyzing language. In
grammars, generally only examples of a certain linguistic phenomenon are given.
These examples may make clear that there is structural or semantic variation, but
not which global tendencies there are.

Figure 4.19 shows the smoother of the model.
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figure 4.19 Model smoother

These smoothers show the trend throughout each book in the dataset, and function
as random effect in themodel. The y-axis shows the log-odds20 of the probability of
finding a verbless clause, on the x-axis the place in a book is represented, using the
Text-Fabric word identifier. As can be seen, there can be quite a bit of fluctuation
within a book.

The explained deviance of the model is around 27%. This is modest, but on the
other hand, by basing the analysis onmostly formal criteria it is possible to uncover
a number of variables that are associated with the clause type. The Hebrew Bible
is an ancient corpus. Little is known about its background from direct evidence. I

20 In this figure, it is centered around zero.
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have modeled the variation in the use of היה clauses and verbless clauses on the basis
of mostly formal characteristics in the structure of clauses and texts and themodel
shows a number of interesting tendencies.

Discussion of the results

On the basis of the literature onewould expect that an important part of the variation
between verbless clauses and היה clauses can be explained by the insight that היה

adds tam to the clause. This is confirmed by the results of this research. The clearest
sign of this is that there is a significantly higher use of היה in clauses containing a
time phrase.

The main levels of the discourse variable, q and n, do not differ significantly
from each other in the use of היה , but there are various signs that they do differ in an
indirect way. Clauses containing interjection phrases and question phrases, have a
significantly reduced use of היה , while there is an increase of the use of היה in clauses
containing conjunctions. Interjections and questions are more related to the domain
of q, while conjunctions, leading to more complex sentence structures, are more
related to n.

In lbh, there is a significant decrease of the use of היה , as compared to its use in
ebh. Can this be seen as a sign of diachronic variation? The traditional diachronic
approach assumes a direction of change in which there is an increased use of late
language going from ebh to lbh, and from there it increases further to qh and rh.
This is clearly not the case in the variation between היה clauses and verbless clauses.
lbh and qh have a lower use of היה than ebh, and of these only lbh’s use differs
significantly from ebh. rh ismore similar to ebh than lbh is. Of course, the amount
of dataused forqhandrh is limited, so these observationshave limited value.Despite
this, the use of היה in clauses with a subject and predicate complement is consistently
lower than in ebh texts. It is possible that during some time period, at a certain place
therewas a reduced use of היה in this kind of constructions. This could be investigated
in a broader study on theuse of היה in ClassicalHebrew. There are other signs of a shift
in the use of היה in lbh. Various scholars point to an increased use of the periphrastic
construction in lbh (e.g., Van Peursen 2004: 226, others are skeptical, e.g. Muraoka
1999: 195). An increased use of the periphrastic construction could be related to a
decreased use of היה in the constructions studied in this section. On the other hand,
the increased use of the periphrastic use in lbh is usually linked to its frequent use in
qh and rh. On the basis of the data used in this study, the use of היה in constructions
with subject and predicate complement in qh and rh is more similar to ebh.
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Although there is a significant difference between ebh and lbh, figure 4.13 shows
that there is substantial variation in the use of היה between individual books. This
may be caused by a variety of factors. Some of these may be among the variables
discussed in this section, others may be related to variation in subgenres. The genres
discussed in this research, prose, poetry, and prophecy are broad, and could be split in
various subgenres.

Interjections and question phrases are typical of clauses in direct discourse.
However, in the present model, the feature txt_type, which represents the discourse
embedding of a clause, is removed because of the lack of significant variation between
the different levels. In a gamm-model, in which txt_type is the only fixed effect, the
levels q andn differ significantly, but in the presence of the features Conj, Rela, Time,
Ques, and Intj the effect of the discourse type disappears. Apparently, the difference
betweenn andq in relation to the difference between verbless clauses and היה clauses
can be found at least partly in clauses with these phrases.

Longer clauses have a significant tendency to use היה more often. The most
obvious reason for this is that היה gives structure to the clause.

Looking at the phrase type of the predicate complement, it is striking that if the
predicate complement is a pp, היה is used significantly more than with other phrase
types. It is possible that this is related to the meaning of the verb. In general, היה is
translated with “to be”, but in these cases a possible translation with verbs like “to
happen” or “to occur” might be possible.

The results suggest a number of ideas for further research. As discussed in the
review in chapter 2, Polak argues that there are various styles of Hebrew with varying
sentence complexities. In this research, interactions between variables have not been
studied, but it would be interesting to study the relationship of the combination of
clause length and language phase on the use of היה . It is surprising that there is no
significant variation between the levels of the variable discourse type.

In summary, based onmainly formal characteristics of a clause, we can conclude
that the use of היה is conditioned by a variety of factors. Most of these seem to be
related to the idea that היה adds tam to the clause, but there are also other valid
explanations.
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4.3. Bipartite verbless clauses with and without the particle שי

4.3.1. Problem and research question

The Hebrew particle of existence, שי , can be found in a variety of verbless clauses. שי

can occur without subject or predicate complement, e.g., in 1 Sam 9:12 שי , “It is”. It can
also occur with a pp predicate complement, e.g., Prov 3:28, ךתאשיו , “It is with you”,
or with a np subject alone, e.g., Job 11:18, הוקתשי־יכ , “Because there is hope”. There
are also cases of שי with an enclitic subject and a participle, e.g., Gen 43:4, ךׁשי־םא

ונתאוניחא־תאחלׁשמ , “If you send our brother with us”. In this section, the most
frequently occurring clause construction with שי , having a subject and a pp predicate
complement, is studied. In these constructions, the particle indicates the existence of
something or someone in a specific place (Muraoka 2013).

Existential clauses containing the particle שי are semantically similar to their
counterparts without the particle, as Muraoka indicated. Muraoka doubts that there
is any functional difference between the following clause and its equivalent without
שי :
Gen 18:24 ריעהךותבםקידצםיׁשמחׁשיילוא

In both cases, a valid translationwould be “Perhaps there are fifty righteous people
within the city” (Muraoka 2013). AlthoughMuraokahas described some characteristics
of clauses containing שי , he and others have not made a systematic comparison of
clauses with and without שי . Therefore, the research questions of this section are:

Is it possible to distinguish between clauses with and without שי on
the basis of formal characteristics of the relevant clauses? And if so,
which are the most important predictors? What does this mean for
the use of the particle?

The clauses that are considered contain an indefinite np or IPrP subject and pp
predicate complement. Clauses with this structure are the most frequent complete
clauseswith שי in themt.21 In the section on היה clauses andbipartite verbless clauses,

21 שי occurs 138 times in the mt. In 50 cases, the clause has an indefinite np or IPrP as subject and
a pp as predicate complement. There are only nine cases with a definite subject and pp predicate
complement:

Gen 28:16, הזהםוקמבהוהיׁשיןכא , “Surely yhwh is in this place”; Gen 44:26, וניחאׁשי־םא
ונתאןטקה , “If our little brother is with us”; Exod 17:7, ונברקבהוהיׁשיה , “Is yhwh among us?”;
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table 4.4 Frequencies of bipartite clauses with and without שי . All
these clauses contain an indefinite subject and a pp
predicate complement

Biblical texts Extrabiblical texts

Clauses without שי 1076 177
Clauses with שי 50 17

a regressionmodel was used to analyze the variation between these clause types. In
the research on variation between clauses with and without שי , this would also have
been a good option, but there are some differences between the datasets that prevent
the regression model from being the best tool to analyze these data. In the first place,
there are fewer relevant clauses for the study of שי clauses than for the study of היה

clauses. See table 4.4.
In section 4.2, the dataset containedmore than 1,100 clauses with היה , but in the

case of שי , there are only 67 clauses available.
In the second place, there is a stronger imbalance between the classes of the out-

put variable. The שי dataset contains only 67 clauses containing שי and 1253 clauses
without שי . This means that there are nearly 19 clauses without שי for every clause
containing the particle, while this proportion is about 1:7 (with versuswithout היה ) in
the היה dataset. The combination of unequal class sizes and a relatively small amount
of data for the smallest class is a problem for a binomial regressionmodel. Therefore,
I have decided to use two approaches that are more robust for imbalanced class sizes.
The algorithms of choice are Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), which is imple-
mented in the r package xgboost,22 andRandomForest, as implemented in the r pack-
age randomForest23 (Liaw andWiener 2002). Gradient Boosting and Random Forest
are relatively new developments, which have not yet been applied in the study of bh.24

Judg 6:13, ונמעהוהיׁשיו , “And yhwh is with us”; 1 Sam 9:11, הארההזבׁשיה , “Is the seer here?”;
2Kgs 3:12, הוהי־רבדותואׁשי , “The word of yhwh is with him”;

2Kgs 10:23, הוהיידבעמםכמעהפ־ׁשי־ןפ , “Lest there are servants of yhwhwith you”;
Jer 27:18, םתאהוהי־רבדׁשי־םאו , “And if the word of yhwh is with them”; Job 16:4, ׁשי־ול

יׁשפנתחתםכׁשפנ , “If your soul were under my soul”.
22 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/xgboost/xgboost.pdf.
23 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/randomForest/randomForest.pdf.
24 At least, as far as I am aware of. It was suggested by Forbes (2016: 922–923).

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/xgboost/xgboost.pdf
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/randomForest/randomForest.pdf
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4.3.2. Review

Generally, clauses containing שי and ןיא are called existential clauses, because they
express the existence or non-existence of something. Even though the particle ןיא is
not investigated in this research, in scholarly literature the particles are often treated
together.

In the relevant literature, existential clauses are not always described in the same
way. For some, an existential clause is simply a clause containing שי or ןיא (for instance,
Van Hecke 2005: 61). Geiger (2012: 367) mentions that some clauses with הנה are
also existential clauses. Muraoka distinguishes between clauses describing absolute
existence and existence in a certain location (Muraoka: 2013). These clausesmay ormay
not contain the existential particles שי and ןיא . According tohim, the locativemeaning
is the first meaning of the clauses containing these particles, and by extension it has
the meaning of existence as such (jm, § 154k). In a later publication, Muraoka asserts
that שי clauses can only be existential, and not locative clauses (Muraoka 2013), even
when the clause contains a prepositional phrase, as in the aforementioned example in
Gen 18:24.25 In this clause, it is not so clear that omission of שי would have changed the
meaning of the clause, but in clauses in which there is no locative and the presence of
something or someone is predicated, שי is obligatory, according toMuraoka. He gives
the following examples:

Prov 19:18 הוקתׁשי־יכ

For there is hope.

1Kgs 18:10 ךׁשקבלםׁשינדאחלׁש־אלרׁשאהכלממויוג־ׁשי־םאךיהלאהוהייח

As the Lord your God lives, there is no nation or kingdom to whichmy lord
has not sent to seek you.

1 Sam 21:5 ׁשיׁשדקםחל־םא־יכ

There is only holy bread.

25 As observed byMuraoka, clauses with this structure containing the particle שי indicate existence
rather than location. The same is true for clauses without the particle. See, for instance the following
examples: Gen 8:9, ץראה־לכינפ־לעםימ־יכ , “For water was on the face of the whole earth”; Gen
42:16, םכתאתמאה , “Whether there is truth with you”. In both these clauses, the issue is not where
a thing (water, truth) is, but that it is at a certain place. This is generally the case if the subject is
indefinite.
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In Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew, Muraoka (1985: 77) states
that שי and ןיא “are the exact Hebrew counterparts of the Indo-European copula”,
although he follows Joüon’s opinion that both שי and ןיא have a certain volitive force,
which Joüon explains in detail by referring to the cases in which שי is used in the
protasis of conditional sentences in which a participle follows. However, according
to Muraoka (1985: 77–78), the latter meaning stems from the context in which the
clause occurs.26 He remarks that the use of the positive particle שי is pleonastic, which
is a formal indication of its emphatic meaning (Muraoka 1985: 79). The use of ןיא is
not pleonastic, because it is an essential element of a negative verbless clause. For
Muraoka, this is a sign that ןיא and שי are not simply symmetrical opposites, but that
theymust be treated separately. This is strengthened by the fact that there are cases of
ןיא + participle that do not occur in a conditional clause, which is important to Joüon’s

argument. Also, there are cases of שי having the volitive force outside conditional
clauses, and שי is only rarely accompaniedwith a definite np, whereas ןיא occurs often
with a definite np. With the help of cognate languages (Akkadian, Aramaic), Muraoka
shows that it is “almost incontestable” that the construction of שי + participle has a
certain asseverative-confirmative nuance (Muraoka 1985: 77). This nuance contrasts
with the views of Brockelmann, König, andNöldeke, according towhom שי is nothing
more than amere copula. In later work, Muraoka stresses that שי is never used as a
copula in an equational way in clauses like ךלמ דוד or דוד ךלמ , because in those cases
היה is generally used.27

Within the group of existential clauses one can distinguish between clauses
expressing existence and presence of a person or thing. In the case of existence שי ,
clauses express the existence of an impersonal or indefinite subject or the existence or
presence of a person or thing (Van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze 2004: 321). In the
latter case, the subject is accompanied by a locative or possessive predicate (Baasten
2000: 1).

Structure of שי clauses

In twopublications, Baastendescribes thedistributionof patterns occurring in clauses
containing שי in the non-biblical dss (Baasten 2000; 2006: 212–223). He focuses mainly
on formal characteristics of the clause, following the work of Hoftijzer, who had a
similar approach in his work on verbless clauses (Hoftijzer 1973). This means that

26 He gives the five examples in the mt: Gen 24:42, 49, 43:4, Deut 13:4, Judg 6:36.
27 And, likewise, not in the rarer patterns ךלמאוהדוד and אוה ךלמדוד , Muraoka (2013).
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the function of a phrase (subject, object, predicate, et cetera) gets a less prominent
role in his description, although it is not completely absent (for instance, Baasten
2000: 3). The focus is on determination and type of phrases. Baasten distinguishes
the following fourmain patterns in שי clauses in the non-biblical Dead Sea Scrolls
(Baasten 2000: 2–4. These patterns are read form left to right):

1. שי NPi

In this pattern, שי is followed by an indeterminate np. It occurs twice in the non-
biblical dss, both times with question-ה prefixed to שי .

2. שי NPi pp
3. שי pp NPi

In these patterns, שי is followed by an indeterminate np and a pp. These patterns are
the most attested in the corpus under investigation. Pattern 2 occurs in stereotypical
expressions introduced by יכ (Baasten 2000: 2). In pattern 3, the pp precedes the np.
Here, the pp is a locative pp or consists of תא with a possessive suffix. Baasten observes
no clear functional difference between patterns 2 and 3.

4. שי pp

This pattern occurs once in the non-biblical dss (11qt 58: 3–4).
In his PhD thesis, Baasten points out that subordinate שי clauses introduced

by רשא always occur in prose, while those introduced by יכ are all in poetry, but
the reason for this is probably not linguistic (Baasten 2006: 212).28 Most cases found
in poetry are stereotypically recurring clauses like יכ העדאו “and I know, realise,
understand, that …”. Of the cases introduced by רשא , he observes that if רשא is not
coreferential with the subject noun phrase, the order in the clause is np pp שי רשא ,
of which he gives four examples (Baasten 2006: 212–213). In one case (4q266 6 i 7–8), the
pp follows the np, but there the np is definite.

However, the corpus investigated by Baasten contains the particle שי only 17
times, and this limits the value of the conclusions he described. The formal approach
is valuable, because it makes it possible to compare similar patterns more easily.

28 On p. 214, Baasten gives five examples, all in the Hodayot: 1qha 11:20–21, 14:6, 17:14 (2 times) and 22.
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Van Hecke studied the order of constituents in existential clauses containing
both a np and a pp (Van Hecke 2005). In both bh and qh, he found that generally the
np precedes the pp if the pp consists of a preposition plus noun phrase and the pp
precedes the np if the pp consists of a preposition plus pronominal suffix.29 VanHecke
did not find a clear semantic distinction between the different orders, but argues that
it is possible that the shorter pps consisting of preposition plus pronominal suffix
tend to come earlier in the clause because of their length,which is awell-known cross-
linguistic phenomenon (Van Hecke 2005: 69–70). There is a number of exceptions to
the rule formulated by Van Hecke, and he explains these cases by a range of factors
that influence constituent order in other clause types, such as the semantic properties
of שי or the preposition governing the pp.

The particle שי and diachrony of bh

In “Syntax der Althebräischen Inschriften”, Andreas Schüle (2000) observes that the
particle שי does not occur in the pre-exilic Hebrew inscriptions (Schüle 2000: 219), in
contrast to ןיא , which occurs 5 times in this corpus (Schüle 2000: 218). Although this
absence of שי might be a coincidence, it could have diachronic significance (Schüle
2000: 219–222). He finds evidence for this in the Bible— שי is found mainly in later
texts, like the Joseph story—and also in the development of particles and verbs of
existence in other Semitic languages (Akkadian and Aramaic).

4.3.3. Ensemble techniques: Random Forest and Gradient Boosting

Predicting the clause type

As in the section on היה clauses and bipartite verbless clauses, the goal is to find out
how the predictors are associated with the use of a word, in this case the particle
שי . This is done here by predicting whether a clause contains the particle שי , using

twomachine learning techniques, Random Forest and XGBoost. These techniques
come from a branch of machine learning called supervised learning, inwhich amodel
is trained that maps predictors to an output variable. If the output variable is a
categorical variable, it is called the label of an observation. The function is learned by
processingmany examples of observations. With the learned function, also called a

29 This is a statistically significant effect with p < 0.001 (Van Hecke 2005: 65 n. 22).
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model, one can predict the labels of new observations of which the label is unknown.
In supervised learning, the word “prediction” does not necessarily have to do with
an event in the future. In this research, predictions are made about the presence or
absence of the particle שי on the basis of the main variables of the Syntactic Variation
project and a number of other variables.

In supervised learning, it is crucial that the model is able to make correct
predictions on unseen data. Often amodel reaches high accuracy on the data onwhich
it was trained, but this accuracy decreases when predictions are made on new data.
In that case, the model does not generalize to unseen data, and the model is trained
on idiosyncracies in the dataset and only to a lesser extent on the general patterns
in the data. This situation is called overfitting and should be avoided. An important
technique which helps to prevent overfitting is k-fold cross validation, which is used
in this research. For an explanation of k-fold cross validation, see Appendix c.

Onewants to obtain a prediction accuracy that is as high as possible, but in general
it is not possible to reach 100% accuracy. Sometimes one misses important predictors,
which is likely in the case of ancient data. The prediction itself is not the main goal of
this study, but rather it is a means to find out which variables are important in the
prediction andwhich variables are less important. Thisway one can get an impression
of what conditions the use of the particle.

Decision trees and Random Forest

The first algorithm used for the classification of clauses is Random Forest, which is
based on single decision trees. An example of a single decision tree can be found in
figure 4.20.30

The figure showshow the species of an iris is predicted, based on certain properties
of individual flowers. For instance, if we find a new iris flower and we wonder which
species it is, the model on which figure 4.20 is based can be used, supposing that the
species of the new flower is taken into account in the training set. If the petal length
is < 1.9, the model will predict that the species is “setosa”. If the petal length is > 1.9
and the petal width is > 1.7 the model predicts that the species is “Virginica”.

The advantage of such a tree is that its structure is intuitively understandable.
In every node of the tree, a decision is made on the basis of some input variable, with

30 The tree is based on the “iris” dataset, a standard dataset inmachine learning available in r.Without
further preprocessing the tree was made with the function ctree in the r package “party” using
Species as output variable and the other variables as predictors.
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figure 4.20 Decision tree model based on the iris dataset

the strongest predictors situated higher in the tree. In the leaf nodes, one can see
the probabilities of each class on the basis of the training set. If one wants tomake
a prediction using a new sample, one can follow the scheme of the tree based on
the predictor values in the sample, and the predicted class is the majority class in
the leaf node. The algorithm builds the tree in such a way that the leaf nodes are
as pure as possible, using entropy as a means to measure purity of subsets of the
data.

These decision trees are prone to overfitting. Overfitting is reduced in Random
Forest by makingmany independent trees, all being trained on a different random
sample of predictors, which all overfit the data in a different way. The final classifier
is averaged out bymajority voting on the basis of predictions made by the separate
trees. Algorithms that are based on classifying data usingmanymodels together are
called “ensemble techniques”.

Random Forest is a popular learning algorithm, and one of the reasons for this is
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that one does not need much preparation of the data to apply it. It is implemented in
various r packages. In this research, the package randomForest is used.31

Extreme Gradient Boosting

The second algorithm used in this section is Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost).
Boosting is a family of algorithms in which a number of weak learners together form
a strong learner. A weak learner is a classifier that has a weak correlation with the
true class. Kearns and Valiant (1989) asked the question whether more weak learners
can together form a strong learner. This question led to the development of boosting,
which nowadays is used in various applications. Gradient boosting is an iterative
algorithm to which new models are trained to correct mistakes made by existing
models, by giving wrongly classified samples a higher weight in the newmodel. It
uses gradient descent for optimization and it is based on decision trees, just like,
for instance, Random Forest. The iterative nature of the algorithm is an important
difference: in Random Forest the trees are trained independently of each other, in
XGBoost later trees depend on the ones that were made earlier.

XGBoost is implemented in the r package xgboost,32 but it is also available for
Python and other programming languages.33 Extreme Gradient Boosting is fast, it
outperformsmany other algorithmson structureddata and canbe tunedwith various
hyperparameters, which makes it one of the favorite algorithms in data science
competitions and research. Formore information on Random Forest and XGBoost,
see Appendix d.

4.3.4. Data preparation and variables

The dataset consists of the verbless clauses containing an indefinite subject and a
prepositional phrase as predicate complement in the Hebrew Bible, 1qs, 1qha, 1qm,
Pirqe Avot, and Shirata, as available in Text-Fabric.34 This means that the there is
overlap between the clauses without שי in this dataset and clauses without היה in
the dataset used in section 4.2.

31 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/randomForest/randomForest.pdf.
32 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/xgboost/xgboost.pdf.
33 https://github.com/dmlc/xgboost.
34 The early inscriptions are present in the dataset, but they are not taken into account in the dataset,

because שי does not occur in this corpus.

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/randomForest/randomForest.pdf
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/xgboost/xgboost.pdf
https://github.com/dmlc/xgboost
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figure 4.21 Association of language phase and clause type for clauses with and
without שי

Each row of the dataset contains information about one clause. The variables
in the dataset are identical to those in the dataset used in section 4.2, although the
dependent variable has a differentmeaning. In the dataset, the output variable cl_type
(clause type) has two values. It has the value “jc” if the clause contains the particle שי

and “no_jc” if the clause does not contain this particle. The notebooks with which
the data are extracted and the resulting csv files can be found on GitHub.35

4.3.5. Data exploration

First the variables studied throughout the Syntactic Variation project are visualized
in relation to the presence or absence of שי , namely, language phase, main and
subordinate clauses, discourse, and genre. Also, the count variable clause length
is taken into account.

Figure 4.21 shows the distribution of clauses with and without שי in different
languages phases.

35 https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/jc_nojc. The
notebook JC_noJC_bib.ipynb preprocesses the biblical data, the file JC_noJC_xbib.ipynb preprocesses
the extrabiblical data. The resulting csv-files are jc_nojc_bib.csv and jc_nojc_xbib.csv.

https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/jc_nojc
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figure 4.22 Association of main and subordinate clauses and clause type for
clauses with and without שי

figure 4.23 Association of discourse and clause type for clauses with and without
שי
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figure 4.24 Association of genre and clause type for clauses with and without שי

In section 4.3.1, it was indicated that in the dataset there are 19 times as many
clauses without שי than with it. As expected, the mosaic plot shows that in all the
environments clauses without שי are more abundant than those with the particle,
but some interesting patterns of variation are visible already.

Going from ebh via lbh to qh, there is a slightly decreasing trend in the
attestation of שי , but the Rabbinic texts have a far higher attestation of the particle
than any other purported language phase. Pirqe Avot and Shirata contain 5 and 8
clauses respectively with the particle and 30 and 31 clauses without it. So, in these
Rabbinic texts the ratio of clauses with and without the particle is about 1:4 to 1:8,
whereas in the whole corpus it is about 1:19 on average.

Figure 4.22 shows the distribution of clauses with and without שי amongmain
and subordinate clauses.

This figure shows that there is an overrepresentation of the particle שי in
subordinate clauses, especially adverbial clauses and clauses that are the argument of
another clause.

Figure 4.23 shows the distribution in the different discourse environments, of
which quoted speech (q) and narrative (n) are the most important ones.

This contrast between q and n is much stronger than between the levels in the
other variables under consideration. In n clauses, שי is nearly absent.
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figure 4.25 Association of clause length and clause type of clauses with and
without שי

Figure 4.24 shows the distribution of שי in the genres of prose, poetry and
prophecy.

שי can be found in poetry and prose in more or less equal concentrations, but it is
rare in prophetic books.

Figure 4.25 shows the relationship between clause length and the presence/ab-
sence of שי .

Clause length is represented here by the number of phrases in a clause and all
clauses contain both a subject and a predicate complement, so the shortest possible
length is two phrases. To make a fair comparison possible, the particle שי itself is
excluded from the counting. The relationship between clause type and clause length
looks less clear than in figure 4.9, in which the the presence and absence of היה was
visualized in relation to the clause length. In the analysis of היה , there was a pattern
in which longer clauses more often contain היה , which is less consistent here.

This exploration suggests that the variable discourse is the strongest predictor for
the presence of שי of themain variables of the Syntactic Variation project. There is a
strong contrast between themain levels (q and n) of this variable, and it is likely that
this contrast accounts for at least part of the variation in the other variables, especially
in the case of the variation in the variable language phase. There is a relatively high
concentration of שי clauses in the Rabbinic texts, andmost of these are q clauses.
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4.3.6. Results

Random Forest

In this section, the results of the Random Forest analysis are discussed first, and then
the results of the analysis using XGBoost. The approach used with both algorithms
is more or less identical, and the same data are used. The dataset is split randomly
in training and test sets, a Random Forest model is trained on the training set and
predictions aremade on the test set. This procedure is repeated 5 times, each timewith
a different test set (five-fold cross validation).With the help of the variable importance
function we get an impression of which independent variables play an important
role in themodel. Themodels are evaluated using the prediction accuracy, the c score
and the Receiver Operating Characteristic (roc) curve.

In the dataset under consideration, the output variable consists of two classes
of unequal frequency: שי clauses are rare in comparison with clauses without the
particle. In the case of such imbalance, many algorithms tend to classify individual
cases from the test set as belonging to the most frequent class. In general, the largest
class has themost internal variation in the predictors because there aremany samples,
so it is difficult to find features that distinguish the samples in the small class from
the large class. In the case of the שי dataset, the largest class, clauses without שי ,
makes up about 95% of the dataset, so if all samples are classified as “no_jc”, an overall
accuracy of 95% is reached, but there is 0% accuracy for the samples in the smallest
class “jc”, which means that we know nothing about the difference between the two
classes. There are several ways to prevent themodel from predicting all observations
in the test set as belonging to the largest class of the training set. One of them is to
use oversampling (also known as up-sampling). Oversampling is a technique with
which the class imbalance is restored by resampling from the smallest class so that
both classes have the same size.36 It is important that oversampling is done after the
data are split into train and test data, because if it is done before the split, individual
observations can end up in both the training set and test sets, after which the datasets
are not independent of each other.

36 Various ways of dealing with class imbalance are discussed by Kuhn and Johnson (2013: 427).
I have decided to use a technique known as naïve or random oversampling, which is done by
randomly sampling data from theminority class(es) until all classes have equal frequencies. With
this technique one avoids the creation of synthetic data, such as is the case with techniques like
Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (smote).
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figure 4.26 Probability of clauses belonging to the classes no- שי and שי

A Random Forest model is made with the datasets described in section 4.3.4. The
r-script can be found on GitHub.37

After training, a prediction is made for each clause in the test set. The output of
the prediction is a score which indicates the probability of a specific observation in
the test set belonging to class “jc”. This is shown in figure 4.26.

On the left side of the figure, in red, the predicted probabilities of the clauses
without שי are plotted, and on the right side, in green, those with the particle can
be seen. Each dot represents one clause. By default, probabilities higher than 0.5 are
classified as clauses with שי , whereas values lower than 0.5 are classified as clauses

37 https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/jc_no
jc/jc_nojc_rf.R.

https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/jc_nojc/jc_nojc_rf.R
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/jc_nojc/jc_nojc_rf.R
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without שי . 0.5 is called the cut-off value. A comparison with the true values gives an
impression of the strength of themodel. In other words, if a sample contains 8 clauses
with the particle and amodel predicts for each of these clauses that it contains שי , the
model seems to do a good job. On the other hand, if the samemodel has a low accuracy
on the other class, the clauses without שי , one should try to improve the model, or
change the cut-off value. In practice, it is rarely possible to achieve a 100% accuracy on
all classes. If the cut-off is increased, there will be an increase of correct classifications
of clauses without שי , but there will be a decrease of the number of correct classi-
fications of clauses containing שי . If the cut-off is decreased, the effect is reversed.
So, it is easy to reach a high prediction accuracy on one of the classes in the output
variable, but there is always a trade off: increased accuracy on one class generally leads
to decreased accuracy on the other class in the case of binary classification.

In the optimization process of the model, I have given both classes equal weight.
There is no good reason why the correct classification of one of the classes is more
important than the other, so I have decided tomaximize the average of the accuracy
of both classes.

roc-curve

Themodel is evaluatedwith thec-index,which is derived fromtheReceiverOperating
Characteristic (roc) curve.38 Figure 4.27 (see next page) shows the result of the five-
fold cross validation in a roc curve. In the plot for each fold of the validation, the
sensitivity is plotted against the specificity of themodel. Sensitivity and specitivity
are used often to evaluate models with two outcome classes (as שי vs no- שי in this
research). The sensitivity is what is called in medical research the fraction of the
true positives: this is the group of people with a disease who really have the disease.
The specificity is the group of true negatives, these are people who do not have the
disease and have a negative, correct outcome of the test. The roc curve of a perfect
model starts in the lower left corner of the plot, moves straight up to the upper
left corner and then goes to the right. The curve of a less perfect model moves from
the lower left corner to the upper right corner somewhere between the upper left
corner and the diagonal of the plot, which signifies a model without any predictive
value. A summarization of themodel in one number can be given by the c-index (or
Concordance statistic). This statistic is the area under the roc curve. Both axes range

38 The roc curve is a way to evaluate a model visually. See Appendix c for more explanation.
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figure 4.27 roc curves of five-fold cross validation of שי vs no- שי using rf

from 0 to 1, so the perfect model has a c-index of 1 and a non-informative model has a
score of 0.5. In this case, predictions are not better than a random guess. The average
c-index of the 5 folds is 0.81,39 which is good (see for instance Tagliamonte and Baayen
2012: 19).

Figure 4.28 shows the average accuracies of the predictions on each of the five test
sets. The error bar indicates the confidence intervals of themean results on the five test
sets. In the training set, oversamplingwas used to balance the classes. This is not done
in the test set. On the one hand, this would introduce a new source of randomness,
and on the other hand the error bars show clearly the higher uncertainty of the
predictions in the שי -class. On the five test sets both classes are predicted correctly
between 70% and 80%, but it should be noted that the שי -class is much smaller than
the class of clauses without שי .

Other important evaluationmetrics for predictionmodels are precision and recall.
These metrics start from the idea that one of the two values is positive and the other

39 The c-indices of the separate folds are 0.87, 0.84, 0.75, 0.83, and 0.76.
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figure 4.28 Average accuracy of predictions using rfwith 5-fold cv for clauses with and without שי

is negative. These metrics are important, especially if the classes are imbalanced.
Precision is the number of true positives divided by the sum of true positives and false
negatives, and ranges between 0 and 1. Often the negative class is much larger than
the positive class, and if a small amount of true negatives are classified as positive
(false positives), there can easily be more false positives than true positives. This is
also the case here. If we say that clauses with שי are positive and clauses without שי

are negative, it is clear that the average precision of 0.14 is relatively low, but it is
substantially higher than 5%, which is the expected precision in the case of a random
classification on the basis of the proportions in the training set.

Recall also ranges between 0 and 1, and is defined as the true positives divided by
the sum of the true positives and false negatives. This is equal to the accuracy of the
שי -class, which is 0.75.
Making accurate predictions on data is important, but here it is not the only thing

that counts. It is clear that the model does an overall good job in making predictions
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figure 4.29 Variable importance in the Random Forest model

on unseen data. Now it is time to look at the role of the individual predictors in the
model. Figure 4.29 is the variable importance plot of the model. It shows the average
values of the five folds with confidence intervals. In the final model, variables are
removed that did not increase the prediction accuracy.

Of the four main variables of this research, language phase discourse type are the
most important in themodel, although there is also some variation in importance
of these variables between the folds. The exploration already showed that שי occurs
considerably more in q than in n, and this is an important factor in themodel. There
seems to be a certain influence of the language phase on the use of שי , this will be
specified further in the analysis using XGBoost.

Slightly less important in this model are the variables genre and whether a clause
is a main or subordinate clause. In the mosaic plot in the exploration section, it
already became clear that this overrepresentation of שי is strongest in clauses that are
the argument of another clause, andmost of these clauses containing שי are object
clauses.40

40 Some examples are: Gen 24:23, ןיללונלםוקמךיבא־תיבׁשיהילאנידיגה , “Tell me, is there room
in your father’s house for us to spend the night?”; Gen 42:1, םירצמברבׁש־ׁשייכבקעיאריו , “And
Jacob saw that there was grain in Egypt”; Gen 42:2, םירצמברבׁש־ׁשייכיתעמׁשהנהרמאיו , “He
said, see, I have heard that there is grain in Egypt”; 2Kgs 4:2, יכל־ׁשי־המילידיגה , “Tell me, what
do you have”.
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These two factors combined give the impression that the function of the particle
שי is to give emphasis to the clause, as indicated by Muraoka. The weakest predictor

in themodel is the presence of a question phrase in the clause. Various clauses contain
both the particle שי and a question phrase.41 An explanation for this could be that שי

puts extra emphasis on the question that is asked.
Also, in these clauses one gets the impression that there is a certain emphasis. In

Num 13:20, שי creates a contrast with ןיא and in Gen 43:7 and 44:19 שי seems to have
an intensifying effect. Clauses withmore phrases than subject and predicate tend to
contain the particle שי relatively more often, which is also reflected in the model in
the variable clause length. An example of this is, of course, a clause introduced with
the question-ה, but there is a more general trend than only in the case of question
particles.

The strongest predictor is “mother”. This is the verbal tense of the clause onwhich
the clause under consideration is syntactically dependent. One can see this as a way
to describe how the clause is embedded in its environment.

Figure 4.30 (see next page) shows the association of the values of the variables
clause type and mother. The figure shows that clauses without the particle שי are
more often associated with a mother clause, which is a verbless clause or a clause
containing a wayyiqtol. Clauses with שי are associated more with mother clauses
with other verb forms. A complication with this feature is that several values of this
variable are associated with values of other variables. For instance, the discourse
variable has as main values n and q, and it is well known that in a n environment
other verb tenses are more predominant than in q. In q, the wayyiqtol is more or less
absent, while the imperative and the yiqtol occur frequently.

This dependence of one predictor on another is a problem in various models, but
in general theRandomForestmodel is less sensitive tomulticollinearity. If themother
variable is removed from themodel the accuracy of the predictions of the value שי

decreases, so the presence of the variable mother cannot be explained completely
by other predictors. The same is true the other way around. If the discourse type is
removed, the accuracy of the prediction of שי also decreases, therefore it is kept in the
model.

41 Next to the example in Gen 42:23: Gen 43:7, חאםכלׁשיהיחםכיבאדועהרמאל , “… saying, ‘Is
your father still alive? Do you have another brother?’ ”; Gen 44:19, חא־ואבאםכל־ׁשיהרמאל , “…
saying, Do you have a father or a brother?”; Num 13:20, ןיא־םאץעהב־ׁשיה , “And whether there
are trees in it or not”; Job 6:30, הלועינוׁשלב־ׁשיה , “Is there any wrong onmy tongue?”; Job 25:3,

וידודגלרפסמׁשיה , “Is there any number to his armies?”; Job 38:28, בארטמל־ׁשיה , “Has the rain
a father?”.
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figure 4.30 Association between clause type and tense of the mother of the clause

Extreme Gradient Boosting

The analysis is repeated using XGBoost. The goal of doing the analysis with a different
algorithm is to find out on the one hand if it is possible to achieve a higher prediction
accuracy and, on the other hand, to test the robustness of the first analysis with
Random Forest.

In the implementation of the package xgboost, the algorithm needs the data
as a sparse matrix. This means that categorical variables need to be split in several
separate binary variables, one for each level of all the original categorical values. In
the present analysis, the data are the same as in the Random Forest analysis, but I
have not reduced the number of variables to make the data easier to interpret. The
overall prediction accuracy is similar to the analysis using Random Forest.

roc-curves

The average area under the curve of the roc plots is 0.83.42 This is a slightly better
situation than the one in the random forest analysis, but overall, the roc curves
(figure 4.31, next page) are similar to those in the Random Forest analysis.

42 The separate values are 0.811, 0.76, 0.87, 0.81, and 0.90.
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figure 4.31 roc curves of five-fold cross validation of שי vs no- שי
using XGBoost

figure 4.32 Average accuracy of predictions using XGBoost with 5-fold cv for clauses
with and without שי
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figure 4.33 Variable importance in the XGBoost model

Also, the accuracies of the predictions on the test set aremore or less equal to those
in the Random Forest analysis; see figure 4.32.

An interesting insight is given by the variable importance plot. In the XGBoost
analysis, the number of predictors has not been reduced as in the Random Forest. In
the plot in figure 4.33, all the variables in the model can be observed.

Every level of every categorical variable in the original dataset becomes a separate
variable in the XGBoost model. This makes it easier to interpret the influence of the
separate levels. The most important one related to our main variables is discourse
type q. From the exploration it was clear already that there is an overrepresentation
of שי in q clauses. Also visible is the high concentration of שי in the Rabbinic texts.
Two of themost important variables are numeric. These are the lengths of the subject
(in words) and the length of the clause (in phrases). The importance of the numeric
variables in this analysis is due partly to the fact that the categorical variables are split
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figure 4.34 Association of subject length and clause type of clauses with and without שי

into binary variables, by which the present numeric variables grow in importance.
In the Random Forest model, they were dropped, because their inclusion did not
improve the prediction accuracy.

Figure 4.34 shows the relationship between subject length and clause type. The
figure shows that clauses with שי have a preference for short subjects with one word
and subjects with subjects longer than 3 words.

All in all, the analysis with XGBoost does not reveal totally new things, neither
does it improve the prediction accuracy relative to the Random Forest model, but it
confirms the results of it and shows slightly clearer which levels of which variables
are important for separating clauses with and without the particle שי .

Discussion of the results

The results of this analysis coherewellwith the idea that the particle שי puts emphasis
on the clause, as argued byMuraoka. The particle is relatively rare, but there is a clear
association of the particle with q clauses, and object clauses, which often follow verbs
of saying or perception. Also, it occurs often in Rabbinic texts, whose language is
generally associated with vernacular speech. Although all these observations do not
necessarily imply emphasis, they fit the idea well. There does not seem to be much
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empirical evidence for the hypothesis that there is an increased use of שי in the course
of the biblical period, as Schüle suggests. If there is a tendency visible, it is that שי is
used less in the constructions under consideration, going from ebh to lbh.

There seems to be a relationship between subject length and clause length and
presence/absence of the particle שי , although this relationship between clause length
and clause type is not linear. VanHecke showedalready that the lengthof thepredicate
complement plays a role in the structure of the clause, although in a different way
than is shown here. This could mean, that שי is used to give structure to the clause.

4.4. The tripartite verbless clause

4.4.1. Problem and research question

An intensely discussed topic in the literature on the verbless clause is the grammatical
status of the so-called tripartite verbless clause. The tripartite verbless clause has the
following structure:

NonVerbalPhrase - PPrP - NonVerbalPhrase

or

NonVerbalPhrase - NonVerbalPhrase - PPrP

An example of the first type is Deut 12:23, ׁשפנהאוהםדהיכ , “For the blood is the
breath”, and an example of the second type is Jer 10:3, אוהלבהםימעהתוקח־יכ , “For
the customs of the peoples are vanity”.

On the one hand, the clause can be interpreted as a clause in which the pronoun
functions as a copula. In this interpretation, the clause is often called a tripartite
clause. In this research, I will also use this expression, without necessarily indicating
that the pronoun functions as copula. According to others, the pronoun is the subject
of a bipartite clause, or the pronoun gives emphasis to an extraposed subject. Finally,
it has been hypothesized that the pronoun functions as a particle in this kind of
constructions.

In most studies, the validity of the “copular theory” is investigated by giving a
number of examples of the structure that support a specific interpretation. In this
research, I choose a different approach. Just like in the previous sections, all cases of the
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tripartite clause and their environments are contrasted with those of the “ordinary”
bipartite clauses occurring in the Hebrew Bible. The research question of this section
is:

On the basis of the structure and environment of tripartite verbless
clauses,which variables play a role in distinguishingbetweenbipartite
and tripartite clauses?

On the basis of the results, an evaluation will be made of the function of the personal
pronoun in the tripartite verbless clause. Which of the different approaches accords
most with the data? This question will be investigated with the core variables of the
Syntactic Variation project using Random Forest and XGBoost.

4.4.2. Review

First, the works of a number of scholars who interpret the pronoun as a copula in
bh are discussed, thereafter the alternative points of viewwill be studied. Also, the
evidence from Syriac will be taken into account, because this comparative evidence is
used by some scholars to show that bh uses the pronoun as a copula.

The pronoun as copula

Originally the Semitic languages did not have a copula, but developed this in two
ways, according to Albrecht (1888). The first way is the development of the pronoun
as separator (Trennungswort) between subject and predicate, especially if both clause
members are determined (Albrecht 1888: 250). The second way is the development
of the verb היה as copula, which first had the meaning “to exist”, and was used in
the later parts of the Hebrew Bible as copula, according to Albrecht (1888: 252–253)
The evidence that the pronoun is used as a copula in Hebrew is derived by Albrecht
fromEthiopic, in which the pronoun often functions as a copula.43 Another argument
for the existence of the copula in Hebrew is that the resumption of a non-third
person subject by a third person pronoun is rare in Hebrew (Albrecht 1888: 251–
252).

43 Albrecht borrows the argument from Ewald (1855, § 297b).
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According to Brockelmann (1956 §30a) the pronounwas used as a real copula in
bh, which became possible after its original meaning was lost. He critizes Driver,
stating that he misunderstands the meaning of the pronoun.44 Brockelmann gives
a number of examples of the pronominal copula and comments that it may occur
in various constructions, not only when both subject and predicate are determined.
It is also used in clauses with an AdjP as predicate,45 in clauses starting with the
predicate complement,46 in clauses in which the subject is a first- or second-person
pronoun,47 and even in clauses with a verbal predicate.48 It is this variation in the use
of the pronoun that Brockelmann sees as evidence for the pronominal copula. In later
publications, some scholars opted for this interpretation of the pronoun, generally
using arguments that are similar to those of Albrecht and Brockelmann.

The pronoun does not function as a copula

In Appendix v of “a Treatise on the Use of the Tenses in Hebrew and Some Other
Syntactical Questions”, Driver discusses the use of the casus pendens in Biblical
Hebrew. The casus pendens plays an important role in avoiding sentences in Hebrew
that are too complicated, by giving prominence to the subject and “easing” the clause
by theuse of thepronoun (Driver 1892a: 265). Fromthis perspective,Driver investigates
whether the pronoun can express the copula.Hediscusses a case inwhich the pronoun
follows the predicate in Gen 34:21 (footnote 111).

This could also be expressed without the pronoun, but the way it is expressed
in the biblical verse makes the sentence “less cumbrous and less abrupt”, and this
advantage becomesmore important when the subject contains a long relative clause49

(Driver 1892a: 268). In other words, the use of the pronoun has a stylistic goal and
it does not function as a copula. In the case of Gen 34:21, the subject was resumed
without emphasis, but there is emphasis in the case where the pronoun stands before
the predicate. Driver (1892a: 269) distinguishes between clauses with a definite and
indefinite predicate. If the predicate is definite, the subject is identical to the predicate,

44 According toMuraoka (1983: 67 n. 1), this is a misrepresentation of Driver’s position.
45 Gen 34:21, ונתאםהםימלׁשהלאהםיׁשנאה , “These people are at peace with us”.
46 Lam 1:18, הוהיאוהקידצ , “Righteous is yhwh”; Song 6:9, יתנויאיהתחא , “One is my dove”.
47 Isa 52:6, רבדמהאוה־ינא־יכ , “That it is I who speak”; Ps 44:5, יכלמאוה־התא , “You are my king”.
48 1Kgs 18:24, םיהלאהאוהׁשאבהנעי־רׁשאםיהלאההיהו , “The god who answers by fire is indeed

God”.
49 This reminds one of the results of section 4.3. Clauses with a longer subject tend to contain the

particle שי more often.
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and if the predicate is indefinite it defines the class of the subject. In many cases, it
is clear to Driver that the use of the pronoun is unmistakably emphatic, both with
definite and indefinite predicate.50

For Driver, a strong argument against the use of the pronoun as copula is the
parallelism in various verses in which the pronoun is used first in a participle clause
and then again with a finite verb (Deut 9:3, 31:3 and 8, Josh 22:22,51 Driver 1892a: 270
n2). He also states that in the course of time the pronoun “lost its distinctive force,
and became little more than the copula”, although this development is not really
visible in ebh and lbh (Driver 1892a: 270 n. 4).

In a separate section, Driver discusses cases inwhich the resumptive pronoun does
not agree in person with the fronted subject when this is also a personal pronoun.52

Even in these cases Driver does not consider the pronoun to function as a copula.
Driver refers to Roorda and Delitsch, who suggest that the meaning of the clause

םיהלאהאוה־התא in Isa 37:16 is: “Thou, he (andnone else) artmy king” or the pronoun
could anticipate the predicate, according to Ewald: “Thou art he-my king” (Driver
1892a: 271).

Muraoka has made a contribution to the study of the tripartite verbless clause
in several works.53 In “Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew” (1983),
he implicitly criticizes the idea that the pronoun can function as a copula with a
quantitative argument: “a convincing case for the existence of pure copula in Biblical
Hebrew could be made if one could adduce a meaningful number of examples”
(Muraoka 1983: 68).

Muraoka distinguishes three types of constructions inwhich the copular pronoun
plays a role. The first of these are clauses with the structure s-c-p (Subject - Copula -
Predicate) (Muraoka 1983: 72). According toMuraoka this pattern is often selective-
exclusive. The extraposed subject is contrasted with alternatives.54

50 He gives the examples Deut 4:35, 39, similar in 7:9, 1Kgs 18:39, םיהלאהאוההוהי , “yhwh, he is
God”; Deut 3:22, םכלםחלנהאוהםכיהלאהוהייכ , “For yhwh your God, is fighting for you”;
Deut 9:3, ךינפלרבעה־אוהךיהלאהוהייכ ; “That yhwh your God, he crosses before you”; Deut
31:6 and 8, ךמעךלההאוהךיהלאהוהייכ , “For yhwh your God, he is the one walking with you”.

51 For instance, the case in Deut 9:3 is םדימׁשיאוההלכאׁשאךינפלרבעה־אוהךיהלאהוהייכ
ךינפלםעינכיאוהו , “That the Lord your God is the onewho crosses over before you is a consuming

fire; he will defeat them and he will subdue them before you”.
52 For instance, Ps 44:5, יכלמאוה־התא , “You aremy king”; Isa 37:16, םיהלאהאוה־התא , “You are

my God”.
53 Themain contributions are in jm §154 i–m, Muraoka (1983 and 1999).
54 For instance, Deut 4:35, ודבלמדועןיאםיהלאהאוההוהייכ , “That yhwh is God, there is no one
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The second type is s-p-c (Subject-Predicate-Copula), whichMuraoka calls descrip-
tive (Muraoka 1983: 75), in which the predicate is often an adjective or a prepositional
phrase. Similar to the s-c-p clauses the accent pattern is often sˇp-c or sˇpˇc, which
is a confirmation of the isolation and emphasis on the extraposed subject and the
predicate.

The third and last type is p-c-s (Predicate-Copula-Subject). The accent pattern is
always p-cˇs. p-c is a unit in this kind of clauses, which is isolated from the subject.

All in all, Muraoka rejects the idea that the pronoun can function as a copula in
Biblical Hebrew and also in Semitic in general. He is also sceptical of theories inwhich
it functions to give structure to the clause, as Driver argues. For Muraoka (1983), the
pronoun has the function of giving emphasis or prominence to the preceding np.55

Amiddle position

Amiddle position is defended byHolmstedt and Jones (2014, abbreviated as hj). While
most linguists choose for or against the existence of the pronominal copula, hj argue,
like Sappan (1981), that in a number of cases of the potential candidates the pronoun
functions as copula and in the other cases it functions as resumptive pronoun. hj
criticize other scholars by stating that they did notmake good “contextual sense with
all the examples” (hj 55). The first example they mention of a clearly resumptive case
is Gen 34:23 םהונלאולהםתמהב־לכוםנינקוםהנקמ , “Will not their livestock, their
property, and all their animals be ours?”, in which the question-ה clearly introduces
a clause (hj 56). Most candidate clauses are cases of left (front) dislocation, which
presents a Topic-Focus structure (hj 57). The “dislocated constituent is the Topic,
orienting the reader either to which entity (amongmultiple discourse possibilities)
the following clause adds information or to scene-setting information (e.g., place,
time).”

hj argue that most cases of the tripartite clause in bh are cases of left or right
dislocation, but in some cases this analysis would be “infelicitous”, and in these cases
an analysis of the pronoun as copula ismore appropriate (hj 58). hj give four different
arguments for the existence of the copular pronoun in bh.

The first kind of clause in which resumption does not fit well is when there is no
agreement between the fronted element and the copula (hj 59), for example, Ps 44:5

םיהלאיכלמאוה־התא , “You are my king, God”. In this case, resumption is impossible

beside him”.
55 See also the excursus on the pronominal copula in Syriac below.
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because there is no agreement between the second person התא and the third person
אוה . An alternative translation of the clause would be “You are he, my king, God”.

In this translation, the clause is interpreted as a case of right dislocation, but the
problem is that אוה needs a third person antecedent. This role cannot be fulfilled by

יכלמ , because it follows the pronoun, and it is also missing implicitly or explicitly in
the preceding context of Ps 44:5. From this, hj conclude that אוה functions as copula
in this clause.56

A second argument for the existence of the pronominal copula in bh is that in
both distribution and structure there are four parallels with the copula היה . The first
is that both clause types may occur with a np, pp, or AdjP predicate, althoughmost
cases of the pronominal copula occur with a np predicate (hj 59–60, also n. 17). hj
argue that both היה and the pronominal copula indicate the tense of the clause (hj 61).
In the case of היה , this is past and non-past tense and the pronominal copula indicates
present tense. The copular clauses form a contrast with the bipartite verbless clause,
in which a tense marker is absent. The second parallel is that the negation of the
pronominal copula matches the expectation, because it is negated with ןיא in Gen
44:26, just like the participle is generally negated. Likewise, the היה clause is negated
by אל , just as other verbal clauses with perfect or imperfect forms (hj 61–62). The
third parallel is the possibility of occuring with participial clauses (hj 62). The fourth
parallel is that in clauses with היה or a pronominal copula, verb raising can occur.
This means that in the presence of certain constituents the normal word order of sv
is inverted to vs. This can happen if the clause is initiated by subordinators like יכ or

ןעמל , in the case of modality, including negators, or if there is a focus constituent,
such as a clause which starts with a focused predicate (as in Gen 46:34, hj 62–63). This
phenomenon of v-raising occurs once in a clause with a pronominal copula in Isa
9:14, שארהאוהםינפ־אוׂשנוןקז , “The old and honorable is the head”.

hj’s last main argument in favor of the idea that the pronoun can function as a
copula in bh is based on a historical/comparative analysis of the phenomenon. The
way the copula developed in Biblical and post-Biblical Hebrew is similar to how it
developed in other Semitic languages (hj 71–73).

56 In the case of disagreement between the resumed subject and the pronoun, Muraoka argues that
the pronoun functions as a particle, instead of as a pronoun (kp: 158).
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Excursus: the tripartite verbless clause in Syriac

It is relevant for the study of the pronoun as a copula in bh to have a look at its
counterpart in Classical Syriac, because the evidence in other languages is often part
of the discussion on the tripartite clause in bh. In “Corpus Linguistics and Textual
History” by Van Keulen and Van Peursen, eds. (2006, abbreviated kp), five articles are
dedicated to the issue of the tripartite clause in Syriac.57 Van Peursen explains the
three positions scholars have proposed about this issue in “Three Approaches to the
Tripartite Nominal Clause”. The first position is that of Geoffrey Khan, according to
whom the pronoun functions as a copula in Syriac.58 Khan’s argument in favor of the
interpretation of the copular pronoun are its common use in Syriac, and the fact that
it does not seem to be marked there (kp 157).

The second position is that of Goldenberg. According to him all verbless clauses
are derived from a basic clause type p-s. In such a clause, the pronoun is the subject
which resumes an extraposed subject (kp 160–161).

The third opinion is that of Muraoka, and according to him the pronoun is an
emphatic particle, just like in Hebrew (kp 158). Van Peursen gives two reasons why
Muraoka has a strong position (kp 161). First, the pronoun can follow any part of
speech, and is not part of some fixed clause structure, as is assumed by others. This
makes it easier togive the explanationof the functionof thepronoun insteadof having
to explain every distinct environment. Second, the pronoun occurs in positions where
it does not agreewith the subject of the clause. Thismeans that the pronoun functions
as a particle and not as a coreferential pronoun.

All threepositionshave their pros and cons, but amaindifferencebetweenHebrew
and Syriac is that the pronoun in a tripartite construction is far more frequent in
Syriac than in Hebrew, which is exactly one of the reasons whyMuraoka (1983) rejects
the existence of the pronominal copula in Hebrew.

57 On the pronominal copula in the Hebrew book of Kings and its translation in Syriac, see Dyk and
Van Keulen (2013: 409–411).

58 This is also the vision of the grammars of Nöldeke, Duval, and Costaz.
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4.4.3. Data preparation, experimental approach and variables

From the etcbc database all relevant bipartite and tripartite clauses were extracted.
The data and the Text-Fabric Scripts with which the data are prepared can be found
on GitHub.59

The experimental approach in this section is similar to that in the analysis in
section 4.3 on variation between clauses with and without the particle שי . With
Random Forest and XGBoost it will be predicted whether a clause is a bipartite or a
tripartite clause. From this, I want to find out which environments have a preference
for the tripartite clause, as compared to bipartite clauses.

The predictors used in the analysis of the tripartite verbless clause are fewer than
those in the sections 4.2 and 4.3. In those analyses, the structure of a clause played an
important role, for instance, features related to the length of a clause or the presence
of other phrases with specific functions. In the case of the tripartite clause, these are
more difficult to describe unambiguously, because the status of the clause itself is
ambiguous. For instance, in the case of the following clause in Gen 2:14, יעיברהרהנהו

תרפאוה , “And the fourth river is the Euphrates”, the subject is a np if it is interpreted
as a tripartite clause, but it would be PPrP if the clause is seen as a bipartite clause
with resumption. To avoid complications, I have decided only to use the core variables
of the Syntactic Variation project.

4.4.4. Data exploration

The tripartite verbless clauses in Classical Hebrew form a limited group, I have
counted 175 cases in the mt and 26 cases in the extrabiblical texts. As the review has
shown, these clauses have been discussed extensively from a qualitative perspective.
It is clear that the phenomenon of a clause with a tripartite structure exists, but what
can a quantitative interpretation add to its interpretation? A good suggestion was
made by Muraoka, who stated that the low frequency of the tripartite clause is a

59 The relevant files are in the folder https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/
Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/bipartite_tripartite. The tripartite clauses can be found in four csv-
files: tripartite_bib.csv, tripartite_xbib.csv, tripartite_eppr_bib.csv, tripartite_eppr_xbib.csv. The
files with “eppr” contain tripartite clauses in which there is no agreement between the resumed
phrase and the pronoun. The bipartite alternatives are extracted from the file hyh_nom_bib.csv and
hyh_nom_xbib.csv from the folder https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch4
_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless. The files with “xbib” contain extrabiblical data. These files are
merged and analyzed in the file bip_trip_plots_analysis.R.

https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/bipartite_tripartite
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/blob/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/bipartite_tripartite
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch4_Expressions_of_to_be/hyh_verbless
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table 4.5 Frequencies of bipartite and tripartite clauses in Classical
Hebrew

Biblical texts Extrabiblical texts

Bipartite clauses 7203 639
Tripartite clauses 175 26

sign that the pronoun does not function as a real copula. Also, if it does function as
a copula, it is likely that it exists next to cases of resumption, because there is little
doubt that resumption exists. This is the option that hj proposes, but this makes the
group of potential copula clauses only smaller: in appendix b of hj, 38 copular cases
are mentioned. These low frequencies are a strong sign that at least the pronominal
copula has a low productivity. On the other hand, theremay be specific environments
in which it occurs more often, which could be a sign of language variation or change.

The recipe here is the same as in the other expressions of “to be” in bh. An
exploration is made of the bipartite and tripartite verbless clause in relation to
the language phase, the discourse type, genre, and whether the clauses are main
or subordinate clauses.

As was the case in the analysis of clauses with andwithout שי , in all environments
the tripartite clauses form a small minority, and the contrast between the sizes of
the small and large classes is even greater here than in the case of the שי -analysis, as
table 4.5 shows.

About only 2.5% of the dataset consists of tripartite verbless clauses.
Figures 4.35–38 show the distribution of bipartite and tripartite clauses through-

out the different levels of the core variables of the Syntactic Variation project.
Themost striking results are that the tripartite clauses occur relativelymore often

in subordinate clauses thanmain clauses, more in q and d than in n clauses, and,
finally, slightly more in prose than in poetry and prophecy. These results cohere well
with the opinion that in the tripartite clause in bh the pronoun gives emphasis or
prominence to the fronted subject, as one would expect in quoted speech.

Similar to שי clauses, tripartite clauses occur relatively often in subordination
(althoughnot in attributive clauses), especially as an argument of another clause. Also,
from the language phase plot it becomes clear that the tripartite clause is relatively
rare in lbh in comparison with ebh, and occurs most often in the rh texts, and of
the three genres tripartite clauses occur a bit more in prose than in the other genres,
but the contrast is not strong.
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figure 4.35 Association of language phase and clause type for bipartite and
tripartite clauses

figure 4.36 Association of main and subordinate clauses and clause type for
bipartite and tripartite clauses
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figure 4.37 Association of discourse type and clause type for bipartite and
tripartite clauses

figure 4.38 Association of genre and clause type for bipartite and tripartite
clauses
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4.4.5. Results

The algorithms used for this analysis are Random Forest and XGBoost. The dataset
consists of the Hebrew bipartite and tripartite verbless clauses in the mt and the
texts available in the extrabiblical Text-Fabric package.

The Random Forest model is trained on the data with the clause type (cl_type)
as dependent variable. This variable has two possible values: “bipartite” or “tripar-
tite”. The predictors are the language phase (ebh_lbh), main or subordinate clause
(main_sub), discourse type (txt_type) and genre (genre). The validation of the model
is done with five-fold cross validation. Oversampling is used to balance class sizes in
the training sets.

Results of the Random Forest

Figure 4.39 shows the roc plot.

figure 4.39 roc curves of five-fold cross validation of bipartite and tripartite
clauses using Random Forest
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figure 4.40 Prediction accuracy of the Random Forest model for bipartite and tripartite
clauses

The average c score is 0.65.60 This c score is lower than in the case of the model in
section4.3. This is not surprising, because themodelwas trainedwith fewerpredictors.

Figure 4.40 shows the prediction accuracy for bipartite and tripartite clauses with
the Random Forest model.

Compared with the results of the analysis of clauses with and without שי , the
rfmodels performed a bit worse on distinguishing bipartite and tripartite clauses.
There can be various reasons for this. In the first place, the nature of the data can
cause a different performance. If one wants to distinguish two different classes and
the predictors have similar values, it is more difficult to distinguish them. In the
second place, only the main variables of the Syntactic Variation project have been
taken into account. It is likely that this smaller set of features has an important effect
on the performance of the model.

60 This is the average of the five folds: 0.6709, 0.632, 0.6333, 0.6272, and 0.6945.
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figure 4.41 Variable importance of the Random Forest model

Another related cause of different performance of the models can be the number
of observations in the smallest class. If the smallest class has only a small number
of observations, it is likely that the variation in the data are not representative of
the natural use of a certain construction. This is a general problem in the study
of ancient languages, for which we have only limited data. Also, it is not only a
problem of the smallest class, because the variation in the largest class also suffers
from the limitations of thewhole corpus, but generally, if onewants to investigate the
difference between two classes, the size of the smallest class is an important limiting
factor. In the case of the bipartite/tripartite analysis, the smallest class (the tripartite
clauses) contains 201 clauses, whereas in the case of the שי -analysis, the smallest class
(the clauses containing שי ) contains 67 clauses. Therefore, the decreased performance
of themodels in the bipartite/tripartite analysis is probablynot causedby the problem
of the limited number of observations in the smallest class.

Figure 4.41 shows the importance of the four variables in the rfmodel.
Language phase is the most important variable in the model, followed bymain

and subordinate clauses and discourse type have similar importance scores, especially
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figure 4.42 Prediction accuracy of the XGBoost model on bipartite and tripartite clauses

if the confidence intervals are taken into account. Genre is less important, which
is as expected, because the mosaic plot of genre showed that tripartite clauses are
distributedmore or less evenly in the three genres.

Results of the Extreme Gradient Boostingmodel

The same analysis of bipartite and tripartite clauses was done with XGBoost. Upsam-
pling was used to balance the class sizes of the training sets and five-fold cross
validationwas applied. Figure 4.42 and4.43 showtheprediction accuracies onbipartite
and tripartite classes, and the corresponding roc-plot.

Each class in the test set is predicted correctly with a probability on average of
about 0.60–0.65. Figure 4.43 shows the corresponding roc-plot. The average c-score is
0.67.61 This means that the XGBoost model performs slightly worse than the Random
Forest model.

Figure 4.44 shows the variable importance plot of this model.

61 This is the average of the five folds: 0.681, 0.7047, 0.6735, 0.6315, and 0.6675.
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figure 4.43 roc curves of five-fold cross validation of bipartite and tripartite
clauses using XGBoost

The most important variable in the model are whether a clause is a q clause, and
two of the levels of main and subordinate clauses, namely whether a clause is an
argument clause or a modifier clause. The figure complements the results of the
Random Forest model. Tripartite clauses have a preference for the q environment.
The simplest explanation for this is that in these clauses the pronoun emphasizes or
gives prominence to the resumed subject. Quoted speech is the natural place for this.
There is no obvious reason why the tripartite clause with the pronoun functioning as
a copula would occur more in quoted speech than in narrative.

The secondmost important variable is whether a clause is an argument clause.
These verbless clauses have a tripartite structure relatively often. In theHebrew Bible,
these are all object clauses, being the object of the verb עדי , “to know”, or a verb of
speaking or perception. Generally, there seems to be emphasis on the object clause,
e.g.:

1Kgs 8:60, םיהלאהאוההוהייכ

“That yhwh is God!”
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figure 4.44 Variable importance of the XGBoost model

followed by a contrast:

דועןיא

“There is no other.”62

62 Other cases in the Hebrew Bible are: Deut 4:35, ודבלמדועןיאםיהלאהאוההוהייכתעדל , “To
know that yhwh is God; there is no other besides him.”;

Deut 4:39, אוההוהייכךבבל־לאתבׁשהוםויהתעדיו ץראה־לעולעממםימׁשבםיהלאה
דועןיאתחתמ , “So know today and take to heart that yhwh is God in heaven above and on the

earth beneath, there is no other.”;
Deut 7:9, ויבהאלדסחהותירבהרמׁשןמאנהלאהםיהלאהאוהךיהלאהוהי־יכתעדיו

רודףלאלותוצמירמׁשלו , “And you know that the Lord your God is God, the faithful God who
maintains covenant loyalty with those who love him and keep his commandments, to a thousand
generations.”;
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These two variables are the most important ones in the XGBoost model. After these,
there is a whole range of lesser contributing variables with more or less equal
importance. The confidence intervals indicate that it is difficult to say whether there
is a real difference in importance between them. Among these are the various levels
of the variables genre and language phase. Even though the levels of these variables
contribute a bit to the predictive strength of the model, they do less so than the two
most important ones.

Discussion of the results

The number of tripartite clauses in the Hebrew Bible is relatively low in comparison
with the alternative bipartite construction. Muraoka already concluded that it would
be more likely that if it functions as a copula, one would expect a higher frequency of
them. This seems to be a strong argument. Although there are no concrete numbers
available, it looks like the tripartite construction occurs muchmore often in Syriac
than in bh (kp 331, Dyk and Van Keulen 2013: 409–411). Based on this, it is not only
plausible that the pronoun functions as a copula in Syriac (even thoughMuraoka is
also sceptical in the case of Syriac and other Semitic languages), but without the evi-
dence fromother languages,maybe onewouldnot evenhypothesize that the pronoun
functions as a copula in bh, because there is another, more obvious explanation.

hj supposes that resumptive and copular cases can both be found in the Hebrew
Bible. This seems reasonable. If the pronoun can function as a copula, it is likely that
it can still function in other clauses as a resumptive pronoun, because resumption is
a widespread phenomenon in bh. However, the result is that only a small minority of
the tripartite clauses function as a copular clause, whichmakes Muraoka’s argument
only stronger.

Deut 9:3 הלכאׁשאךינפלרבעה־אוהךיהלאהוהייכםויהתעדיו , “Know then today that
the Lord your God is the one who crosses over before you as a devouring fire”;

1Kgs 20:31, םהדסחיכלמ־יכלארׂשיתיביכלמיכונעמׁשאנ־הנה , “Look, we have heard
that the kings of the house of Israel are merciful kings”; 1Kgs 8:60, יכץראהימע־לכתעדןעמל

דועןיאםיהלאהאוההוהי , “So that all the peoples of the earth know that the Lord is God; there
is no other.”; 2Kgs 4:9, דימתונילערבעאוהׁשודקםיהלאׁשיאיכיתעדיאנ־הנה , “Look, I know
that this man who regularly passes our way is a holy man of God”;

Isa 30:7, תבׁשםהבהרתאזליתארקןכל , “Therefore I have called her, Rahab who sits still.”;
Ps 100:3, ונׂשע־אוהםיהלאאוההוהי־יכועד , “Know that the yhwh is God, he made us”;
Qoh 1:17, חורןויעראוההז־םגׁשיתעדי , “i know that this also is but a chasing after wind.”;
Ezra 2:59, םהלארׂשימםאםערזוםתובא־תיבדיגהל , “To tell whether their fathers and their

seed are from Israel.”
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Themost important variables in the XGBoost model clearly show the environ-
ments in which the tripartite verbless clauses occur most: these are quoted speech
and clauses functioning as the argument of another clause, mostly as object. The
most obvious explanation for these results is that the resumptive pronoun in these
clauses puts emphasis on or gives prominence to the resumed subject.

It is true that the tripartite clause occurs in a variety of constructions, just like
bipartite clauses and היה clauses, but the preferred environments of tripartite clauses
differ from those of היה clauses. The environment of tripartite clauses generally is
more similar to the environment of שי clauses: relatively often, they are arguments
of another clause and they occur generally in quoted speech. This does not necessarily
mean that the pronominal copula does not exist in bh. Themost likely candidates
are the cases in which there is incongruence between the pronoun and the resumed
subject (e.g., Isa 37:16 םיהלאהאוה־התא ). This group is only a small subset of all the
tripartite clauses in bh, and as we have seen, alternative explanations are possible,
such as the interpretation of the pronoun functioning as a particle. The question
is, of course, what is needed to give these cases the status of a distinct grammatical
feature. Given that these cases are infrequent, and occurring generally in quoted
speech, the most likely explanation is something other than that of a pronominal
copula.

4.5. Conclusions

In this chapter, four ways of bh expressions of “to be” were analyzed. These four
ways are the bipartite and tripartite verbless clause, and clauses with היה and שי .
Themost frequent by far of these is the bipartite clause, which functions as a kind
of standard structure in this research. The analysis was done in three sections, and
in each section verbless bipartite clauses were contrasted with one of the other three
types. In sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, the contrasting clauses were clauses containing
היה , שי , or a resumptive pronoun respectively. Each of the three analyses required

its own way of preparing and analyzing the data to make a good comparison
possible.

Characteristic of the three datasets that were prepared for the analyses in this
chapter is that they are imbalanced with respect to the output variable. In all the
datasets, the ordinary bipartite verbless clause occurs more often than the syntactic
alternative. In the case of the dataset with היה clauses, the less frequent value, clauses
containing היה , occurs more than 1,000 times, but in the other datasets the less
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frequent alternative occurs in a lower frequency, namely, 67 and 201 for, respectively,
clauses containing שי and tripartite clauses. For this reason, it was decided that the
analysis of the latter two datasets was done using a different approach than the היה

clauses.

4.5.1. היה

The variation between היה clauses and bipartite verbless in section 4.2 clauses was
analyzed using a Generalized Additive Mixed Model (gamm). This is an extension
of an ordinary logistic regressionmodel. In logistic regression, the conditioning of
a binary output is modeled. A mixedmodel takes into account that the observations
within an individual book are not independent of each other. This is an important
improvement, as neglecting the difference between fixed and random effects can
lead to lower p-values than justified. The other two analyses, in sections 4.3 and
4.4, were done using Random Forest and Extreme Gradient Boosting. These are
algorithms that are widely used in the field of predictive analytics for structured
data.

Generally, the use of the verb היה is associated with the addition of tam to a
clause. This is confirmed in this research. Themost direct evidence comes from clauses
including time phrases. In these clauses, there is a significantly higher use of היה

than in clauses without time phrase. The presence of phrases with certain functions
has significant effect on the use of היה : clauses containing question and interjection
phrases have a lower use of היה than clauses without these phrases; clauses with
question and interjection phrases occur predominantly in quoted speech, but this
decreased use of היה in these clauses is not visible in quoted speech in general, because
there is no significant difference between the different levels of the variable discourse.
היה is used less in poetry than in the other genres of prose and prophecy. Generally,

poetry is more “timeless” than narrative, which coheres well with the idea that היה

adds tam to the clause.
The embedding of a clause in the surrounding text also influences the use of היה .

Clauses containing conjunction phrases have an increased use of היה , and this is also
the case for clauses with a mother which is not a verbless clause. Related to this is the
decreased use of היה in subordinate clauses. In all three types of subordinate clauses,
there is a strongly reduced use of היה as compared to main clauses. Also related to
this is the increased use of היה if the mother of a clause contains a (finite) verb.

It is surprising that lbh has a significantly lower use of היה than ebh. This effect
is mainly visible in the smaller lbh books (Esther, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah), in which
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clauses with subject and predicate complement nearly always occur without the verb.
The effect is not visible in other late literature (dss and rh), so lbh seems to behave
distinctively here.

In longer clauses, there is an increased use of היה . This result suggests that היה is
not only used to add tam to the clause, but also that it structures the clause. There
is a certain collinearity of clause length and the presence of time and conjunction
phrases. If a clause contains a time phrase it also means that it is longer than a clause
without such a phrase. On the other hand, however, there are clauses with phrases
with specific functions (question and interjection phrases) that have a reduced use of
היה , this collinearity is not a problem in the present analysis.
The verb היה is used more in clauses with a pp than in clauses with a np, AdjP or

IPrP as predicate complement. The most likely explanation for this is that היה is used
with the meaning “to happen” more often in the case of a pp predicate complement,
which requires the use of the verb.

4.5.2. שי

There is a strong contrast in the use of שי between quoted speech and narrative text.
Nearly all the cases of the particle can be found in quoted speech. This supports the
idea that the particle adds emphasis to the clause, or part of it. This overrepresentation
of שי in quoted speech is by far themost important categorical predictor for the use of
the particle, as became clear in the XGBoost analysis. שי occurs relatively often in the
selected Rabbinic texts. However, most of these clauses are clauses in quoted speech,
and the rh subcorpus that is used here is too small to say that there is an increased
use of the particle in rh, independent of its use in quoted speech.

4.5.3. Tripartite clauses

Themost important variables in the XGBoost model with preference for tripartite
verbless clauses are quoted speech (q) and argument clauses. These results suggest
that the resumptive pronoun emphasizes the resumed subject, because these envi-
ronments are an obvious place for emphasis. This is strengthened by the number of
tripartite verbless clauses in the Hebrew Bible. In total, there are fewer than 200 cases
in the mt, while the alternative bipartite construction construction occurs thou-
sands of times. Of course, there could be some cases in which the pronoun functions
as a copula, as is suggested by hj, but the general picture shows that the emphasis
hypothesis is muchmore plausible than the copula hypothesis.
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4.5.4. Length of clauses and phrases

In both the analysis of היה /verbless clauses and the clauses with and without שי ,
the length of a clause seems to influence the presence of the element היה or שי . In
the case of היה , the result is statistically strongly significant and has amore or less
linear pattern: in longer clauses there is a higher attestation of היה . The same pattern,
although less clear, is visible for clauses with שי .

The length of the subject seems to play a role in the attestation of שי and the
resumptive pronoun. Both seem to occur relatively more often with longer subjects,63

and שי also with short subjects consisting of a single word. So, next to the semantic
role of היה , שי , and the resumptive pronoun, they seem to have a role in structuring
the clause. The role of particles in structuring a clausewas suggested already by others,
but it is the quantitative argument which strengthens this conjecture, by simply
measuring how often a particle occurs in a clause or with a subject of a certain length,
and comparing it with the alternative clauses without the particle.

4.5.5. Diachronic variation

Concerning the language phase, there are some interesting things to note. In lbh, היה

occurs infrequently in the construction with a subject and predicate complement.
lbh is actually the only level of the variable language phasewhich differs significantly
from the base level ebh. Does this result imply a diachronic shift in the use of היה ?
In various studies, the increased use of היה with a participle is thought to be a late
development, especially because it occurs often in rh. The decreased use of היה with
subject andpredicate complement is not seen in later language phases, so this decrease
could be a phenomenon which occurs in lbh only. Of course, only a few post-biblical
texts are taken into account in this research, so future research with more texts could
shed new light on these results.

Similarly, going from ebh to lbh, there is a decrease in the use of the tripartite
clause. This low frequency of the tripartite clause is also seen in qh, but not in rh, so
there is not some kind of linear trend of this phenomenon visible in the history of
Hebrew.

There does not seem to be an increased or decreased use of שי between ebh and
lbh, so I cannot confirm the suggestion of Schülze, that its use increased during

63 In the case of the tripartite clause, this was not observed in this research, but by Driver (1892a: 268).
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the history of bh. For further diachronic research about the use of היה , שי , and the
resumptive pronoun, it is recommended to use more postbiblical texts than in this
research. The availability of qhandrh texts for large scale research is still limited, but
I expect that muchmore well-prepared texts will be available in the near future. Also,
it is recommended to study interactions between variables. How do clause length and
language phase interact? Likewise, studying redactional layers, literary subgenres,
and parallel texts may shed light on diachronic developments.
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Verbal valence

5.1. Introduction

In verbal clauses, a verb is considered to be the core of the clause. The verb determines
which other elements may accompany it. For instance, in English, a subject is part
of the indicative clause, as in “i walk”. Other verbs can be accompanied by more
elements, for instance, the verb “to eat” can have a direct object, as in the clause “i
eat bread”. A verb that can take a direct object is called a transitive verb. Verbs of
movement, like “to walk”, that do not have a direct object, are called intransitive
verbs.

Verbal valence or simply valency refers to thenumberof arguments a verb can take.
The term valencewas borrowed from chemistry by the French linguist Tesnière (1969).
Dixon and Aikhenvald (2000: 2) distinguish between core and peripheral elements of
a clause (examples are borrowed fromDixon and Aikhenvald 2000: 2):

(OnMondaymorning), (in the garden), [John] danced (around the
fountain).

(OnMondaymorning), (in the garden), [a monkey] bit [John] (on the
finger).

(OnMondaymorning), (in the garden), [John] gave [Mary] [a book] (for her
birthday).

Between square brackets, one finds core constituents of the clause requiredby the verb;
these are also called complements of the verb. The peripheral elements are indicated
by parentheses. These peripheral elements, which can be omitted without causing
ungrammaticality, are called adjuncts. There are differences between languages as
to what exactly should be understood as “required”. For instance, in Latin, verbs
are strictly transitive or intransitive (Dixon and Aikhenvald 2000: 4), but in many
languages, words can be used in both transitive and intransitive clauses, e.g., in
English the above mentioned transitive verb “to eat” can occur with and without a
direct object.

Valence does not only deal with the transitivity of a verb. Dyk, Glanz, and Oosting
(2014: 46, examples are borrowed from this publication) distinguish various valence
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patterns. In the first place, there are impersonal or avalent verbs. In the expression
“it rains”, the subject is used to fulfill syntactical requirements without providing
explicit meaning. Intransitive or monovalent verbs occur with a subject, which is
required in languages like English. Transitive or divalent verbs have a subject and
an object, like in the above-mentioned clause “i eat bread”. Ditransitive or trivalent
verbs have a subject, a direct object, and an indirect object, like the verb “to give” in
the example “John gave Mary a book”. There are even tetravalent verbs, for instance,
in the English example “The fool bet him five quid on ‘The Daily Arabian’ to win”.
This clause has a subject (“the fool”), a direct object (“five quid”), an indirect object
(“him”) and a complement (“The Daily Arabian”).

Examples of polyvalent verbs in bh are ןתנ and םיש . They can occur without
a direct object, but also with one or two objects in various constructions. In these
different constructions, the verbs need to be rendered differently in translation. The
meaning of ןתנ and םיש can be synonymous in so-called double object constructions.
This synonymity is observed in grammars and lexicons, but no research has been
done on how the choice for one of the alternative lexemes is conditioned. Therefore,
the research question here is:

Which variables influence the choice of the lexemes ןתנ and םיש in
constructions with similar syntactic and semantic content, when the
verb occurs with a double object construction?

In this chapter, first an impression will be given of the research on valence research
in Hebrew (section 5.2), then the polyvalent verbs ןתנ and םיש will be introduced in
section 5.3. In section 5.4, the double object patterns of these verbs will be studied
from a quantitative perspective.

5.2. Valence research in Hebrew

Various studies related to verbal valence in bh have been published, in which it is
the main focus of research (Dyk, Glanz, and Oosting 2014; Glanz, Oosting, and Dyk
2014; Oosting and Dyk 2017; Winther-Nielsen 2017; and especially Malessa 2006). For
Oosting (2011: 26–27), the study of the valence of the verb is an important starting
point in the syntactic analysis. In relation to linguistic variation and diachrony in
bh, the focus of valence research has beenmainly on three aspects:
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5.2.1. Variation between verb forms

In his work on the language of Chronicles, Kropat (1909: 14–15) focuses on places where
Chronicles deviates from its supposed Vorlage. He gives a number of examples where
Chronicles uses a transitive form, where the parallel passage in Samuel or Kings uses
an intransitive alternative:

1 Sam 31:12 הׁשביואביו

And they came to Jabesh.

1Chr 10:12 הׁשיביםואיביו

And they brought them to Jabesh.1

After these examples Kropat gives a number of examples, where active verb forms
occur in Chronicles where the ebh parallel uses passive forms:2

2Sam 5:13 תונבוםינבדודלדועודלויו

Andmore sons and daughters were born to David.

1Chr 14:3 תונבוםינבדועדיודדלויו

And David begat more sons and daughters.

Kropat also gives the only casewhere Chronicles uses a passive formwhere the parallel
in Samuel/Kings uses an active form:

2Sam 5:17 דוד־תאוחׁשמ־יכ

That they anointed David.

2Chr 14:8 דיודחׁשמנ־יכ

That David was anointed.

1 The other parallels given by Kropat are 2Sam 6:9 // 1Chr 13:12, 2Kgs 22:9 // 2Chr 34:16, 2Kgs 23:34 //
2Chr 36:4, 2 Sam 7:15 // 1Chr 17:13, 1Kgs 10:29 // 2Chr 1:17.

2 The other parallels given by Kropat are 2Sam 7:16 // 2Chr 17:14, 1Kgs 11:43 // 2Chr 9:31, 2Kgs 14:20,
15:38, etc. // 2Chr 25:28, 27:9, etc., 2Kgs 11:2 // 2Chr 22:11, 2Kgs 11:15, 16 // 2Chr 23:14,15.
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Kropat suggests that Chronicles generally has a preference for active and transitive
verb forms, relative to itsVorlage Samuel andKings.However, he does not say explicitly
that this is a general tendency of later language.

5.2.2. The use of the direct object (with תא or alternative constructions)

In bh, the most frequently used particle to introduce the direct object is תא , but
its use is irregular. Even in clauses with a more or less identical meaning there is
variation in its use, evenwithin the same book (Malessa 2006: 27 givesmore examples):

Exod 7:26 ימע־תאחלׁש

Exod 8:16 ימעחלׁש

Let my people go.

However, there are some factors that seem to influence the use of תא . It is used more
or less exclusively in definite phrases (Malessa 2006: 33), though this does not explain
the variation of the use of תא within the set of definite phrases. According toMalessa
the highest use of תא can be found in phrases that represent a human being. He
proposes a semantic hierarchy in which there is a decreasing use of תא when the
phrase introduced functions as direct object (Malessa 2006: 33).

[human being] > [living creature] > [concrete] > [abstract]

This hierarchy can also be found when the object is a demonstrative pronoun. The
object is clearly more often introduced by תא if the pronoun refers to a human being
rather than to abstract nouns (Malessa 2006: 34). Abstract phrases like ערה (“the evil”)
and בוטה (“the good”) as object of the verb השע (“to make”) are rarely marked with
תא (Malessa 2006: 39; Wilson 1889).
Concerning variation between ebh and lbh,Malessa observed that in the parallel

passages in Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles, there does not seem to be a consistent
pattern. Sometimes Chronicles lacks תא where it is used in Samuel/Kings, and
sometimes vice versa (Malessa 2006: 60–61).

5.2.3. Verbs of movement and their locatives

In the literature on bh, the locative phrase functioning as complement of a verb of
movement has been described extensively. It is a complex topic, in which various
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patterns of variation play a role. The movement indicated by the verb can be diverse,
it can be amovement in space or time, but it can also be a figurative movement. The
locative can indicate the origin, the traversed path, or the goal of the movement, and
the goal can be a location or a person or both (Oosting and Dyk 2017: 2). There is a
variety of movement verbs, and in the literature, generally, the most common are
described. Oosting and Dyk (2017: 2) restrict themselves to verbs occurring 150 times
or more in the mt. These are אוב (“to come”), ךלה (“to go”), אצי (“to go out”), דרי (“to
go down”), סונ (“to flee”), לפנ (“to fall”), רוס (“to turn aside”), רבע (“to pass”), הלע

(“to go up”), and בוש (“to return”). This is a semantically diverse group of verbs, and
also their complements are diverse. The verbs occur mostly in the Qal, but also in the
Hiphil and Hophal.

The complement can be introduced by a preposition. In his comprehensive study,
Austel (1968, 18) restricts himself to complements starting with לא , ,ל ,ב לע , and to
complements not initiated by a preposition, sometimes called accusative. However,
a wider range of combinations of prepositions is used, such as דע , ןמ , just like the
so-called ,locale-ה which occurs more than 1,000 times in the mt. Further, one can
distinguish between different referents in the complement. The complement can
refer to a (geographic) location or a person, and a clause can also contain a combination
of these elements.3

5.3. Polyvalent verbs in bh, ןתנ and םיש

5.3.1. Introduction

Inbh,manyverbs occur in a variety of syntactic patterns.Most verbs that are transitive
in the Qal occur with one object, but if the verb is made causative it can govern two
objects. In that case, the subject of the Qal becomes an object (gkc §117cc a; jm §125u).
Some examples:

Exod 33:18 ךדבכ־תאאנינארה

Show (Hiphil) me, then, your glory.

3 For more comprehensive explanantions with examples, I refer to Austel (1968); Hornkohl (2014:
sections 7.3 and 7.4), Rezetko and Young (2014: section 9.4), and Oosting and Dyk (2017).
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Deut 8:3 תעדי־אלרׁשאןמה־תאךלכאיו

He fed (Hiphil) you withmanna, which you did not know.

There are Qal verbs that can take a double object (jm §125ua.):

Lev 24:23 ןבאותאומגריו

And they stoned him [with] a stone.

Ezek 13:10 לפתותאםיחטםנהו

And behold, they plaster it [with] mortar.

These double object verbs are often verbs of asking or desiring (wo §10.2.3; gkc §117
gg; e.g., Deut 14:26 or Ps 137:8), or answering ( הנע in Mic 6:6; gkc §117 gg), verbs of
clothing (gkc §117 ee; שבל in 1 Sam 7:38, or טשפ in Gen 37:23), making something out
of something (gkc §117 hh; e.g., Gen 2:7), or making something into something (gkc
§117 ii; e.g., Gen 27:9).

A double object construction can be seen as a verb governing a so-called small
clause (Haegeman 1991: 160–161; Dyk, Glanz, and Oosting 2014: 54) if the meaning of
the clause is “turn something into something else”, according to Glanz, Oosting, and
Dyk (2015: 47):

Judg 17:4 לספוהׂשעיו

And hemade it [into] a statue.

1 Sam 8:1 לארׂשילםיטפׁשוינב־תאםׂשיו

And hemade his sons judges over Israel.

The two objects together form a verbless clause.
The second object can be introduced by .ל In such a construction, the phase

introduced by ל should not function as a manner of action, or as a location of action,
and also it does not refer to the one affected by the action (Dyk, Glanz, and Oosting
2014: 54–55, referring to Haegeman 1991: 160–161). An example of such a double object
construction, in which the second object is introduced by ל is Exod 32:10, ךתואהׂשעאו

לודגיוגל , “i will make you into a great nation”. The two objectsmust refer to the same
participant in order to qualify as a double object construction.

For jm, the basis of this kind of double object clause is a היה clause, in which היה

has the meaning “to become” (jm §125 w). According to jm (§ 125 v) the following type
of clause is derived from a nominal clause:
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Gen 2:7 המדאה־ןמרפעםדאה־תאםיהלאהוהירצייו

And the Lord God formedman [from] dust from the earth.

The second object of the verbal clause is רפע , the material of which םדאה wasmade.
The subject of the nominal clause becomes the object in the verbal clause, and in the
verbal clause the second object does not take the object marker תא .

5.3.2. Introduction to the valence of ןתנ and םיש

In Biblical Hebrew, a number of double object verbs occur in similar contexts,
for example, the verbs ןתנ and םיש . Glanz, Oosting, and Dyk (2015: 36–37) give the
following examples that are often translated similarly:

Jer 9:10 בׁשויילבמהממׁשןתאהדוהיירע־תאו

I will make the towns of Judah a desolation, without inhabitant.

Jer 10:22 םינתןועמהממׁשהדוהיירע־תאםוׂשל

Tomake the cities of Judah a desolation, a lair of jackals.

They refer to bdb, according towhich themeaningof ןתנ “nearly equals םיש ” (bdb, ןתנ

Qal, section 2). However, it is not always necessary to translate ןתנ and םיש identically,
because the words occur in different contexts. םיש is often found with contrasting
elements (e.g., Isa 5:20; 41:18; 42:16; 50:2; Job 17:12; Ps 107:33; 35), which makes it possible
to translate םיש with “to turn into” (Glanz, Oosting, and Dyk 2015: 50).

Another example of near synonyms are םיש and ארק . Both verbs are used in the
context of giving names, but in the case of םיש someone is often renamed,whereas the
verb ארק is generally used if someone gets a name for the first time (Glanz, Oosting,
and Dyk 2015: 50). Some examples are:

Gen 3:20 הוחותׁשאםׁשםדאהארקיו

Theman named his wife Eve.

Gen 4:25 תׁשומׁש־תאארקתו

And she named him Seth.

2Kgs 17:34 לארׂשיומׁשםׂש־רׁשא

Whom he named Israel.
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Dan 1:7 תומׁשםיסירסהרׂשםהלםׂשיו

The palace master gave them [other] names.

Even though the verbs ןתנ and םיש maybe semantically similar in some constructions,
there may also be substantial differences. ןתנ and םיש are bothmultivalent verbs.4

If ןתנ occurs without complements, generally a direct object is implied.5 In these
cases, the verb has the samemeaning with one complement, if this is a direct object.6

There are also other clauses with ןתנ plus a single complement, such as an indirect
object. In the latter case, a direct object is assumed to be implied, if it has been
mentioned in the context already,7 which is also the case if the verb is accompanied
by a locative, although the meaning of the verb then differs.8

A frequent construction with two complements is a clause in which the verb ןתנ

is accompanied by a direct and indirect object;9 it can also occur with a direct object
and a locative.10 The patterns of ןתנ with two objects are discussed in section 5.3.3.11

An overview of the different valence patterns and their meanings is shown in
figure 5.1 (see next page), which is a flowchart in which the valence of the verb ןתנ is
linked to the different meanings that the verb can have (Dyk 2016, figure used with
permission).

The verb םיש has a similar spectrum of valence patterns. There are three main
groups of valence patterns of the verb םיש . These are clauses with the verb םיש in
which:

– there is no direct object in the clause.
– there is one direct object and a locative.
– there are two objects (double object clauses).

4 For an overview, see https://github.com/ETCBC/valence/wiki.
5 E.g., Gen 30:28, הנתאו , “And I will give”; Job 1:21, ןתנהוהי , “yhwh has given”.
6 E.g., Ps 18:14, ׁשא־ילחגודרבולקןתיןוילעו , “And the highest gave his voice, hail and coals of fire”;

2Chr 34:9, ףסכה־תאונתיו , “And they gave the money”.
7 E.g., Gen 20:14, םהרבאלןתיו , “And he gave (it) to Abraham”.
8 E.g., Exod 12:7, םיתבהלעףוקׁשמה־לעותזוזמהיתׁש־לעונתנו , “And they put (it) on the two side

posts and on the upper door posts of the houses”; 2Kgs 5:23, וירענינׁש־לאןתיו , “And he put (them)
on two of his boys”.

9 E.g., Gen 34:9, ונל־ונתתםכיתנב , “Give your daughters to us”; Judg 17:10, תרׂשעךל־ןתאיכנאו
םימילףסכ , “And I will give you ten pieces of silver by the year”.

10 E.g., Dan 1:2, םיהלאה־תיבילכתצקמוהדוהי־ךלמםיקיוהי־תאודיבינדאןתיו , “And the lord
put in his hand Jehoiakim, king of Judah and part of the vessels of the house of God”; Jer 31:33, יתתנ

םברקביתרות־תא , “i will put my law in their midst”.
11 The variation in the meaning in relation to valence of the verb ןתנ is described byWinther-Nielsen

(2017), from a different perspective, namely, that of Role and Reference Grammar.

https://github.com/ETCBC/valence/wiki
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figure 5.1 Flow chart of the different valence patterns andmeanings of the verb ןתנ
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The verb and the semantic variation between the various valence patterns are
described concisely in the flowchart published in Dyk (2016, figure copied with
permission), see figure 5.2 (see next page). The verb םיש can be found without
complements (although a direct object can be implied, if that can be derived from the
context),12 but also with one complement, which can be a locative13 or a direct object.14

If it occurs with two complements, these can be a direct object and a benefactive
adjunct,15 or a direct object and a locative.16

The double object patterns of the verb םיש are discussed in section 5.3.3.

5.3.3. Exploration of double-object patterns of ןתנ and םיש

Both ןתנ and םיש occur with a variety of double object constructions. ןתנ can occur
with a direct object and an infinitive object. In this construction, the first object is
the subject of the action of the verb in the infinitive object clause:

Exod 3:19 ךלהלםירצמךלמםכתאןתי־אליכיתעדיינאו

And I know, that the king of Egypt will not let you go.

Exod 12:23 םכיתב־לאאבלתיחׁשמהןתיאלו

And He will not allow the destroyer to enter your houses.

The verb םיש does not occur with this construction.
Both ןתנ and םיש can occur with two direct objects. The meaning of both

constructions inmost cases is “to make object_1 to be object_2”.

Deut 1:15 םכילעםיׁשארםתאןתאו

I made them heads over you.

12 E.g., Isa 41:20, ומיׂשיו , “And they may consider”.
13 E.g., Exod 2:3, ראיהתפׂש־לעףוסבםׂשתו , “And she placed (it) among the reeds on the bank of the

river”.
14 E.g., 1 Sam 21:7, םויבםחםחלםוׂשל , “To place hot bread on the day”.
15 E.g., Gen 4:15, תואןיקלהוהיםׂשיו , “And yhwh appointed a mark for Cain”; 1Chr 17:9, יתמׂשו

לארׂשיימעלםוקמ , “i will appoint a place for my people Israel”.
16 E.g., Gen 2:8, םדאה־תאםׁשםׂשיו , “And there he put the man”; Ezek 4:2, ביבסםירכהילע־םיׂשו ,

“And put rams against it all around.”
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figure 5.2 Flowchart of the valence patterns andmeanings of the verb םיש
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Ps 2:8 ךתלחנםיוגהנתאו

And I will make the peoples your inheritance.

Gen 47:6 יל־רׁשא־לעהנקמירׂשםתמׂשו

Andmake them rulers of the cattle, over that which is mine.

Isa 50:2 רבדמתורהנםיׂשא

I make the rivers a wilderness.

Closely related to the former pattern is the patternwith verb + direct object + ,object-ל
which also occurs with both ןתנ and םיש .

Gen 17:6 םיוגלךיתתנו

And I will make you to peoples.

1Kgs 2:17 הׁשאלתימנוׁשהגׁשיבא־תאיל־ןתיו

And he will make Abishag the Shunnamite a wife for me.17

Zech 7:14 המׁשלהדמח־ץראומיׂשיו

And they made a pleasant land a desolation.

Gen 21:13 ונמיׂשאיוגלהמאה־ןב־תאםגו

As for the son of the slave woman, I will make him a nation.

ןתנ and םיש can also occur with a direct object and a .object-כ This construction
means “to make direct object like .”object-כ

Lev 26:19 לזרבכםכימׁש־תאיתתנו

And I will make your sky like iron.

17 There is an alternative way of interpreting this clause and the construction of השאל x ןתנ . In this
interpretation, the wife is seen as the possession of the man, and the clause in 1Kgs 2:17 would be
translated as “He gives tomeAbishag the Shunnamite, aswife”. Then, השאל functions as adjunct,
and the clause has only a single object. I have chosen to count these constructions as double object
clauses.
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1Kgs 16:3 טבנ־ןבםעבריתיבכךתיב־תאיתתנו

And I will make your house like the house of Jeroboam son of Nebat.

Gen 13:16 ץראהרפעכךערז־תאיתמׂשו

I will make your offspring like the dust of the earth.

Job 41:23 החקרמכםיׂשיםי

It makes the sea like a pot of ointment.

Parallel passages

There are various attestations of double object constructions of ןתנ and םיש occurring
in parallel passages in the mt. Most of these parallel attestations have identical
constructions, but it is interesting to compare cases in which they are different.
There is a case, in which Chronicles uses ןתנ , and the parallel in Samuel uses ןוכ .

1Chr 17:22 םלוע־דעםעלךללארׂשיךמע־תאןתתו

And youmade ( ןתנ ) your people Israel to be a people for yourself forever.

2 Sam 7:24 םלוע־דעםעלךללארׂשיךמע־תאךלןנוכתו

And you established ( ןוכ ) your people Israel for yourself to be a people for
yourself forever.18

Also, there is a case in which Chronicles uses ןתנ and the parallel clause in Kings uses
םיש .

2Chr 9:8 הקדצוטפׁשמתוׂשעלךלמלםהילעךנתיו

He has made ( ןתנ ) you king over them, that youmay execute justice and
righteousness.

1Kgs 10:9 הקדצוטפׁשמתוׂשעלךלמלךמיׂשיו

He has made ( םיש ) you king to execute justice and righteousness.

18 The different choice of verbs is also reflected in the lxx text: 1Chr 17:22, καὶ ἔδωκας τὸν λαόν σου
Ἰσραὴλ σεαυτῷ λαὸν ἕως αἰῶνος; 2 Sam 7:24, καὶ ἡτοίμασας σεαυτῷ τὸν λαόν σου Ἰσραὴλ εἰς
λαὸν ἕως αἰῶνος.
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Both examples in Chronicles use the verb ןתנ with direct object and a ,object-ל and
in both cases the parallel uses a different verb ( ןוכ and םיש ), without having a clearly
different meaning. Another interesting parallel can be found in the same verses as
the latter example:

2Chr 9:8 ךיהלאהוהילךלמלואסכ־לעךתתל

… tomake you king on the throne for the Lord your God.

1Kgs 10:9 לארׂשיאסכ־לעךתתל

… to put you on the throne of Israel.

Here Chronicles has a double object construction, where Kings has a single object.
In 2Chr 9:8, there are two double object constructions with the verb ןתנ , whereas
Kings has one double object construction with םיש , and a clause with ןתנ with a
single object.19 The clause ךיהלאהוהילךלמלואסכ־לעךתתל in 2Chr 9:8 is more
complicated thanmost double object clauses with ןתנ , because the locative ואסכ־לע

stands between the two objects. An alternative interpretation of the clause is that it
has the samemeaning as the parallel in 1Kgs 10:9; then, ךלמל would be an adjunct. I
follow the interpretation in which it is a double object construction.

There is also a case in which Chronicles uses a double object construction with
ןתנ , whereas the parallel in Kings uses the verb היה with an explicit subject.

2Chr 7:20 םימעה־לכבהנינׁשלולׁשמלוננתאו

And I will make it a proverb and a taunt among all the people.

1Kgs 9:7 םימעה־לכבהנינׁשלולׁשמללארׂשיהיהו

And Israel will be a proverb and a taunt among all the people.20

19 This variation in choice of verb and valence pattern is reflected equally in the lxx text: 2Chr 9:8,
ἔστω Κύριος ὁ Θεός σου εὐλογημένος, ὃς ἠθέλησεν ἐν σοὶ τοῦ δοῦναί σε ἐπὶ θρόνον αὐτοῦ εἰς
βασιλέα Κυρίῳ Θεῷ σου· ἐν τῷ ἀγαπῆσαι Κύριον τὸν Θεόν σου τὸν Ἰσραὴλ τοῦ στῆσαι αὐτὸν εἰς
αἰῶνα καὶ ἔδωκέ σε ἐπ’ αὐτοὺς εἰς βασιλέα τοῦ ποιῆσαι κρίμα καὶ δικαιοσύνην; 1Kgs 10:9, γένοιτο
Κύριος ὁ Θεός σου εὐλογημένος, ὃς ἠθέλησεν ἐν σοὶ δοῦναί σε ἐπὶ θρόνον Ἰσραήλ· διὰ τὸ ἀγαπᾶν
Κύριον τὸν Ἰσραὴλ στῆσαι εἰς τὸν αἰῶνα καὶ ἔθετό σε βασιλέα ἐπ᾽ αὐτοὺς τοῦ ποιεῖν κρίμα ἐν
δικαιοσύνῃ καὶ ἐν κρίμασιν αὐτῶν.

20 Also, in this case, the variation in theHebrew is reflected in the lxx text: 2Chr 7:20,καὶ δώσωαὐτὸν
εἰς παραβολὴν καὶ εἰς διήγημα ἐν πᾶσι τοῖς ἔθνεσι; 1Kgs 9:7, καὶ ἔσται Ἰσραὴλ εἰς ἀφανισμὸν καὶ
εἰς λάλημα εἰς πάντας τοὺς λαούς.
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Other parallels are 2Chr 6:27 // 1Kgs 8:36,21 2Chr 7:20 // 1Kgs 9:22,22 2Chr 25:18 //
2Kgs 14:9,23 but in these cases ןתנ occurs in with identical constructions.24

The second object with and without ל and some idiomatic expressions.

Not only are the verbs ןתנ and םיש semantically closely related in this kind of
constructions, but the double object constructions with and without ל also seem to
have no difference inmeaning. For instance, in the following examples there is no
clear semantic difference.

direct object + direct object
Deut 1:15 םכילעםיׁשארםתאןתאו

And I made them leaders over you.

direct object + object-ל
Deut 28:13 ׁשארלהוהיךנתנו

yhwhwill make you a leader.

In books with many cases of double object constructions with the verbs under
consideration, both second objects with and without ל seem to be used without
a clear difference inmeaning. That does not mean that the constructions with and
without ל are always interchangeable. For instance, םיש can be used when a name is
given, but always without .ל

Judg 8:31 ךלמיבאומׁש־תאםׂשיו

And hemade his name Abimelech.

It must be said that it is difficult to say that only one alternative can occur if the
dataset is relatively small. Therefore, it is important not to base strong conclusions
on the observation that only one alternative can be found in the corpus.

Although in many cases the verbs ןתנ and םיש seem to be interchangeable in
double object constructions, there is a number of idiomatic expressions that occur

21 הלחנלךמעלהתתנ־רׁשא , “Which you have made a heritage for your people”.
22 דבעהמלׁשןתנ־אללארׂשיינבמו , “And Salomo did not make the people of Israel slave(s)”.
23 הׁשאלינבלךתב־תא־הנת , “Make your daughter for my son to be wife”.
24 There is also a parallel with the book of Psalms: 1Chr 16:18//Ps 105:11.
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exclusively with one of the alternative verbs. The expression “to give someone as wife”
occurs nearly exclusively with the verb ןתנ , for example, Josh 15:17, הסכע־תאול־ןתיו

הׁשאלותב , “and hemade for him his daughter Achsah as wife”.25 Another interesting
characteristic of this expression is that the second object, the phrase with the wife,

השא , occurs nearly exclusively with 26.ל The expression “tomake someone’s name x”
does not occur with ןתנ , but varies between םיש and ארק .27

5.3.4. The data

The data used in this research come from the valence dataset, produced by Janet
Dyk and Dirk Roorda. This dataset is available in Text-Fabric format.28 It is based on
enrichments of the etcbc database proposed by Dyk on the basis of research done
in the “Data and Tradition” research project29 (Dyk, Glanz, and Oosting 2014; Glanz,
Oosting, and Dyk 2015; Oosting and Dyk 2017). The data from the GitHub repository
have been cleanedmanually.30

5.4. Quantitative analysis of ןתנ and םיש with double object constructions

In this section, double object clauses with the verbs ןתנ and םיש are analyzed in an
explorative, quantitative way. First, the cases with a direct object followed by a second
object with or without ל are discussed together, after that the cases in which the
second object is introduced by willכ be analyzed.

25 Other occurrences are Gen 16:3, 29:28, 30:4, 30:9, 34:8 (Here the verb is nifal, so the subject is the logical
object), 34:12, 38:14 (nifal), 41:45, Deut 22:16, Josh 15:16 and 17, Judg 1:12, 1:13, 21:1, 21:7, 1 Sam 18:17, 18:19
(nifal), 18:27, 1Kgs 2:17, 2:21, 2Kgs 14:9, and 1Chr 2:35, 25:18.

26 An exception is 1Kgs 11:19, הריבגהסינפחתתוחאותׁשאתוחא־תאהׁשאול־ןתיו , “And he made
for him his sister-in-law for a wife, the sister of Tahpenes the mistress”.

27 Other examples with םיש can be found in Judg 8:31, 2Kgs 17:34, Neh 9:7, in Aramaic in Dan 5:12.
28 The data can be downloaded from https://github.com/ETCBC/valence. Documentation on the

datasets with a tutorial notebook can also be found there.
29 2010–2015, Investment grant from the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (nwo)

for the project Bridging Data and Tradition. The Hebrew Bible as a Linguistic Corpus and as a Literary
Composition (application of E. Talstra andW.T. van Peursen, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and Leiden
University).

30 The cleaned datasets can be found here: https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/
Ch5_Verbal_valence.

https://github.com/ETCBC/valence
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch5_Verbal_valence
https://github.com/MartijnNaaijer/phdthesis/tree/master/Ch5_Verbal_valence
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As was already observed, ןתנ and םיש have more or less the samemeaning when
the verb occurs in a clause with a double object construction. If that is true, the
question arises why an author chooses one of the two verbs. While the why-question
is always difficult to answer, especially in the case of ancient data, it is possible to
describe the distribution of the verbs in double object constructions.

5.4.1. Double object constructions of ןתנ and םיש and the main variables
of the Syntactic Variation project

In section 5.3, some distinct cases of double object constructions with ןתנ and םיש

were investigated, but what is the situation in the whole of the mt? Do double object
constructions with ןתנ and םיש occur everywhere or only in specific books? Is there a
preference for one of the two verbs?

A first impression is obtained by counting the total number of double object
constructions of each of the verbs ןתנ and םיש . Of all the occurences of the verb םיש

in the mt, nearly 21% are with a double object construction, whereas in the case of
the verb ןתנ this is 10%.31 How are these constructions distributed with respect to the
main variables of this research?

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 (see next page) show the distribution of double object construc-
tions versus other constructions of the verbs ןתנ and םיש in main and subordinate
clauses.

Themosaic plots clearly show thehigher fraction of double object constructions of
םיש , relative to ןתנ . For both verbs, there are no double object constructions in which

the clause functions as the argument in another clause. It might be the case that
double object constructions are too complex to function as an argument in another
clause.

In the case of the verb םיש , double object constructions occur relativelymore often
in subordinate clauses than in main clauses. For ןתנ , this is the other way around,
although the differences between main clauses and the two types of subordinate
clauses are small.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the distribution of double object constructions versus
other constructions of the verbs ןתנ and םיש in their discourse environment.

31 םיש : 120 double object constructions to a total of 581 attestations of the verb, ןתנ : 205 double object
constructions to a total of 2001 attestations of the verb in the mt. I do not deal with texts outside of
the mt in this chapter. In her PhD thesis, Femke Siebesma discusses valence patterns of ןתנ , םיש
and other verbs in the dss.
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figure 5.3 Main and subordinate clauses with double object constructions versus
other constructions of ןתנ

figure 5.4 Main and subordinate clauses with double object constructions versus
other constructions of םיש
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figure 5.5 Discourse type of double object constructions versus other
constructions of ןתנ

figure 5.6 Discourse type of double object constructions versus other
constructions of םיש
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figure 5.7 Genre of double object constructions versus other constructions of ןתנ

figure 5.8 Genre of double object constructions versus other constructions of
םיש
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figure 5.9 Fraction of double object constructions with the verb ןתנ

The levels ? anddare rare and less relevant, so theywill be left out of consideration.
The situation in q and n is similar for both verbs: double object constructions occur
more often in q than in n clauses. This might be related to distribution of double
object constructions in different genres, which is shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8 (see
page 136). A comparison of figures 5.5 and 5.6 shows that double object constructions
of ןתנ and םיש are similarly distributed among q and n.

For both verbs, the most frequent attestation of double object verbs can be found
in the genre of prophecy, but for the verb םיש , it occurs nearly as frequently in poetry.
This does not mean that double object constructions are more or less absent in prose
books, but there is a surprisingly high concentration in the other genres. Overall,
double object constructions with ןתנ and םיש are distributed similarly throughout
the three genres under consideration, except that thosewith םיש occurmore in poetry
than ןתנ .
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figure 5.10 Fraction of double object constructions with the verb םיש

What happens if we look at each book separately? Figure 5.9 (see page 137) and
5.10 show the fraction of the occurences of ןתנ and םיש in each biblical book.32

Here, the situation in ebh and lbh will be considered. The figures show double
object constructions (with or without ל in the second object) as a fraction of the
total amount of occurrences of ןתנ or םיש , to get an impression whether certain
books have a preference for using double object constructions relative to other books.
As usual with this kind of data, there is substantial variation between individual
books in the corpus. Most error bars in the figure are relatively wide, indicating
that the height of the bar does not give much certainty about the preference for
the double object construction in a book, especially in the shorter books of the mt,

32 The error bars are based on a binomial test.
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figure 5.11 Double object constructions with the verb םיש , as a fraction of the total number of double object
constructions of ןתנ and םיש together

which do not contain many cases of ןתנ and םיש anyway. For instance, double object
constructions with ןתנ and םיש are absent in the lbh books of Esther, Daniel, and
Ezra, but Chronicles, the largest of the lbh books, looks more similar to the ebh
books.

The two figures show that for both verbs the attestation of double object verbs is
relatively high in the books of Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, although Ezekiel seems
to have a preference for ןתנ in double object constructions. Also, clearly visible is the
contrast between the use of the verbs in Numbers and Deuteronomy. This contrast is
less visible in the book of Leviticus due to the low overall attestation of םיש in the
book of Leviticus.

In all the poetic books, double object constructions with םיש are abundantly
present, while ןתנ occurs only in Psalms and Lamentations.
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What is the preference of individual books with respect to the two verbs? This
becomes clear in figure 5.11 (see page 139). In this figure the fraction of double object
constructions is found occurring with the verb םיש as a fraction of the total amount
of double object constructions occurring with the verbs ןתנ and םיש .

Most books have a mixed profile. They contain double object constructions with
both ןתנ and םיש . One reason why a book uses both ןתנ and םיש in syntactically
and semantically similar constructions can be that different sources of a book use
different verbs.One clear example of layered literature are the books of the Pentateuch,
according to the traditional Documentary Hypothesis. In the following excursus, the
distribution of double object constructions with ןתנ and םיש is explored in p and
non-p parts of the Pentateuch.

5.4.2. Excursus: Double object constructions of ןתנ and םיש in the Pentateuch

The classical Documentary Hypothesis distinguishes four main layers in the Penta-
teuch: j, e, p, and d.33 j, e, and p can be found throughout Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
andNumbers, and d covers the book of Deuteronomy. These redactional layers are
subject of extensive discussions, and there are various ways in which the layers can be
subdivided. The clearest stylistic differences in the first four books of the Pentateuch
can be found between j and e on the one hand, and p on the other.

In the study of diachronic variation, often the redactional layers of the Pentateuch
are considered. Wright (2005) is a major publication on the language and date of the
Yahwist (j), and particularly p is discussed extensively by various scholars (see also
section 2.4). Even though these layers are generally seen as typical representatives of
ebh, they each have their own characteristic language.

Double object constructionswith ןתנ canbe found 30 times inGenesis–Numbers.34

Though this construction does not occur often in the first four books in the Hebrew
Bible, there is a clear pattern in relation to the different sources. ןתנ + double object
is used predominantly in p, and םיש + double object is used predominantly in j and

33 Amodern approach to the Documentary Hypothesis is Baden (2012). Important classical works on
this topic are the influential Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels byWellhausen (1883), Driver (1892b),
and Eissfeldt (1964). Despite the fact that there is doubt about the independent existence of the
sources, especially in European scholarship, the linguistic difference between p, on the one hand,
and j and e on the other hand is recognized widely in studies on linguistic variation in bh. See also:
Dozeman and Schmid (2006).

34 The letter (j, e, or p) after the verse indicates the source according to Driver (1892b).
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figure 5.12 Distribution of ןתנ and םיש with double object constructions in j/e
and p

e (non-p).35 See figure 5.12. Finally, there is Deuteronomy, or the layer d, which can
be subdivided in various sublayers. d has a strong preference for using ןתנ in double
object constructions with and without ל introducing the second object. In these
constructions, ןתנ is used 22 times, and םיש does not occur.

5.4.3. Discussion

It is clear already that in Genesis-Numbers there seems to be an association between
the sources of these books and the use of one of the two verbs. Several books, such as
Deuteronomy, have a strong preference for ןתנ . Double object constructions with ןתנ

35 םיש with double object can be found 14 times in j and e and 2 times in p, while ןתנ with double
object is found 23 times in p and 7 times in j and e. All cases can be found in Appendix f. There are
some complications related to these numbers. In the analysis, I have relied on Driver’s division of
the sources of the Pentateuch, and in several cases his division differs from that of others. A case
in point is Gen 29:29, which is considered p by Driver, but j by Eissfeldt and Noth (1960). On the
other hand, Gen 30:9 is p for Driver, whereas Eissfeldt hesitates between p and j. In other words, if
a different division was used the results could be slightly different, although the general picture
would be the same.
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and םיש are rare inmost of the core lbh books, and even lacking in Esther, Daniel and
Ezra. In Chronicles, a double object construction with םיש can be found only once,36

whereas ןתנ is used 15 times37, so it has a strong preference for the verb ןתנ in double
object constructions. This observation is supported by the observations in section
5.3.2, that in four parallel clauses Chronicles uses a double object construction with
ןתנ , where the parallel in Samuel or Kings uses a different verb or construction. Ezekiel

is also a book with a strong preference for using ןתנ , although this book contains
several clauses with the verb םיש in a double object construction.38

Books with a preference for םיש are Samuel and Isaiah. In Judges and Psalms,
there is an equal use of these verbs in double object constructions and Job uses םיש

exclusively, although it is more difficult here to speak of a preference, because there is
a restricted number of attestations of these double object verbs in the book of Job.

The book of Kings is more mixed, there are some cases in which ןתנ is used,39 but
there are also cases in which םיש occurs.40 The book of Samuel is mixed as well, with a
general preference for םיש . Isaiah also has a preference for using םיש , but it also uses
ןתנ frequently.
All in all, the evidence for the use of double object constructionswith the verbs ןתנ

and םיש , shows that there is a preference for the use of one of these constructions in
general in poetic and prophetic books, especially in the books of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and
Ezekiel. Most books use both ןתנ and םיש , but there are individual books and textual
layers that have a strongpreference for one of the verbs. Because of the limited amount
of data inmost books, conclusions need to be drawnwith care, but the variation in the
choice of the verb found here does not seem to be related to a diachronic development.
With the exception of the book of Chronicles, double object constructions with ןתנ

and םיש are rare in the lbh books, so it is tentative to suggest a gradual decrease of
the use of double object constructions, but more research on, for instance, the dss
and Rabbinic texts is needed to say anything with certainty about this.

36 1Chr 26:10, ׁשארלוהיבאוהמיׂשיו , “His father made him chief ”.
37 With two direct objects: 1Chr 16:4, 16:18, 2Chr 2:10. With a direct object and a :object-ל 1Chr 17:22,

2Chr 2:10, 6:27, 7:20, 8:9, 9:8 (2x), 25:16, 25:18, 29:8, 30:7, 35:25.
38 Ezek 7:20, 14:8, 17:5, 19:5, 21:32, 35:4.
39 With two direct objects: 1Kgs 9:16, 9:22, 11:19, 14:7, 14:9. With a direct object and a :object-ל 1Kgs 2:17,

2:21, 8:36, 8:50, 2Kgs 14:9. 1Kgs 11:19 is a rare case of ןתנ with two direct objects with the meaning
“make her a wife”: הריבגהסינפחתתוחאותׁשאתוחא־תאהׁשאול־ןתיו , “Hemade for him as a
wife the sister of his wife, the sister of his wife Tahpenes”.

40 With two direct objects: 1Kgs 5:23, 2Kgs 10:8, 17:34. With a direct object and a :object-ל 1Kgs 10:9,
2Kgs 10:27.
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5.4.4. ןתנ / םיש + direct object + object-כ

The construction of ןתנ / םיש + direct object + object-כ is rarer than the previously
discussed double object constructions with these verbs. With ןתנ and םיש , the
construction occurs, respectively, 22 and 27 times in themt. The construction with -כ
object occurs zero or one time inmost books, so it is difficult to draw clear conclusions
from these data. The meaning of this construction is “to make x like y”.

Some examples are:

Isa 41:15 םישת ץמכ תועבגו

And you shall make the hills like chaff.

Hos 2:5 רבדמכ היתמׂשו

And I make her like a wilderness.

Song 8:6 ךעורז־לע םתוחכ ךבל־לע םתוחכ ינמיׂש

Makeme like a seal upon your heart, as a seal upon your arm.

Figure 5.13 (see next page) shows the counts of this construction per verb in each
biblical book.

These 49 cases do not offer much evidence for reaching strong conclusions, but
the first impression is that this construction occurs in texts in which other double
object constructions occur as well. There is a relatively high frequency in the Major
Prophets, especially in Isaiah and Ezekiel. These books have a preference for ןתנ , just
like Chronicles.

Also, for instance, the three occurrences in Genesis with םיש can be found outside
of the p parts.

Gen 13:16 j ץראה רפעכ ךערז־תא יתמׂשו

I will make your seed like the dust of the earth.

Gen 32:13 j םיה לוחכ ךערז־תא יתמׂשו

And I will make your seed like the sand of the sea.

Gen 48:20 e הׁשנמ ינפל םירפא־תא םׂשיו

Godmakes you like Ephraim and like Manasseh.
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figure 5.13 Counts of ןתנ and םיש with double object constructions withכ-object

The construction with ןתנ occurs twice in the Pentateuch, both times in a p section.

Gen 9:3 לכ־תא םכל יתתנ בׂשע קריכ

Like green herbs I have made it all for you.

Lev 26:19 הׁשחנכ םכצרא־תאו לזרבכ םכימׁש־תא יתתנו

And I will make your sky like iron and your earth like copper.

Also, the construction with םיש can be found in the books of Hosea, Micah, Psalms,
Job and the Song of Songs, which use predominantly or exclusively םיש with one of
the other double object constructions.
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The construction of ןתנ with a object-כ can also be found in parallel verses. The
following parallel in 1Kgs 10:27 // 2Chr 9:27 contains the construction twice.

הלפׁשב־רׁשא םימקׁשכ ןתנ םיזראה תאו םינבאכ םלׁשוריב ףסכה־תא ךלמה ןתיו

ברל

The kingmade silver in Jerusalem as stones, and hemade cedars as
numerous as the sycamores of the Shephelah.

The figure also shows relatively high frequencies in theMajor Prophets of the use of
the object-כ in Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, with a preference for ןתנ in Ezekiel, and
a preference for םיש in Isaiah.

5.5. Conclusions

This chapter is an exploration of double object constructions of the verbs ןתנ and םיש

with an emphasis on cases with two direct objects or a direct object + .object-ל The
analysis starts from the perspective that there is a relationship between the valence of
the verb and its meaning. This perspective is expressed in previous works by various
scholars working with the etcbc data, especially Dyk, Glanz, and Oosting, but based
on the same dataset, a different perspective is definitely possible, such as given by
Winther-Nielsen (2017).

Various grammars and lexicons note that the meanings of ןתנ and םיש in double
object constructions are closely related. This is an important starting point for this
study, because thedouble object constructions of these verbs are treated as alternatives
of the same variable. This semantic similarity is supported by various observations.
First, ןתנ and םיש with double object constructions can be found in similar clauses.
Second, there is a parallel passage in which Chronicles uses ןתנ with a double object
construction, whereas Kings uses םיש (2Chr 9:8 // 1Kgs 10:9).

Furthermore, there seems to be no semantic variation between constructions
with and without ל introducing the second object. The main reason for this is that
constructions with and without ל occur with more or less the same words in similar
contexts.

Having said this, there are still various complications. In the double object
construction with ןתנ and םיש , there are numerous things that can vary (the verb,
the second object can be with or without ,ל and there can still be other phrases
in the clause influencing the meaning of the verb). An additional complication is
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that in most books only a limited number of attestations of these constructions
can be found. If in a certain book there is one double object construction with
ןתנ and zero with םיש , it does not really make sense to say that the book has a

preference for using the verb ןתנ , because this may well be a coincidental case. Also,
there can bemore interpretations of certain constructions. Instead of seeing a case
like השאל x ןתנ –where x is a woman’s name, such as in Josh 15:17—as a double
object construction, it can also be interpreted as a single object construction with
an adjunct. In this research, I have decided to count these cases as double object
constructions.

There is a number of double object constructions with the verbs under consid-
eration in parallel texts in the Hebrew Bible. These are mainly parallels between
Samuel/Kings and Chronicles. In most of the parallels, the double object construc-
tions are identical to each other, but in a few cases, they are not. There is a case in
which Chronicles uses ןתנ , where םיש is used by Kings,41 there is a case in which
Chronicles uses ןתנ , where ןוכ is used by Samuel,42 there is a case in which Chronicles
has a double object construction, where Kings has only a single object,43 and, finally,
there is a case where היה is used Kings.44 In these cases, Chronicles uses ןתנ with a
double object construction, where Samuel and Kings have an alternative. Chronicles
has a strong preference for using ןתנ with a double object construction, whereas in
other books the image is more mixed.

How are ןתנ and םיש with double object constructions distributed throughout
the different levels of themain variables of this research? There is notmuch difference
between the choice for ןתנ or םיש between q and n. Also, between main and
subordinate clauses there is no clear preference for one of the two verbs. Both verbs
occurwith double object constructions inmain clauses, adverbial and relative clauses,
but not in argument clauses. Comparing ebh and lbh, it is striking that ןתנ and
םיש are more or less absent in Esther, Daniel, Ezra, and Nehemiah, whichmakes it

impossible to draw conclusions about these books. In the book of Chronicles, however,
double object constructions occur abundantly with ןתנ , and only once with םיש . The

41 1Kgs 10:9 // 2Chr 9:8 טפׁשמתוׂשעלךלמלךמיׂשיו//הקדצוטפׁשמתוׂשעלךלמלםהילעךנתיו
.הקדצו

42 2Sam 7:24 // 1Chr 17:22 לארׂשיךמע־תאךלןנוכתו//םלוע־דעםעלךללארׂשיךמע־תאןתתו
.םלוע־דעםעלךל

43 1Kgs 10:9 // 2Chr 9:8 .לארׂשיאסכ־לעךתתל//ךיהלאהוהילךלמלואסכ־לעךתתל
44 1Kgs 9:7 // 2Chr 7:20 הנינׁשלולׁשמללארׂשיהיהו//םימעה־לכבהנינׂשלולׁשמלוננתאו

.םימעה־לכב
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impression that Chronicles has a strong preference for using ןתנ is strengthened by
the observation of four parallel clauses in which Chronicles uses ןתנ with a double
object construction, whereas the ebh alternative uses a different verb or ןתנ with a
different construction. In the Pentateuch, p and d have a strong preference for using
ןתנ , but j and e predominantly use םיש . Other books and texts seem to have a mixed

profile, or not enough data to draw conclusions from.
There is a general increased use of both verbs in prophecy, especially in theMajor

Prophets. Of these three books, Ezekiel has a strong preference for ןתנ , whereas Isaiah
prefers םיש . Jeremiah has a slight preference for ןתנ .

The use of ןתנ and םיש with two objects, of which the second object is introduced
by ,כ is rare, occuring only 49 times in the mt. In the individual biblical books, it
generally occurs only a few times. The main impression of its distribution is similar
to the constructions already discussed. It occurs with a higher frequency in theMajor
Prophets, Chronicles has a strong preference for the verb ןתנ , just like p, and j and e
prefer to use םיש .

The variation between ןתנ and םיש with two objects seems to have a varied
background. On the one hand, both verbs occur often with these constructions in the
Major Prophets, on the other hand, some books have a strong preference for one of
the alternative verbs. Theremight be a preference for ןתנ in exilic/post-exilic Hebrew.
Chronicles has a strong preference for this verb, and the same is true for p (if it is
accepted that p is late) and Ezekiel.

Even though both verbs with double object constructions are relatively frequent
in bh, there remain various questions. How do these constructions behave in
postbiblical Hebrew, and how does that relate to bh? Other verbs than ןתנ and
םיש are also synonymous. Do patterns of those verbs cohere with the patterns

found here? This research is based on the idea, that ןתנ and םיש with double object
constructions are synonymous. Based on various observations this seems reasonable,
but there is a chance that there are cases of idiomatic expressions, in which only
one of the alternatives can be used. It is difficult to find evidence for this, especially
if such expressions are rare, but maybe further research can shed light on this
issue.

All in all, there are some interesting tendencies visible. Of the main variables
of this research, main and subordinate clauses and discourse type do not play a
significant role. Genre is interesting, because there is an increased use of double
object patterns with ןתנ and םיש , but this ismainly visible in theMajor Prophets. The
most interesting variation can be observed between individual books and redactional
layers of books. Some books or layers have a strong preference for one of the two
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alternative verbs in double object constructions, and even though the number of
attestations inmost books is relatively low, some preliminary conclusions could be
drawn, as was shown above. Research on other verbs and extrabiblical texts can shed
more light on the patterns observed here.


